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ABSTRACT 

Laser Ion Source (LIS) is a promising candidate to be used as a pre-injector in 

ion accelerators and also as an ion implanter due to many advantages over established 

ion sources like electron beam ion source (EBIS) and electron cyclotron resonance ion 

source (ECRIS). LIS is still under development and its various aspects require further 

investigation. Important features of ions emitted from laser produced plasma such as 

distribution of ion energy, charge state and intensity are not well characterized. 

Moreover Influence of magnetic field over laser produced plasma and emitted ions, is 

a less investigated area. Main objective of this research work was to characterization 

highly charged ions produced by pulsed laser ablation of technologically important 

metals like Ti, Cu and W.  

Here the results of the series of experiments that were conducted to 

characterize nanosecond pulsed laser produced metal plasmas and emitted highly 

charged ions are reported. Nanosecond pulsed Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm wavelength) 

and KrF laser (248 nm wavelength) were used to irradiate Ti, Cu and W targets. Laser 

intensity at the surface of target was varied from 10
8
 to 10

10
 W/cm

2
. Laser produced 

plasma and emitted ions were characterized by using Ion Collector (IC), electrostatic 

Ion Energy Analyzer (IEA) working in time of flight configuration and Intensified 

Charge Coupled Device (ICCD).  

The charge state of Ti ions was found to increase with increase in laser fluence 

and maximum available ions charge in the investigated range of fluence was Ti
4+

. A 

correlation between the intensities of various ion charge states indicated that higher 

charge states of ions were most probably produced through stepwise ionization 
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mechanism. In addition, energy distribution of ion charge states Ti
n+

 (n=1-4) was in 

the range of 0.36-3.0 keV and the most probable ion energy was found to increase 

linearly with ion charge state. The estimated equivalent potential was about 310 V at 

the laser fluence of 20.3 J/cm
2
. Mentioned results were found in conformity with the 

predictions of electrostatic model of ion acceleration in laser produced plasma. 

The axial magnetic field applied on the expanding Cu plasma revealed that the 

integrated ion yield, highest ion charge state, average ion energy and energy of 

individual ion charge states were amplified. The average ion charge, equivalent 

potential, electron temperature, electron density, Debye length and transient electric 

field were estimated from the experimental results obtained without and with 

application of the magnetic field. The increase of ion charge state ion yield on 

application of magnetic field are most probably due to the electron trapping in front of 

the target surface, which boosts up the electron impact ionization process. In addition, 

ablation rate of Cu was also increased in presence of externally applied magnetic 

field. The energy increment of ions on application of magnetic field is discussed in 

the frame work of electrostatic model for ion acceleration in laser plasma. 

 The laser ablation of tungsten revealed that the number of available W
n+

 ions 

charge states increases from 1+ to 6+ when laser fluence at the target was varied in 

the range of 3.0-19.4 J/cm
2
. With the application of 0.23 T axial magnetic field at the 

target surface, the number of available W
n+

 ions charge states increases from 1+ to 

10+ in the similar range of the laser fluence. In addition, molecular oxygen ions O2
n+

 

were also observed when magnetic field is applied at higher values of the laser 

fluence. The Coulomb-Boltzmann-shifted time function was used to determine 

intensities and peak energies of ions of various charge states from the IC spectra. 
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Depending on the charge state, the energies of various charge state ions were in the 

range of 0.6-2.7 keV. The experimental data were exploited to estimate the equivalent 

accelerating potential developed inside the plume. It is found that the equivalent 

accelerating potential inside plasma plume increases linearly with laser fluence. The 

comparison with literature data revealed that the equivalent accelerating potential also 

increases with atomic number of the target material. It might be due to the reason that 

the target material of high electron density allows to add more electrons in the plasma, 

resultantly electron density of plasma and accelerating potential increases because it 

depends on the densities of separated electrons and ions clouds. 

In this research work charge, intensity and energy distribution of important metal 

ions and their dependence on laser and target parameters were investigated. Basic 

plasma parameters were also extracted and underlying mechanism of ion acceleration 

within the laser plasma plume is studied. Magnetic field was found to be very 

effective in enhancing the charge state and energy of ions without increasing the laser 

power. It is also proved to be very useful in reducing the angular spread of ion 

energies. All these findings can contribute towards further development of LIS for 

various applications as well as in other fields such as Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD), 

laser assisted surface modifications,  
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PLASMA 

Plasma was first observed and referred to as fourth state of matter by William 

Crookes. It is composed of electrons, ions, clusters and neutrals. Being composed of 

charged species, plasma responds readily to externally applied electric and magnetic 

fields. In 1928, Langmuir while studying the ionized gas in an arc discharge used the 

term Plasma for this fourth state of matter. Plasma is defined as ―a quasi-neutral gas 

of charged and neutral particles which exhibits collective behavior‖ (Chen, 1984). 

There are three basic criteria to be fulfilled by an ionized gas to qualify as plasma: 

i. Quasi-neutrality: Quasi-neutrality means that as plasma is assembly of 

positive ions and electrons and a charge imbalance may exist locally, 

but in general positive and negative charges are approximately equal in 

that assembly. This makes plasma neutral enough so that ni ≈ ne ≈ n 

(plasma density), but not neutral enough that all the existing 

electromagnetic forces disappear.   

ii. Collective behavior: Distance between charged particles in plasma 

gives rise to electric field between them and also motion of these 

particles creates currents which in turn produce magnetic field. These 

electromagnetic forces affect the motion of other charged particles 

placed at a certain distance. The Coulomb forces between two mildly 

charged plasma regions, situated at a distance r, varies as 1/r
2
 and the 

volume of one plasma region affects another as r
3

 for a given solid 
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angle. Because of this exertion of force on particles at large distances, 

the movement of plasma species does not exclusively depends upon 

local conditions but also on plasma state in distant regions. This is 

known as ―collective behavior‖ of the plasma. 

iii. Low collision frequency: If collisions between charged particles and 

neutral atoms are so frequent that instead of electromagnetic forces 

their motion is controlled by ordinary hydrodynamic forces, then a 

weakly ionized gas would not be plasma. The required condition for an 

ionized gas to behave like plasma is ω  > 1, where ω is the frequency 

of plasma and   is the average time of collision between charged 

particles and neutral atoms. 

Some features of plasma such as high temperature, density, electrical 

conductivity and response to external applied electromagnetic fields, distinguish it 

from a normal gas. It is believed that plasma is the most abundant form of matter in 

the universe and up to 99 percent of matter is composed of plasma. Plasma is the main 

ingredient of nebulas, stars, stellar interiors and solar winds. Furthermore, 

interplanetary, interstellar and intergalactic medium is mainly composed of low 

density plasma. Terrestrial plasma only exists naturally in the form of aurora borealis, 

thunderbolt and flame phenomena. Beyond earth’s atmosphere we are surrounded by 

the magnetosphere, which is also a plasma system produced by the interaction of the 

solar wind and magnetic field of earth.    

On earth, plasma of various temperatures and densities is produced in 

laboratories in many different ways for different purposes. Plasma produced 
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artificially in laboratories includes magnetically induced plasmas (MIP), Inductively 

coupled plasma (ICP), plasma produced by electric arcs, magnetically confined 

plasma in fusion research, plasma produced in fabrication of semiconductor devices 

and laser produced plasma (LPP).  

Laboratory plasmas are categorized in equilibrium and non-equilibrium 

plasmas. Plasma confined by magnetic fields, such as plasmas used for magnetic 

confinement fusion experiments or electron cyclotron resonance ion sources (ECRIS) 

for accelerators is classified as equilibrium plasma. Laser produced plasma (LPP) 

being a transient system is considered as a non-equilibrium plasma.   

1.1.1  Debye Shielding 

One of the important characteristic of plasma is shielding out electric potential 

that is applied to it. Charged particles in plasma, both positive and negative arrange 

them in such a way that they are screened out from electric field of other charge 

particles. By pushing similar charges away and pulling opposite charges towards 

them, charged species make a spherical cloud of charges around the perturbed point. 

In this way no electric field would exist outside the sphere and shielding would be 

perfect on condition that plasma is cold and thermal motions of particles are stopped. 

In case of thermal motions of charged particles, shielding can be imperfect where 

electric field is weak i.e. at the edge of the charge cloud. By getting sufficient thermal 

energy, charges can escape the electrostatic potential well. At this point potential 

energy equals thermal energy KT of particles and a finite electric field can be 

produced there by the leak of potential KT/e into plasma. The radius of Debye sphere 

is known as Debye length which is a measure of shielding distance and provides an 
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estimate electric field action of charged particles in plasma. Debye length can be 

estimated by following relation (Chen, 1984): 

    (
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 (
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  ⁄
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)
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       (1.1) 

Where   ,   ,    ,    and e are permittivity, Boltzmann constant, electron 

temperature (eV), electron number density (m
-3

) and electronic charge respectively. 

Relation for Debye length expresses that if electron density in plasma is higher, 

Debye length would be shorter and resultantly electric field would be much stronger 

there. High electron temperature would result in more thermal agitations and plasma 

shielding length will increase. If there is no thermal agitation than charge cloud can 

collapse into infinitely short layer. The dimension L of the plasma must be much 

greater than   , so electric potential (either by local concentration of charge or 

externally applied) can be screened out in a distance much smaller than L. This is one 

of the necessary condition (     ) for an ionized gas to qualify as plasma. 

 For Debye shielding, charge cloud should contain fair number of 

charged particles. The number of particles in Debye sphere (ND) can be calculated by 

following expression: 

    
 

 
     

         (1.2) 

The collective behavior of plasma also requires that ND >> 1.  

Plasma frequency ωpe is an important time scale that is used to classify 

plasma. Electrons moved from uniform background of ions and an electric field builds 

up in opposite direction to motion of electrons, pulling them back to restore charge 

neutrality and electrons remain oscillating with a certain frequency around mean 
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position. This characteristic frequency is known as plasma electron frequency and is 

calculated as: 

    (
    

    
 )

  ⁄

 (
  

    
 )

  ⁄

(  )
  ⁄      

 
 ⁄      (1.3)                                       

Where    is the mass of electron and all other symbols are as mentioned in page 

number 4. without disturbing plasma, an electromagnetic wave can propagate through 

it with this minimum frequency. This expression shows that      is solely dependent 

on ne and space charge oscillations in plasma would be higher where ne is higher.  

In summary there are three fundamental criteria for an ionized gas to be in plasma 

state: 

1. The dimensions of plasma system  must be large enough that         

2. The number of electrons in Debye sphere must be enough to produce 

shielding i.e. ND >> 1  

3. There should be minimum collisional frequency in plasma i.e.  ω  > 1. 

Where ω is plasma frequency and   is the mean time of collisions between 

charged particles with neutral atoms. 

1.1.2  Plasma Temperature 

In plasma, species are in random motion and if they are in thermal 

equilibrium, they can be described by the Maxwellian distribution. One dimensional 

Maxwellian distribution is as follows: 

 ( )     
(

    

     
)
       (1.4) 
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Where  ( )   is the number of particles per unit volume with velocity 

between v and v + dv,     ⁄  is the kinetic energy, and other symbols have their 

usual meanings. The particle number density per unit volume is,   

   ∫  ( )  
  

  
       (1.5) 

Relationship between constant A and number density  is given by, 

   (
 

      
)
  ⁄

       (1.6) 

Plasma temperature Te characterizes the width of the distribution. The average 

kinetic energy of particles is 
 

 
     per degree of freedom and in three dimensions 

average energy is given by, 

     
 

 
            (1.7) 

 In plasma physics, it is customary to use energy units for plasma temperature. 

Energy corresponding to      represents temperature. Plasma temperature      of 1 

eV equals 1.6×10
-19 

J. 

1.2  PULSED LASER ABLATION 

Focusing of laser radiation on surface of a target rises temperature of the surface 

due to photon absorption. Subsequently, material on the surface goes through melting, 

evaporation and finally plasma plume formation. Such kind of plasma is known as 

laser produced plasma (LPP). Plasma plume expands adibatically with supersonic 

velocity in three dimensions and emits ions, electrons, clusters and neutrals. Removal 

of material from the surface of the target due to laser irradiation is termed as laser 

ablation. This phenomenon is dependent on the thermal and optical properties such as 
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heat capacity, fusion and evaporation latent heats, thermal conductivity, density, 

reflectivity, absorption coefficient etc. of target material and on parameters of laser 

such as its power density, pulse width, wavelength, shape and number of shots and 

environmental conditions such as vacuum pressure, type of gas present in the vacuum 

chamber and on the morphology of the target surface. 

Basic phenomenon of laser material interaction is not fully understood due to its 

complex nature. Various processes involved in LPP generation include, vaporization, 

ionization, fluid motion, plume expansion, phase explosion and generation of shock 

wave and electromagnetic radiation. Several groups have worked exhaustively to 

interpret the generation and expansion of LPP. The nanosecond and sub-nanosecond 

laser ablation process is divided in four different overlapping time stages (Toftmann 

and Schou, 2003; Schou et al., 2007): 

1. In the first stage, the leading edge of the laser pulse interacts with the surface 

material of the target. Laser energy is partly absorbed by the surface material 

and remaining part is reflected. Laser energy absorption depends on properties 

of laser and target material such as wavelength, pulse duration, intensity, 

fluence, composition and structure of material. Detail of the absorption 

process is given in Section 1.2.2. On rapid conversion of absorbed laser 

energy into heat, target melting and evaporation occurs. This stage is 

dominated by laser-solid interaction. 

2. After that, energy from the remaining part of the laser pulse is continuously 

absorbed by material ejected from heated volume. Consequently, ionized 

vapor forms a thin layer on the target surface. In this way dense plasma 

consists of neutrals, electrons, atomic and molecular ions is produced. In this 
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stage isothermal characteristics of the plasma constituents are formulated. 

With the growth of LPP, a compressive wave is caused by mechanical 

pressure on the face of the material which leads to shock wave generation 

through the solid material (Fan et al. 2005). Laser-plasma interaction is 

dominant in second stage. In case of femtosecond (fs) lasers, because of the 

short pulse duration, any significant atomic movement from the lattice occurs 

after the laser pulse termination. 

3. Third stage begins after laser pulse terminates. In this stage, plasma plume 

expands in vacuum adiabatically and anisotropically in three dimension 

(Toftmann & Schou 2003) 

4. In presence of background gas, initially plasma plume pressure drives the 

expansion similar to the plume expansion in vacuum. However, expansion of 

plume after few micro-seconds is entirely determined by the constituents of 

plume and molecules and atoms of background gas.  

During the laser energy absorption in first stage, as a result of the initial heating of 

the surface material a strong evaporative ejection can occur. Owing to extremely fast 

heating, surface temperatures of the target can reach thermodynamically critical 

temperature. In presence of such a high temperature, the process of material ejection 

can transform from boiling and evaporation to explosive boiling. This transformation 

can cause the ejection of nano and micro particles. In the second stage of laser-plasma 

interaction, different absorption processes contribute in heating the expanding plasma 

plume. These processes also cause attenuation of laser pulse during its transmission 

through plasma. Briefly, kinetic energy for plume expansion comes from absorbed 

laser energy (Phipps et al., 1988). A time line of the various processes of plasma 
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generation during 6 ns pulse duration of Nd:YAG laser is shown in Fig. 1.1. In this 

time line t = 0 initial time of laser hitting and t = 6 ns is the time of laser pulse 

termination. 
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Figure 1.1: Time line of the events during plasma generation and expansion. 

To understand the mechanism behind above mentioned four stages of the LPP 

generation and expansion, it is important to understand the laser light interaction 

processes with material surface and the laser produced plasma itself.  

1.2.1  Laser - Matter Interaction 

On laser irradiation of a metallic target, a part of laser beam is reflected and a 

part of it is absorbed by the metal surface. Intensity of the absorbed laser energy 

undergoes exponential decay in solid as a function of the position (x) and time (t): 

 (   )    ( )    (   )           (1.8) 
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Where   ( ) the laser intensity at the surface,   is the absorption coefficient of 

material and R is the reflectivity of surface. The absorption coefficient of a metal can 

be given as: 

  √
    

             (1.9) 

In this expression  ,    ,    and c are the angular frequency of the incident 

laser radiation, electrical conductivity of target metal, permittivity of free space and 

speed of light respectively. The reciprocal of absorption coefficient    gives the 

values of penetration distance or optical absorption length of the radiation in a given 

metal.  

After absorbing energy from incoming photons the electrons are elevated to 

conduction band and transfer energy to the lattice by collisions between electrons as 

well as with lattice phonons. Rapid heating and melting changes the optical 

characteristics of the surface. Consequently, reflectivity decreases thereby increasing 

the proportion of the absorbed laser energy by the target. Generally, for metals its 

value is nearly 1 which decreases up to a value of 0.1 during laser ablation with 

intensity of the order of 10
8
 W/cm

2
 (Bogaerts et al., 2003). In case of nanosecond 

pulsed laser, bulk of the material conducts significant amount of heat. The thermal 

diffusion length is given as, 

     √           (1.10) 

 Where    is pulse duration of laser and D is the heat diffusion coefficient, 

which can be calculated from this formula  
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        (1.11) 

 Where k is the thermal conductivity, ρ is the density and CT is specific heat 

capacity of target metal respectively. In case of laser ablation of metallic targets with 

nanosecond pulsed laser, thermal diffusion length is normally much greater than 

optical penetration depth (    >>     ). In this situation, thermal wave have enough 

time to propagate into the material and absorbed energy is stored in a layer of 

thickness ≈ Lth.  

When the absorbed energy per unit volume into the vaporized layer becomes 

greater than the latent heat of evaporation per unit volume, the evaporation of material 

occurs. The ablation depth can then be calculated as (Amoruso et al., 1999) 

    
(   )(      )

   
       (1.12) 

 In this equation FL is the laser fluence, Fth is the threshold fluence and     is 

latent heat of evaporation per unit volume. Threshold fluence represents the minimum 

energy required for evaporation.  To melt a surface layer of the order of Lth, threshold 

fluence Fth can be approximated by following expression 

    
         

(   )
       (1.13) 

In this expression              , represents difference between melting 

and initial target temperature. On reaching vaporization temperature, metal surface 

starts vaporizing and recoil of the material against the surface generates high pressure 

on surface. Resultantly, boiling point of underlying material increases and more heat 

is conducted into interior of material. Due to this heat conduction, as the temperature 
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raises to a certain value, material with high pressure is emitted. During this process, 

atoms are ionized by direct or multi-photon ionization and further absorb laser energy 

by inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption (IB). Details of this ionization and absorption 

processes will be discussed in following section. After absorbing photons free 

electrons subsequently undergo collisions with ions and neutral atoms transfer their 

energy to them by collisional ionization and excitation processes. Through these 

processes, electron number density increases further and in turn increases the photon 

absorption. This enhanced ionization and high ion number density turns the vaporized 

material into plasma state.  

1.2.2  Laser - Plasma Interaction 

Laser energy is absorbed by plasma and results in further heating and ionization in 

plasma plume. There are two main mechanisms of laser energy absorption in laser 

produced plasma, (i) Inverse Bremsstrahlung (IB) absorption and (ii) Resonant 

absorption. For  the laser intansity    
    

   Wµm
2
/cm

2
, (λ is in µm) Inverse 

Bremsstrahlung (IB) is a dominant absorbing mechanism and above this limit 

resonant absorption become significant (Roudskoy, 1996). Since, in this study we are 

using nanosecond pulsed lasers Nd:YAG (λ= 1064 nm) and KrF laser (λ= 248 nm), 

having intensities in the range 10
8
 – 10

10
 W/cm

2
, so  resonant absorption mechanism 

is beyond the scope of current study and would not be discussed. 

 Inverse Bremsstrahlung is a collisional process in which free electrons absorb 

energy from electromagnetic laser radiation and transfer this energy to ions through 

collisions. It takes place in plasma when collisions are dominant; so that the 

movement induced in electrons by the electromagnetic laser radiation is rapidly 
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randomized by collisions. This mechanism is also called collisional or classical 

heating. The IB absorption coefficient     (    ) is given by (Willmott and Huber 

2000). 

               
 

  
     (     ( 

  

    
))        (1.14) 

In this expression z is the ionic charge, ni (cm
-3

) is the number density of ions, 

h (J/K) is Plank’s constant, kB (Js) is Boltzmann constant, Te (eV) is electron 

temperature,   (s
-1

) is frequency of laser radiation,    is also expressed in eV. This 

mechanism is more efficient for high density, high charge state, and low temperature 

plasmas. This expression also predicts that IB process is less efficient for high 

frequency (short wavelength) laser light like UV than for the visible and IR laser 

radiation. In this study we mostly used Nd:YAG laser at fundamental  1064 nm 

wavelength which falls in near infra-red (NIR) region of light spectrum. In this regime 

IB is most dominant absorption mechanism. The photon energy of NIR laser light of 

1.064 µm wavelength is about 1 eV and the ultraviolet laser of 0.248 µm wavelength 

is about 5 eV. Therefore, IB is less efficient process in case of ultraviolet laser but 

photoionization becomes an important absorbing mechanism (Lunney and Jordan, 

1998). Besides laser parameters, the efficiency of IB absorption process also depends 

upon the thermo-physical properties such as ionization potentials and electronic 

structure of the ablated material.  

The laser radiation with frequency   moves through the plasma until plasma 

density increases and reaches a point where plasma frequency    becomes equal to 

incoming laser radiation frequency.  At this point (     ), plasma density is called 
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―critical density (nc)‖ and laser radiation cannot pass through the plasma and shielding 

of target surface occurs. The expression for nc is given by 

    
      

     cm
-3

                (1.15) 

This relation gives value of    = 1.1×10
21

 cm
-3

 for 1064 nm wavelength 

Nd:YAG laser radiation and 1.8×10
22

 cm
-3

 for KrF laser radiation having wavelength 

equal to 248 nm.  

In Fig. 1.2, overall laser schematic of laser interaction with target-plasma system 

is shown. Where region A shows the unaffected bulk target and B shows the 

evaporating target surface. Region C represents the area absorbing the laser beam near 

surface. In this region, density increases as the target is being ablated and on reaching 

the critical value, consequently shielding of the target surface occurs. Amid the laser 

pulse, close to the target surface an isothermal temperature is achieved and a 

dynamical equilibrium establishes between the rapid transfer of thermal energy to 

kinetic energy of ejected particles and absorption coefficient of plasma. Region D 

represents the rapidly expanding plasma. With the expansion of plasma, the electron 

number density decreases rapidly and plasma becomes transparent to laser light and it 

propagates into plasma and reaches target surface to ablate it once again. With 

ablation density rises again until shielding occurs and this process generates a so 

called self-regulating regime and continues until termination of laser pulse.  In order 

to sustain a self-regulating regime, plasma temperature, plasma density, and 

dimension of plum adjust in such a way that plasma absorbs similar amount of laser 

light (Singh and Narayan, 1990; Caruso et al., 1968) 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the various phases of the pulsed laser ablation process. 

In vacuum, the plasma expands quasi-adiabatically and electrons and ions remain 

coupled for time scales on the order of the ion-electron thermalization time. During 

this electron-ion coupling, significant changes to the ionization distribution occur 

through recombination.  In drift space, depending on the initial conditions there can 

be complete recombination of plasma or it can freeze into an ionization distribution 

with a nonzero average charge state (Roudskoy, 1996). 

1.3  THEORETICAL MODELS FOR LPP EXPANSION 

To interpret the expansion dynamics of laser produced plasma plume, many 

theoretical models have been developed, but unfortunately no model is capable of 

fully explaining the phenomenon of plasma expansion. However, following are the 

few available theoretical that can explain some aspects of the laser produced plasma: 

1.3.1   Kelly’s Theory 

This theory describes the expansion of LPP and the velocity function distributions 

of the emitted particles. This theory also presents an approach to perform analysis of 
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the time of flight experimental data of the emitted particles (Kelly and Dreyfus, 1988; 

Kelly, 1992; Kelly et al., 1992). At low enough number densities, for truly thermal 

emission, particles disperse without collisions and there is no re-condensation at the 

surface. Velocity distribution function is half-range Maxwellian form i.e. the 

velocities of particles in direction perpendicular to the target surface have positive 

values only. Therefore the exponential part of the distribution function has the 

following form: 

   (
    

 

     
)                                              (1.16) 

In this expression m, vx, kB and Ts represents mass of the emitted particle, 

velocity perpendicular to the target surface, Boltzmann constant and surface 

temperature of the target respectively. In this low density regime the relation between 

the surface temperature Ts and energy EP corresponding to peak position in TOF 

graph of emitted particles is given as 

      
  

 
        (1.17) 

At higher densities, velocity distribution function is transformed from half-range 

Maxwellian (Eq.1.16) to full-range Maxwellian in a center of mass coordinate system, 

because of collision between the emitted particles. In the form of full-range 

Maxwellian, velocity distribution function is given as: 

   (
  (      ) 

     
)                                              (1.18) 

Where    is the velocity of centre of mass which is similar to velocity of 

sound and    is ―Knudsen layer‖ temperature which is 70 percent of surface 
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temperature    for monoatomic species. The term ―Knudsen layer (KL)‖ is defined as 

―the region inside a few mean free paths of the target surface in which the velocity 

distribution function transforms from half-range Maxwellian (Eq.1.16) to full-range 

Maxwellian (Eq.1.18). It can also be defined as ―the region in which the 

independently emitted particles are thermalized‖. It has been shown numerically that 

in this KL phase at least three  collisions per particle takes place (Noorbatcha et al., 

2008).  

For  higher number densities, downstream edge of KL acts like a point of 

minimum diameter, hence further collisions occur, resulting in the unsteady adiabatic 

expansion (UAE), which is described by a relation like Eq. (1.18) but with uk greater 

than the sound velocity and the temperature less than   . This process is a 

combination of a Knudsen layer formation and an adiabatic expansion. In this 

scenario, Eq. (1.17) is replaced with:   

      
  

  
                                                             (1.19)  

Where    range from 2.52 to 3.28 for monatomic species and species with 

many accessible internal degrees of freedom respectively. At a distance greater than 

the thickness of KL, due to decreasing density, unsteady adiabatic expansion (UAE) 

evolve into a free flight regime in which normally time of flight (TOF) measurements 

are performed.  

The ejected particles can be classified into three classes: (i) Particles emitted from 

the target surface are described by a half-range Maxwellian with velocity vx > 0. (ii) 

Particles situated in the Knudsen layer boundary, which were formed in previous 
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region, described by full-range Maxwellian with centre-of-mass velocity uk, lower 

temperature Tk and gas number density nk than at the surface. (iii) Particles re-

condensed at the surface with Maxwellian distribution function, with velocity vx < 0.  

Ions moving in free flight regime are normally detected in Time-of-flight (TOF) 

configuration and velocity distribution of ions is assumed to follow ―Shifted Maxwell 

Boltzmann Distribution (SMBD)‖, which is given by: 

 ( )             
 

     
 (

 

 
   )

 

      (1.20) 

In this expression I is the ion current as measured by detector, A is constant of 

normalization, t is flight time, m is mass of emitted ions, TKL is Knudsen layer (KL) 

temperature, x is flight length of ion and u is centre of mass (COM) velocity. Value of 

n depends upon type of detector; for density  and flux sensitive detectors values of n is 

4 and 5 respectively ( Kelly and Dreyfus, 1988,  Kelly, 1990). 

This expression (Eq. 1.20) agrees well with experimental data when the 

plasma has very low fractional ionization and Coulomb interactions between charged 

particles are negligible. In order to consider the behavior of charged particles in 

highly ionized plasmas, Coulomb interaction term need to be incorporated in velocity 

distribution function. This aspect will be discussed in section 1.5. 

1.3.2 Singh and Narayan Model  

At the end of laser pulse, the initial gas layer expands in every direction due to 

density gradient. The expansion is derived by the thermal energy as well as the energy 

stored in initial layer as excitation and ionization. 
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Particles of the plume receive this energy as their kinetic energy and finally all 

atoms move with an asymptotic, constant velocity distribution. At this stage 

propagation of plume can essentially be considered as an adiabatic expansion. The 

theoretical description of the adiabatic expansion of plasma plume has been 

considered by Singh and Narayan, (1990) by assuming that (i) the plume is isothermal 

and (ii) the spatial variation of the plasma density is Gaussian. Intensified charged 

couple device (ICCD) photograph showing real plasma plume expansion in vacuum 

and the model of three dimensional plasma plume expansion is shown in Fig.1.3a and 

b.  

At any position (x,y,z) and time t, the density as a Gaussian function can be 

expressed as: 

  (       )  
   

          ( ) ( ) ( )
   *

   

  ( ) 
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  ( ) 
+                (1.21) 

Where    is the total number of evaporated particles on termination of laser 

pulse (   ) and X (t), Y (t) and Z (t) are expanding plasma dimensions in three 

perpendicular directions. As the pressure is related with the density of ideal gas law so 

it can be expressed as: 
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(a)                                                                                  (b) 
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Y(t)

Xo
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Figure 1.3. (a) ICCD photograph of expanding plasma plume in vacuum (b) and 

model of three dimensional expanding plasma plume.  

In order to maintain Gaussian density profile, velocity should be directly 

proportional to distance from the surface of the target i.e. self-similar expansion. The 

relation for spatial and temporal dependence of velocity is given by Singh and 

Narayan, (1990): 

 ⃗ (       )  
 

 ( )

  ( )

  
  ̂    

 

 ( )

  ( )

  
 ̂   
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  ̂  

It can be simplified as: 

 (   )  
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      (1.23) 
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In this expression i stands for the distance in directions x, y and z, 
  ( )

  
 is the 

expansion velocity at the plume edges X , Y and Z. Equation (1.23) shows that the 

heighest velocity would be in  direction of smallest initial dimension, and velocity 

will be maximum at the edge of plume. Since expansion velocity is controlled by 

pressure gradients, the maximum acceleration is in the direction of smallest 

dimension, so the velocity of expansion in target normal direction will be significantly 

greater than its perpendicular component. This phenomenon is also known as ―flip 

over effect‖ (Toftmann et al., 2003). This effect leads to the ellipsoidal plume shape 

elongated in the direction of target surface normal. For anisotropic adiabatic 

expansion of plasma plume, temperature is related to plasma dimensions by following 

adiabatic thermodynamic equation: 

    ( ) ( ) ( )                (1.24) 

Where, γ is the ratio of heat capacities at constant pressure and volume 

respectively. Plasma attains high expansion velocity, due to rapid conversion of 

thermal energy into kinetic energy. During spherical plasma expansion temperature 

drops off but at low temperatures this decrease in temperature is smaller as plasma 

regains energy from recombination of ions. 

In the adiabatic expansion regime, considering no addition of particles in 

plasma inner edge, relations for density (n) and pressure (P) can be modified as: 
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With these density and pressure profiles and the velocity determined from the 

principle of self-similarity, Singh and  Narayan (1990) has solved the gas dynamic 

equations under assumption of isothermal expansion i.e.      , and derived the 

differential equations which govern the plume expansion: 
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*
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                 (1.27) 

Where   ,    and     are initial dimensions of plasma at the termination of laser 

pulse (   ). This relation indicates that plasma plume acceleration depends on mass 

of particles and temperature and dimensions of plasma. This hydrodynamic model 

based on fluid flow equations is valid for all species in plasma. Equation 1.27 also 

shows that the acceleration of the front at any point, is inversely proportional to the 

instantaneous position X(t),Y(t), and Z(t)). As pressure gradients of the plasma plume 

drives the expansion, the acceleration of the front goes asymptotically zero which 

means a constant front velocity for large plume volumes. 

1.3.3. Anisimov Model 

In this Model (Anisimov et al., 1993; Anisimov et al., 1996), after the end of laser 

pulse,  expansion of  plume is assumed to be (i) isentropic i.e. no heat conduction 

between different parts of the plasma plume and (ii) density and pressure profiles are 

ellipsoidal which are given as: 
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Where Nt and E are the total number of particles and initial energy of the 

plume respectively and  I1( γ) and I2( γ) are following integrals:  

  ( )    ∫   (    )
 

   
 

 
       (1.30) 
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       (1.31) 

In this model plume is assumed to be a semi-ellipsoid with a front with 

dimensions at time t are  X(t), Y(t) and Z(t), where the z-axis is target surface normal. 

The expansion of LPP is self-similar and number density and pressure are constant on 

surface of semi-ellipsoid: 

  

 ( ) 
 

  

 ( ) 
 

  

 ( ) 
              (1.32) 

 Plasma temperature T and density N are related by following relation: 

              (1.33) 

The consequence of this relation is that at the plasma front both temperature and 

density will approach zero as well as velocity of sound, unlike isothermal model  

(Singh and Narayan, 1990) in which finite outer edge generates tails of density and 

pressure (Anisimov et al., 1993). During adiabatic expansion, temperature profile is 

as follows: 

 (     )  
(    )(   )

(  )
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               (1.34) 

In this expression, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, m is the atomic mass, M is the 

mass of the plasma plume and all other symbols are same as mentioned before. With 

the velocity determined from the principle of self-similarity (Eq. (1.23)) and profiles 
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of density (Eq. (1.28)), Anisimov model like Singh and Narayan model also ends up 

at the differential equations governing the expansion of plume : 

 ( )
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+
   

  
  

 
      (1.35) 

But in this model: 

  (    )(
 

 
)        (1.36) 

Parenthesis on right hand side of Eq. (1.36) is constant because value of    in 

many cases is just slightly greater than unity. This implies that Eq. (1.35) can be 

interpreted in the same way as mentioned in last paragraph of section 1.3.2 which 

means asymptotic velocity of plume front will be constant. This equation illustrates 

all the plume features observed experimentally such as: (i) strong forward peaking 

and (ii) flip-over effect. The strong peaking of the plume is due to the fact that, in the 

Z direction the acceleration of the front is proportional to Z. Since Zo is less than 

either Xo or Yo, the acceleration would be much greater in Z direction. If X0 is less than 

Yo, the plume will have greater acceleration in the X-direction and a flip-over effect 

will occur. 

For the signal recorded with the help of a flux detector, an expression can be 

derived directly from the treatment by Anisimov et al., (1993), as follows. 

Considering the flat probe surface placed at distance Zs and at an angle of θ with 

respect to normal in Z-X plane, plume front reaches the planar substrate, placed 

parallel to the surface of flat probe at time ts,   in the asymptotic limit of uniform front 

velocity of plume which can be expressed as (Schou et al., 2007): 
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Where dZ/dt represents plume front velocity in Z direction and kz  = Zinf /Xinf 

is the ratio of the limiting values of the positions along the target surface normal  and 

parallel to the target surface. It is also called the aspect ratio and it is a measure of 

forward peaking of plume (Dogar et al., 2011). In case of hemispherical substrate, 

time ts can be found by replacing Zs in Eq. (1.37) with 
  

(       )
 

 ⁄
 , where Rs is the 

radial distance from the target. In units of t/ts, the TOF distribution for a plume is 

given as: 
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             (1.38) 

For LPP expanding into vacuum, the flow is supersonic and velocity of 

emitted ions is greater than the thermal velocity and flow velocity mainly determines 

the ion current. The ionic current I recorded with a negatively biased flat probe having 

area A and placed in direction perpendicular to the direction of plasma flow is 

expressed as: 

                      (1.39) 

Where ni, vi and e are the number density of ions, flow velocity and ionic 

charge.  This equation is normally valid for singly charged ions. With the help of 

probe ion signals can be detected at different angles with respect to target surface 

normal, which is the preferred direction of flow. The full angular distribution of ions 

on a hemispherical surface in the z-x plane is obtained by integration of Eq. (1.38) 
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with respect to t in the limit of ts to infinity (Toftmann et al., 2003; Schou et al., 2007) 

: 

 ( )

 ( )
 (      ( ))

 
 ⁄          ( ) 

  
 ⁄    (1.40) 

Where F(θ) and F(o)  represent, number of ions per unit area collected by 

detector at different angles with respect to target surface normal and at 0
o
 with respect 

to target surface normal respectively. 

1.4  IONIZATION IN NANSOSECOND LASER PRODUCED PLASMAS 

In nanosecond laser regime, the dominant ionization mechanisms in plasma are (i) 

Inverse Bremsstrahlung (IB) Ionization (ii) Multi Photon Ionization (MPI) and (iii) 

Electron Impact Ionization (EII). In Section.1.2.2 we have already discussed IB 

absorption/ionization mechanism, and the details of other two mechanisms are as 

follows: 

1.4.1. Multi Photon Ionization (MPI)  

Photoionization is a process in which bound state electron of atom or ion 

absorbs energy directly from incoming photon and if energy of photon is comparable 

to binding energy of electron then that electron goes to continuum and atom or ion 

lost the electron and gets ionized. For laser radiation with high photon energy, a 

significant role can be played by photo excitation followed by direct photo ionization 

of excited atoms in the LPP plume. KrF excimer laser radiation with wavelength 248 

nm has photon energy of about 5 eV . This is comparable to the ionization energies of 

most of the metals. Therefore it is possible for bound electron e to be ejected in 
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continuum after absorbing a photon of sufficient energy, hence ionizing atom or ion, 

as shown by the following reaction, 

  
         

             (1.41) 

The inverse process of PI is radiative recombination, in which an incident 

electron is captured into an ionic bound state resulting in release of photon of same 

energy as lost by the electron, which is shown by right to left reaction in Eq. (1.41).  

In case of high enough photon density, PI becomes an important process. 

Photo ionization is induced on a scale comparable with the electron impact ionization 

(EII), as typically the case in optically thick plasmas. For a K-shell electron a simple 

approximation of the PI cross section       is given by (Salzmann, 1998): 

                   (
    

  
)                    

                                                                      

}    (1.42) 

In this expression EK is the electron binding energy in K-shell and σTh is the 

Thomson scattering cross section. This expression shows that photon with energy less 

than the binding energy of electron is unable to ionize atoms or ions. In this study we 

have used Nd:YAG laser having 1064 nm wavelength with photon energy of about ≈1 

ev, which is much lower than first ionization energies of target elements (C, Ti, Cu, 

W) we have used. This means that, in this case, direct photoionization cannot play 

significant role in plasma ionization. 

In laser ablation where photon energy is less than the ionization energy    of 

atom or ion multiple photons are absorbed by atom to get ionized. The number of 

photons k required for ionizing an atom or ion is given by (Keldysh, 1965): 
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          (1.43) 

 Thus, the multi-photon ionization rate is proportional to   , where I is the 

laser intensity. With increase in wavelength the value of the constant of 

proportionality decreases; implying that more photons would be required for 

ionization. Multi-photon ionization (MPI) is a nonlinear optical process which 

typically becomes significant only at high irradiances and for wavelengths in the near-

IR region or shorter. 

Multi-photon ionization dominates in regions where the tunneling parameter 

 , is much greater than unity (   ). Tunneling parameter is the ratio of the 

frequency of laser   to the tunneling frequency   . Approximate relation of multi-

photon ionization rate in condensed media for the limiting condition, in which optical 

frequency is much greater than tunneling frequency, can be expressed as (Noack and 

Vogel, 1999, Keldysh. 1965, Kennedy, 1995): 

(
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Here, 

 ( )      (   ) ∫     (  )
 

 
        (1.45) 

Where  ,  ,   and n are free electron density, laser frequency, reduced 

exciton mass and refractive index respectively. Other symbols have the same 

meanings as described previously. In measurement of damage threshold for dielectrics 
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using 1053 nm laser Stuart et al., (1996) have used following simplified formula for 

eight (08) photon absorption process: 

 ( )     
                                        (1.46) 

  ⇒  ( )                                

Where    is photoionization cross section and the intensity I is in TW/cm
2
. 

Authors (Stuart et al., 1996) claim that this expression should be valid up to 

intensities on the order of 10
3
 TW/cm

2
. 

1.4.2. Electron Impact Ionization  

Electron-impact ionization (EII) is a process in which a free electron collides 

with an atom or ion with energy greater than its binding energy and transfer the 

electron to the continuum of unbound states of atom or ion. In this way charge state of 

the ion increases from Z to Z+1. This process can be represented by following 

equation: 

  
        

                  (1.47) 

 Where A represents an ion corresponding to charge state Z or Z + 1, subscript 

i and j represent ion energy levels before and after impact respectively, e′ denotes the 

incident electron after the collision and e′′ denotes the knocked out electron. The 

colliding free electron can be generated by IB or photo ionization or any other 

process. Depending on energy, the ejected electron can further ionize any atom or ion 

by EII a multi-ionization process (Shirkov, 1996). The ionization rate coefficient SZ 

(Te) for EII is given by (Kolb & Mcwhirter 1988). 
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In this expression χz (ev) is the ionization potential of charge state Z. Three-

body recombination (TBR) is the reverse process of electron impact ionization (EII). 

In TBR two free electrons e′ and e′′ enter the volume of an ion at the same time. Low 

energy electron decays to a bound state of the ion while other electron gains the extra 

energy and remains in the free state. After recombination of one electron, the ion is 

reduced in charge state. This recombination can be understood by right to left reaction 

in Eq. (1.47).  

Since two electrons are required to be in vicinity of an ion, the TBR process 

becomes more important at higher densities. The TBR rate coefficient is as follows 

(Thum-jaeger et al., 2000): 

     (  )   
            

    
 (     

  
  

)
                                (1.49) 

This expression shows that TBR is inversely proportional to electron 

temperature. Therefore, it can be concluded that in the later stage of the plasma 

expansion when temperature decreases, TBR will dominate. 

1.5. EQUILIBRIUM IN LASER PRODUCED PLASMA 

The laser produced plasma (LPP) is a non-equilibrium system being transient in 

nature. Generally, transient plasma systems can be described with equilibrium 

statistics provided their thermalization times are much shorter than their characteristic 

growth times. In this case the system passes through infinite different states of 
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equilibrium and said to evolve adiabatically. Different types of equilibrium are 

described as follows: 

1.5.1. Complete Thermal Equilibrium (CTE)  

Plasma is considered to be in a state of complete thermal equilibrium, if all 

processes, in which the system can exchange energy, must be exactly balanced by 

their reverse processes, so that there is no exchange of energy. This means that 

ionization must be balanced by recombination, absorption by emission etc. and 

temperatures of ions, electrons and radiation are all equal. In state of CTE, plasma 

particles must follow the Maxwell-Boltzman distribution, the ion population can be 

calculated by using the Saha equation and emission intensity distribution resembles 

that of black body. This type of equilibrium only exists strictly in stationary systems, 

as LPP radiates and can be optically thin so it cannot be considered to be in complete 

thermal equilibrium (CTE). 

1.5.2. Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) 

Local Thermal Equilibrium (LTE) is very close to CTE and it is assumed to 

exist when collisional processes dominate upon radiative ones. The LTE model is 

applicable for those high density plasmas but not very hot plasmas.  Therefore, for 

higher collision frequency in plasma the electron number density must be sufficiently 

high. For nanosecond laser ablation the plasma thermalization time is of the order 

femtosecond, which is much shorter than pulse duration of nanosecond laser. 

Considering inverse Bremsstrahlung (IB) the main mechanism and thermal nature of 

plasma dynamics, local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) can be assumed. A 

necessary but not sufficient criterion of LTE is McWhirter criteria (McWhirter, 1965): 
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Where ne (cm
-3

) is electron number density, Te (eV) is electron temperature 

and    (eV) is the difference of energy between upper and lower energy levels 

expected to be in thermal equilibrium. This criterion sets a lower limit for electron 

number density for plasma to be in LTE. This means that if LTE assumption is valid 

then calculated ne cannot be lower than this limit. The LTE can be achieved in LPP in 

our study, during the first stages of the expansion, as at that stage densities are high 

enough to fulfill McWhirter criteria (Eq. 1.48). In LTE like CTE plasma particles 

must follow the Maxwell-Boltzman distribution, the ion population can be calculated 

by using the Saha equation and the photon emission intensity distribution may be well 

below the blackbody level. 

1.5.3. Coronal Equilibrium (CE) 

Corona Equilibrium is valid for very hot and low density plasmas, where the 

optical emission cannot be trapped in the plasma (Optically thin plasma). Such type of 

plasmas include plasmas such as in interstellar nebulae, sun’s corona, discharge 

plasmas, tokamaks, and in the low density parts of LPP (Rossall, 2011). In such 

plasmas where CE exists collisional processes are negligible and radiative losses are 

not balanced by reabsorption or collisional excitation, so the plasma cool down is fast. 

The maximum limit of electron number density ne below which CE can exist and on 

reaching that limit collisions will initiate and CE will no longer exist is given by  

(Salzmann, 1998): 

           
 (  ) (

  (  )

  (  )
)
 

 ⁄

                           (1.51) 
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Where, symbols have their usual meanings. In the state of CE, in absence of 

collisional process it is most likely that excited atom decay spontaneously before 

occurring of other collision and an ionized atom recombines by photon 

recombination. The ionization equilibrium is a balance between EII and two-body 

recombination. In CE model, conditions strongly depend on the details of the atomic 

processes involved in system and their cross-sections. 

1.5.4. Collisional Radiative Equilibrium (CRE) 

This equilibrium exists in the intermediate values of density between LTE and 

CE. This equilibrium model includes electron collision processes as well as 

recombination like TBR. In CRE plasma follows the Maxwellian electron velocity 

distribution.  It can describe the LPP at late times during plasma plume expansion. 

1.6. ELECTROSTATIC MODEL OF ION ACCELERATION 

To understand the dynamics LPPs, the understanding of the ion acceleration 

mechanism is of fundamental importance. The phenomenon of ion acceleration in 

LPP, vacuum arcs and space plasmas expanding into vacuum or background gas has 

been remained under extensive investigation. An ambipolar electric field generated 

inside the plasma called double layer (DL), is proposed as a possible mechanism of 

ion acceleration in LPPs. From the surface of plasma, electrons having similar 

temperature as that of ions, being lighter move ahead of positively charged cloud of 

ions. This separation of charge produces a potential drop Vo, hence electric field, 

which accelerates ions. The positively charged ions which are left behind are 

accelerated in direction of target surface normal by this equivalent accelerating 

potential Vo , which is responsible for Boltzmann shift distributions. The process can 
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be assumed as a transfer of electron thermal energy to ion stream energy. To 

accelerate the ions, the electron population is cooled at the interface. To keep the 

thermal equilibrium, laser acts as an energy reservoir. The dynamics of ion 

acceleration process is closely linked to the plasma temperature and density evolution. 

The spatial structure of the DL and its voltage depends on two parameters (i) plasma 

temperature and (ii) density. The electrostatic DL generated in the plasma surface by 

cloud of fast electrons and the slower ions, acts as a work function for the electrons. 

To reach vacuum, initially generated energetic electrons have to overcome the 

potential step, while the slower electrons with low energy lags behind the positive  

ions (Plyutto, 1960; Eliezer and Hora, 1989; Demtroder and Jantz., 1970; Opower and 

Press, 1966). 

More precisely, a double layer can be defined as ―consisting of space charge 

layers of two equal but oppositely charged, which are essentially parallel but not 

necessarily plane‖. For a DL to exist, three conditions must be satisfied: 

i. The potential  Vo over the DL must obey the relation 

     
   

 
      (1.52) 

In this expression, T is the coldest part temperature of plasma adjoining 

the DL, and other symbols are as already mentioned before. 

ii. In both space charge layers, Quasi-neutrality is violated locally. 

iii. Total charge of DL should be zero which means ―Global neutrality‖. This 

condition suggests that inside the DL electric field would be much stronger 

than outside the.  
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Further, a classic but not strictly essential condition is that the DL thickness 

should be much less than mean free path of collisions (Block, 1978; Eliezer and Hora, 

1989).  

 It is possible to measure non-isotropic and transient electric field with 

duration of the order of laser pulse width, directed along target surface normal by 

plasma temperature, density and accelerating potential (Torrisi et al., 2006). It is 

calculated by the following procedure. The velocity distribution of the particles 

measured by TOF techniques is often described by ―Shifted Maxwell-Boltzmann 

(SMB)‖ distribution (Willmott and Huber, 2000): 

 ( )   (
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        (

 

   
)(   )      (1.53) 

Where A is normalization constant, m is the mass of ion, v is the ion velocity 

in the direction of the target surface normal and u is the velocity of centre-of-mass. 

This is the shift velocity due to adiabatic expansion of plasma in vacuum. Shifted 

Maxwell-Boltzmann (SMB) distribution takes into account only the neutral 

component of the LPP. When fractional ionization of LPP is very low and Coulomb 

interactions between particles are not significant, SMB function proves best fit to the 

experimental. When fractional ionization of plasma increases and ions of higher 

charge states are generated, a distribution function is required, that can take into 

account the Coulombian component of the velocity of emitted ions which is produced 

due to effect of DL phenomenon.   

 Time-of-flight Ion Energy Analyzer (TOF-IEA) measurements of energy 

distribution of ions of different elements has revealed that, there is an ion energy shift 
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towards higher values with increase of ion charge state. Since Coulombian force is 

proportional to charge of particles, an acceleration mechanism due to Coulombian 

interaction has been assumed. To accommodate Coulombian contribution to velocity 

distribution of ions SMB function has been modified to account for Coulomb velocity 

vc (Torrisi and Picciotto, 2004; Torrisi et al., 2010 ;Torrisi et al., 2003 ): 
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      (1.54) 

This function is known as ―Coulomb shifted Maxwell Boltzmann (CSMB)‖ 

function. In this expression v is same as mentioned above and it is sum of thermal, 

adiabatic and Coulomb velocities (         ) which are defined as: 
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 Where,   is adiabatic constant (1.66 for monoatomic elements), Z is charge 

state of ions and    is the equivalent self-generated accelerating potential inside the 

non-equilibrium plasma. The above mentioned expression (Eq. 1.54) can be expressed 

as a function of time: 
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Where L is the target to detector distance and other symbols are already defined. The 

ion signals recorded with ion collector positioned in the direction perpendicular to the 

target surface, can be de-convoluted with the help of Coulomb shifted Maxwell 

Boltzmann (CSMB) function to extract important  plasma parameters like ion 

temperature, charge states, velocities of particles and accelerating potential within 

plasma (Caridi et al., 2010; Torrisi et al., 2010; Ilyas et al., 2012). From fitting the 

experimental data with CSMB function (Eq. 1.54, 1.58), parameters like A, T and Vo 

can be obtained. Values of temperature so obtained can also be compared with 

following empirical relation for T (Torrisi et al. 2008) : 

  (   )        (    )           (1.59) 

Where I is in W/cm
2
 and   is in µm.  Some authors have also used this 

empirical relation (Torrisi et al., 2006 ; Torrisi and Gammino 2006 ): 

   (   )      (
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 ⁄       (1.60) 

Where I is in W/cm
2
. The plasma ion density at the position of Ion collector 

(IC) can be estimated as (Pagano et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2014) 

ni (t) = 
 ( )

   
          (1.61) 

Where I (A) is the maximum ion current measured by IC, v (cm/s) is the peak velocity 

of ions and A (cm
2
) is the area of IC and e is the charge of ions. Ion velocity was 

calculated by dividing the target-IC distance with TOF. This relation (Eq. 1.59) is 

valid for singly charged ions but if average charge <Z> could be estimated then 

charge Q = <Z> e can be used to calculate ion density. Under local thermodynamic 
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equilibrium (LTE) assumption, ni can be assumed equal to ne. Number density can 

also be approximated by McWhirter criteria (Eq. 1.48), under LTE assumption, which 

gives lower limit for electron number density in LPP. 

Ambipolar electric field E acting over a comparable distance with Debye 

length (  ), can be calculated from following formula: 

  
   ( )

  ( )
        (1.62) 

Having knowledge of temperature T and density n, it is possible to calculate    

from Eq. (1.1). After substituting the values of Vo and    value of electric field due to 

DL formation can be evaluated. Electric field for low laser intensity (10
8
-10

10
 Wcm

-2
 ) 

(Torrisi et al., 2006 ; Torrisi and Gammino 2006; Caridi et al., 2010;Ilyas et al., 2012; 

) as well as high intensity regime (I > 10
15

 Wcm
-2

) (Davies et al., 1999; Hegelich et 

al., 2002; Pukhov 2001) have been previously evaluated by using different methods. 

Normally calculated electric field E values are of the order of MV/cm for low 

intensity LPPs and of the order of GV/cm or greater for high intensity LPPs. The 

electric field generated inside the LPPs allows accelerating ions in its direction. 

1.7. LASER PRODUCED PLASMA IN MAGNETIC FIELD  

 Externally applied magnetic field B on LPPs gives rise to many interesting 

physical phenomena such as plasma confinement, plasma instabilities, plasma thermal 

energy conversion into kinetic energy, enhancement of ion charge state, ion 

acceleration, optical emission enhancement and so on (Harilal et al., 2004; Pagano et 

al., 2009).  

Expansion of LPP in externally applied magnetic field B is normally described by 

magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) model (Boyd and Sanderson, 2003; Dirnberger et al., 
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1994; Harilal et al., 2004; Pagano et al., 2009). According to this model, magnetic 

force per unit charge will act on charge particles moving through applied magnetic 

field which is given as: 

 

 
             (1.63) 

Where   the flow velocity of plasma and q is the charge. This will produce the 

electron current density J in plasma, described by the generalized form of Ohm’s law 

for a magneto-ionic fluid as given below: 

      
 

  
 

   

   
       (1.64) 

Where E, σo and ne are the electric field, conductivity and electron number density 

respectively. As plasma expands in B, an internal diamagnetic current is produced 

which excludes B from plasma interior. This diamagnetic current and externally 

applied B interacts with each other through the J × B force. This force decelerates 

forward motion of plasma by pushing it. This loss in kinetic energy of plasma plume 

converted in heating of the plasma which is known as ―Ohmic heating‖. This effect 

can enhance the collisional ionization as electrons can excite higher-charge states. The 

magnetic pressure         ⁄ , in the beginning, is less than the plasma thermal 

pressure         , and the ram pressure         
  ⁄  , where    is the mass of 

the ion. At later times, plasma thermal and ram pressure will decrease and become 

comparable to magnetic pressure. The ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure is 

usually called plasma  . Two kinds of plasma betas, the thermal and directed are 

defined as: 

   
   

  
 

        

  
        (1.65) 
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          (1.66) 

In order to balance the magnetic pressure and reach a stagnation point, values 

of both thermal and directed beta should be ≈ 1. Depending on plasma beta values, the 

limits of plasma expansion are determined. For high beta, plasma expansion is 

diamagnetic and plasma effectively excludes the magnetic field from its volume. The 

plasma expansion continues until the kinetic energy of the plasma expansion becomes 

almost equal to expelled magnetic energy (Peyser et al., 1992). By assuming spherical 

plasma expansion from a flat surface into 2   sr, the bouncing radius (Rb) can be 

expressed as: 

   (
     

   )
 

 ⁄

        (1.67) 

In this expression,  El  is the total plasma energy which can be taken as laser energy 

absorbed by plasma (Pagano et al., 2009; Ripin et al. 1993) 

For low plasma beta, the plasma expansion is non-diamagnetic and the 

magnetic field diffuses into the plasma on shorter time scales as compared to relevant 

experimental time scale. When magnetic pressure becomes greater than plasma 

pressure, magnetic field can compress plasma adiabatically. This adiabatic 

compression can cause increase in temperature and ionization. 

Due to formation of polarization electric filed, E   B drift can cause cross-

field propagation of plasma. The charge separation due to action of Lorentz force on 

positively and negatively charged particles results in polarization of plasma which 

gives rise to internal electric field given as follows: 

   
    

 
         (1.68) 
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Plasma moves with a drift velocity v, across crossed electric and magnetic field, 

which is given by (Peyser et al. 1992; Neogi and Thareja 1999): 

           ⁄          (1.69) 

Charge particles moving parallel to magnetic field lines would of course keep moving 

unaffected.  

1.8. OBJECTIVES  

The main objectives of this PhD project are summarized as under: 

1. Foremost objective of this research work is to characterize the ions emitted 

from LPP of some technologically important targets like Ti, Cu and W. We 

measure basic properties of ions like charge state, intensity, energy and current 

density in the regime of nanosecond pulsed laser in  low intensity range (10
8
 to 

10
10

 Wcm
-2

). Presently, electron beam ion source (EBIS) and electron 

cyclotron resonance ion source (ECRIS) are preferred over Laser Ion Source 

(LIS) due to some demerits of this kind of ion source which need to be 

overcome. These issues include large energy spread of ions, large angular 

spread of ions, low efficiency of conversion from laser energy to ion beam 

energy and instability of parameters of ion beam. During this study we attempt 

to contribute in this regard by electromagnetic characterization of ions emitted 

from LPP.  

2. To estimate the plasma parameters such as electron number density ne, 

electron temperature Te, average charge  ̅ and Debye length   , which have 

fundamental importance in understanding the behavior of plasma. Parameters 

of ion beam such as ion charge state distribution, energy spread of ions, 
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maximum attainable ion charge state, and intensity of ions per charge state are 

strongly dependent on aforementioned plasma parameters, therefore 

evaluation of these parameters is of fundamental importance to characterize 

the LPP. Laser produced plasma (LPP) are mostly characterized with ion 

collectors (ICs), Faraday cups (FCs) and optical spectroscopy. These 

diagnostic techniques cannot provide information on the charge state and 

energy distribution of individual ions. We attempt to distinguish ions of 

several charge states and measure their energy and intensity distribution 

explicitly with a time of flight parallel plate ion energy analyzer (TOF-IEA). 

To measure the appearance threshold of each ion charge state and effect of 

laser fluence on energy and charge state distribution of ions is another object 

of this study.  

3. To employ magnetic field on LPP and observe its effect on enhancement of 

charge state, intensity and energy distribution of ions. Keeping in view 

previous research, enhancement of these parameters could have beneficial 

impacts on some technological applications such as laser ion source of 

accelerators and ion implanters, PLD, generation of extreme UV light and soft 

X-Ray emission from LPP. 

4. To characterize the plasma plume and the angular distribution of emitted ions. 

Very limited literature is available on effect of external magnetic field on 

angular distribution of ions from LPP. We attempted to study the angular 

distribution of ions in presence of external magnetic field and compare it with 

that of without magnetic field to understand and elaborate the magnetic field 

effect. 
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5. At present the understanding of ion acceleration mechanism within plasma is 

not well established. Therefore, one of the aims of current study is to explore 

the ion acceleration mechanism within plasma. We attempted to quantify the 

electrostatic acceleration with the help of electrostatic ion energy analyzer 

(IEA) and calculate the accelerating potential and electric field existing within 

plasma because of the separation of electron and ion density regions. For this 

purpose electrostatic models of ion acceleration and Coulomb Shifted 

Maxwell Boltzmann (CSMB) would be used.  
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      Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1  BRIEF HISTORY 

The invention of ruby laser in 1960 (Maiman, 1960) opened up a new exciting 

field of research namely ―laser matter interaction‖, with fascinating applications. Soon 

after laser invention variety of  investigations were started by focusing ruby laser on 

various solid targets (metals, semiconductors and insulators) that include melting and 

evaporation  of target material and  detection of electrons, ions and cluster of atoms  

(Linlor, 1962; Linlor, 1963; Honig and Woolston, 1963). Subsequently, in 1964 

multiply charged ions of Carbon were identified by means of optical spectroscopy, 

during ablation of graphite target by Q-switched neodymium glass laser with intensity 

of 10
11

 W cm
-2 

(Archbold and Hughes, 1964). Meanwhile, from the year 1962 to 1968 

main focus was on the technology of the laser beam production and different types of 

lasers including semiconductor lasers, dye lasers, solid state Nd:YAG lasers, CO2 and 

other gas lasers were invented in this period. Invention of these lasers further widened 

this research field and provided flexibility in investigating laser matter/plasma 

interaction phenomenon.  

2.2  THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

Both theoretical and applied aspects of the pulsed laser ablation have been 

explored since 1960. On theoretical front, several models have been presented to 

explain the interaction of short and ultra-short laser pulses with matter and subsequent 

generation and expansion of the produced plasma. Theoretical explanations include 
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both analytical and numerical modeling. The first phase in nanosecond pulsed laser 

ablation, is the laser-solid interaction. Many researchers (Wood and Giles, 1981; 

Singh and Narayan, 1989; Amoruso, 1999) have explored this interaction, in which 

laser light heats up the solid to melting and/or vaporizing temperature by imparting 

energy to the target. In this process heat is conducted into the solid target and this heat 

conduction is described by heat flow equations. By assuming thermal equilibrium 

between liquid and saturated vapors, evaporation rate is calculated from the Clausius–

Clapeyron equation. In case of quite high laser fluence, a phase explosion can occur. 

In this mechanism, target temperature reaches a value almost 90 percent of the 

thermodynamic critical temperature Tc of that material, homogeneous nucleation can 

occur. Consequently, superheated material will turn rapidly into droplets of vapor and 

liquid (Kelly and Miotello (1996) and Miotello and Kelly (1995) ) 

In nanosecond pulsed laser regime, analytical models of laser produced 

plasma plume expansion, based on hydrodynamic equations had been presented by 

(Singh and Narayan, 1990) and (Anisimov et al., 1993; Anisimov et al., 1996). 

Plasma expansion in vacuum is assumed to be isothermal by (Singh and Narayan, 

1990) and isentropic by (Anisimov et al., 1993; Anisimov et al., 1996). These models 

interpreted the two important features of plume expansion (i) forward peaking and (ii) 

flip-over effect. Another theory, which is known as Kelly’s theory  (Kelly and 

Dreyfus, 1988; Kelly, 1992; Kelly et al., 1992), in nanosecond pulsed laser ablation 

regime, describes the laser produced plasma expansion and the velocity function 

distributions of the emitted particles by LPP. This theory also presented an approach 

to perform analysis of the TOF experimental data of the emitted particles. These 

models are discussed in detail in previous chapter. Another theoretical model has been 
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presented by Chichkov et al., (1996) for laser ablation of metals with nano, pico and 

femtosecond laser pulses at low laser fluence. They have shown that since electron 

cooling time is shorter than the pulse width of nanosecond duration but longer than 

the pico and femtosecond pulse width of laser, thermal conduction into the target can 

be neglected in case of pico and femtosecond pulses. This suggests that there is a 

direct conversion of material from solid to vapor phase in case of ultra-short laser 

pulses (pico and femtosecond) unlike nanosecond pulse case in which there is enough 

time for electrons to thermalize which results in conversion of solid into molten state 

and then to vapor state.  

By using Monte Carlo simulations Noorbatcha et al., (1987) have investigated 

the effects of collisions among the molecules emitted from solid surfaces and have 

identified the conditions, influencing the experimentally observed product 

distributions. They have elaborated the Knudsen Layer (Kelly and Dreyfus, 1988; 

Kelly, 1992; Kelly et al., 1992)  formation and estimated that at least 3 collisions per 

particle are required to form KL.  

Itina et al., (1999) has examined the effect of various processes such as inter-

particle interactions, interaction of particles with an ambient gas, temporal evolution 

of the surface temperature, and excitations-relaxation processes on time of flight 

distributions. Shape of TOF distribution of emitted particles and bimodal TOF 

distribution has also been explained on the basis of numerical solution. Three-

dimensional Monte Carlo simulation has been performed to analyze the angular 

distributions width as a function of the radius of the evaporated area (Itina, Marine 

and Autric, 1998). It is found that angular distribution would be more focused in 

direction normal to the target, when elastic collisions between the particles are 
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dominant. They also point out that in the presence of chemical processes, the focusing 

effect of collisions is partially concealed and consequently wider angular distributions 

can be observed. The Monte Carlo simulations carried out by Garrelie et al., (1998)  

indicates that collisional processes and energy redistribution which also includes laser 

energy absorption by plasma plume dominates the plume shape evolution and 

expansion. Their results were in conformity with the experimental results of KrF laser 

ablation of Cu, on considering that delayed redistribution of internal energy 

transported by ionized and excited species can increase the kinetic energy of particles. 

A Monte Carlo simulation is also developed by Urbassek and Sibold, (1993) to 

examine the plasma expansion into vacuum by considering the collisions between the 

particles. In order to describe all species by Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution at the 

similar temperature, thermal mechanism of particle emission is considered. 

Simulation revealed that for a thermal emission mechanism, the light particles are 

emitted with a higher velocity than the heavy particles, resulting in acceleration of the 

latter in direction of the plume axis. These phenomena effect the composition of the 

plasma plume, and the energy and angular distribution of the emitted particles. More 

detailed review of analytical and numerical modeling of pulsed laser ablation can be 

found in review articles by (Amoruso et al., 1999; Capitelli et al., 2004) 

2.3   EXPERMENTAL DEVELOPMENTS 

On the experimental front, rigorous experimentation on LPP has opened up 

many fields with fascinating applications. One of them is laser induced breakdown 

spectroscopy (LIBS) (Amoruso et al., 1999; Tognoni et al., 2002; Cremers and 

Radziemski 2006), which has now become a well-established tool for fundamental 

study of atomic and molecular physics and several other fascinating applications have 
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emerged from it. Another widely used application of PLA is pulsed laser deposition 

(PLD) of thin films. After first high-temperature superconductive films deposition in 

1987 (Dijkkamp et al., 1987), pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique has become 

very popular and research in this field has increased dramatically. PLD has many 

advantages over various physical vapor deposition (PVD) methods such as low 

substrate temperature, fast and flexible, suitability for complex materials, multilayer 

film growth and ability to operate under any ambient gas (Chrisey and Hubler, 2003).  

Pulsed laser ablation (PLA) has such a broad range of applications in diverse 

fields of science and technology that it is very hard to review all of them. However, 

some of this wide range of applications includes; material processing (Steen, 2003), 

medicine (Gitomer and Jones1991), as a source of highly charged ions for 

accelerators and ion implanters (Sharkov and Scrivens, 2005; Krasa et al., 1998; 

Belloni et al., 2005;  Torrisi et al., 2003),   Synthesis of nanoparticles (Riabinina et 

al., 2010), Inertial confinement in fusion (ICF) (Lindl, 1995), space and astrophysical 

plasmas (Pant, 1994), X-ray emission ((Colombant et al., 1973)), Extreme ultra violet 

(EUV) source of light ( Shimada et al., 2005). Since the main focus of our work is on 

generation and characterization of energetic ions produced by pulsed laser ablation, 

the most relevant applications to our research work is laser ion source (LIS). 

Presently, ion sources based on the Electron Cyclotron Resonance, Electron 

impact and gas discharge mechanisms are well established ion sources for generation 

of highly charged heavy ions. In 1969, two groups (Peacock and Pease, 1969) and 

(Byckovsky et al., 1969) independently proposed laser ion source (LIS) as a pre-

injector for heavy ion accelerators. Laser ion source (LIS) is under development since 
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then and its now becomes a major candidate to be used in accelerators, ion implanters 

and in other such applications. Laser produced plasma can generate highly charged 

ions from almost any material. Depending upon the irradiated material and laser 

parameters charge state of highly charged ions can range from 1+ to more than 50+ 

and energy from few electron volts to mega electron volts (Mev) without externally 

applied accelerating potential (Laska et al., 2003). A range of laser intensities from 

10
9
 to 10

16
 W/cm

2
 are being used in LIS for different applications. 

2.3.1  LIS For Accelerators 

In 1977, the idea of LIS was first realized at the Joint Institute for Nuclear 

Research (JINR), Dubna, Russia, when it was used as an ion injector into high energy 

(10 GeV) synchrotron. Later in 1988, laser ion sources were used in Van-de-Graaf 

accelerators at Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics (ITEP), Moscow, 

Russia and the Technical University of Munich, Germany (Sharkov and Scrivens; 

2005; Okamura and Kondrashev, 2007). 

There are LISs based on resonant ionization processes with a particular laser 

wavelength (Koster et al., 2003; Fedosseev et al., 2017) and also forward ablation 

type LISs were developed, which are using high intensity, ultra short laser pulses 

(Borghesi and Mackinnon 2006; Borghesi et al., 2009). However, in this work our 

focus is on the backward ablation type LISs. 

Laser ion source (LIS) has many advantages over conventional ion sources 

like metal evaporation by vacuum arcs (MEVVA) ion source, electron cyclotron 

resonance ion source (ECRIS) and electron beam ion source (EBIS) such as (i) High 

density ion current can be produced (ii) The laser produced high charge state ions 
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have high kinetic energy up to Kevs (iii) Production of ion from any target material 

(iv) Target element can be changed easily (v) No gas is required as a discharge 

medium (vi) Highly charged ions can be generated even from non-conductive or 

refractory targets  (Lorusso et al., 2010; Ooie et al., 2014; Laska et al., 2003; 

Okamura et al., 2008)  

Major drawbacks of LIS are: (i) beam transportation problem (ii) instability 

and (iii) short beam pulse. Problem of beam transport and instability has been 

overcome by invention of Direct Plasma Injection Scheme (DPIS) (Okamura et al., 

2000) and using of stable solid state laser system and controlling target position 

precisely during experiment beam stability can be achieved (Laska et al., 2003; 

Keneisu et al., 2014). In Direct Plasma Injection Scheme (DPIS), target is placed just 

at the entrance of the Radio Frequency Quadruple (RFQ) and LPP enters directly into 

RFQ channel. 

At lower laser intensities ( I < 10
14

 W/cm
2
 ), laser ion source has also been 

employed to inject highly charged ions into accelerators. By using a 4.1 J TEA CO2 

laser with pulse duration of 38 ns and intensity around 10
12

 W/cm
2
 on target surface, 

Okamura et al., (2002) has successfully injected Carbon ion beams into accelerator by 

Direct Plasma Injection Scheme (DPIS). This scheme reduced the cost and size of 

pre-injector, making it suitable to be used in accelerators.  In Japan at RIKEN, 

Saitama, using DPIS, ion beam of Al
9+

 and Fe
18+ 

has been injected successfully by 

Okamura et al., (2008). Maximum beam current recorded was 60 mA and 24 mA for 

extraction potential of 70 – 90 kV for ion beams of Al
9+

 and Fe
18+

 respectively. In this 

experiment a Nd:YAG laser with 1064 nm wavelength and 2.4 J maximum energy 

was used and laser intensity was 10
13

 W/cm
2
.  They claimed that with DPIS more than 
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10 mA of ion beam current with pulse duration from 0.5 to 2 µs can be injected in 

accelerators. This is very interesting feature for applications requiring high current, 

high charge state heavy-ion beam accelerators. 

By employing Nd:YAG laser with 1064 nm wavelength and 9 ns pulse 

duration, in intensity range of 1×10
9
 - 5×10

10
 W cm−2, Krasa et al., (2005) ablated 

various medium and high Z elements. The maximum ion charges reported were 8+, 

8+,9+, 9+ and 10+ for  Nb, Ta, W, Pb  and Au respectively. With the same kind of 

laser with pulse width of 10 ns  (Ilyas et al., 2011; Ilyas et al., 2012)  has recorded 7+ 

and 5+ ion charge states of Cu and W respectively, in 2015 Okamura et al., (2015) 

has developed a low charge state LIS in Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), 

USA. This LIS was capable of injecting low charge state ion beam into EBIS for 

further ionization and injection into the accelerator.            

Application of external magnetic field on laser produced plasma proved to be 

very effective in overcoming the drawback of short beam pulse. Recently Keneisu et 

al., (2014) have applied 90 mT solenoidal magnetic field as a guide of LPP. In this 

way, they are succeeded in injecting 36 mA of C
4+

 beam produced by Nd:YAG laser 

with intensity 6.0×10
12

 W/cm
2
, which is then accelerated to 100 keV/u by the RFQ 

with pulse duration of 3.2 µs.  As a result increase of pulse width by a factor of four 

was noticed, as compared to experiment without magnetic field. In presence of an 

axial magnetic field, at laser intensity of of 10
10

 W/cm
2
, Gammino et al., (2000, 2004) 

has successfully coupled the LIS to the ECRIS and obtained incredible increase in ion 

current and charge state. Laser intensity puts a limit on charge state enhancement in 

LPPs. Kondo et al., (2010) has reported that  average charge increased from 1.9 to 2.2 

and 2.3 by application of 2600 and 4000 Gauss axial magnetic field respectively, 
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without increasing laser intensity on target surface. In the same year Okamura et al., 

(2010) has observed increase in ion current density and pulse duration with increase 

in solenoidal magnetic field. This observation can help in overcoming the problem of 

short pulse duration in LIS. 

High laser intensity (≥10
14

 Wcm
−2

) causes nonlinear effects including ponder-

motive force and relativistic self-focusing. A possible initial part of the laser pulse 

(pre-pulse), preceding the main pulse facilitates the onset of these effects and increase 

the ion charge state and energy (Laska et al., 2005; Haseroth and Hora, 2017;Hora et 

al., 2002) 

It is demonstrated at CERN, that a LIS can be used as a pre-injector for Large 

Hadron Collider (LHC). In this study a high current, high charge beam of Pb
25+

 ion 

was produced at laser intensity of about 10
14 

W/cm
2
 with CO2 laser (Fournier et al., 

2000). Lasers with large pulse energies produce high number of ion charge states and 

ion density by increasing the temperature and density of LPP. It is possible to 

generate heavy ions with a charge state of over 50+ and kinetic energy in the range of 

MeV , using laser intensities greater than 2×10
14

 Wcm
-2

.  Using 2nd and 3rd harmonic 

of the fundamental λ = 1.315 µm of iodine laser with pulse duration ∼ 350 ps, and 

pulse energy ≤ 50J  at the intensity 2×10
14

 W cm
-2

, Laska et al., (2003) produced 

highly charged ions. They have tested several targets of medium to high Z elements 

and maximum charge state of 55+, maximum ion energy of 8.8 Mev and current 

density of 35.3 A/cm
2 

at100 cm distance from target has been reported for Ta. At high 

intensity laser focus position plays an important role. They achieved these results by 

focusing laser above the target surface. Several other authors have produced highly 

charged ions, using laser intensities greater than 2×10
14

 W cm
-2

, such as Rohlena et 
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al., (1996) has produced Ta
45+

, Woryna et al., (2000) has produced Ag
37+

 and Loruso 

et al., (2005) has produced Ge
25+

. 

2.3.2  Proton Beam Generation From LPP 

The energetic proton beams are being extensively used for several applied and 

fundamental studies, such as for proton induced nuclear reactions, nuclear excitation, 

nuclear fusion processes and nuclear activation (Tesmer and Nastasi, 1995). Material 

and condense matter physicists use energetic proton beams to investigate unknown 

properties of the materials by various techniques, namely Rutherford Backscattering 

Spectrometry (RBS), Elastic Recoil Spectroscopy (ERS), Proton Induced X-ray 

Emission (PIXE), and ion channeling  spectroscopy (Feldman and  Mayer,  1986). 

Proton beams are also being used for material modification (Campbell, 2001) and 

radiation therapy of cancer patients (Paganetti and Bortfeld,  2005). Presently, 

expensive and large particle accelerator, such as proton linear accelerators (LINACs), 

Van de Graaff, Tandem and Cyclotrons are used to generate proton beams. The 

particle accelerator fraternity is striving hard to find some relatively simple and less 

cost expensive method to generate proton beams. Pulsed laser ablation has a great 

potential to become an alternate method for proton beam generation. In this proposed 

method of proton beam generation intense ultra-short pulse of 10
-9

 to 10
-15 

second 

time duration is fired at the hydrogen rich target. As a result, short lived plasma plume 

of target material is generated in front of the target surface. Proton acceleration up to 

energies of the order of tens of MeV is possible by employing terawatt (TW) lasers. 

Proton beam of energies up to several tens of keV are easily produced using 

commercially available gegawatt (GW) lasers. The energy of proton beam can be 

further increased by adding post electrostatic acceleration stages.  
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The selection of target material also plays an important role in proton beam 

generation.  Hydrogenated targets generate high proton yields, which are mixed with 

other ion species depending on the target composition.  Several polymers hydrate 

compounds and nanostructures capable of absorbing high hydrogen concentrations 

can be employed as proton-rich targets (Torrisi and Cutroneo, 2012).  Higher proton 

energies can be obtained by inserting peculiar nanostructures, which promotes 

resonant absorption cross section of the target material (Torrisi et al., 2012).  

Recently, Deli-Side et al., (2014) has generated protons by laser ablation of 

TiH2 by using KrF laser of wavelength 248 nm and 23 ns pulse width. They obtained 

3.8 × 10
9 

- 3.8 × 10
11

 protons per pulse in free expansion mode. They showed that 

proton yield increases with the increase of laser intensity and extracting voltage. In 

the same year Velardi et al.,  (2014) has extracted protons from transition metals Ti 

and Ta by laser ablation. They showed that proton yield increases linearly with laser 

irradiance. The extracted proton flux was 0.8×10
10

 protons/cm
2
 and 1.2×10

9
 

protons/cm
2
 for tantalum and titanium respectively at the laser irradiance of  10

9
 –10

10
 

W/cm
2
. Also the proton flux of 10

8
–10

9
 protons/cm

2
 were obtained by hydride targets 

at same laser irradiances of 10
9
 –10

10
 W/cm

2
 using Nd:YAG lasers (λ=1064 nm) 

(Torrisi  et al.,  2011; Sekine  et al.,  2012; Torrisi et al.,  2012). Thin polymeric films 

doped with Fe2O3 nanoparticles and carbon nanotubes (CNT) are reported to use for 

generation of proton beam using laser ablation. Forward and backward proton yields 

were measured by placing ion collectors on both sides of the target film. (Torrisi and 

Caridi,  2012). 

Surprisingly, intense multi-MeV proton emission was independently reported 

by three groups (Clark et al., 2000; Maksimchuk et al., 2000; Snavely et al., 2000), in 
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same year 2000. They observed emission of highly energetic proton as a collimated 

beam from the rear side of several micron thick solid targets of metals and plastic, in 

direction of the target normal, upon high intensity laser irradiation. The values of laser 

intensity, number of emitted protons and maximum energy of ions as observed in 

these three  experiments were 3×10
18

 Wcm
-2

 , 10
9
 and 1.5 MeV (Maksimchuk et al., 

2000), 5×10
19

 Wcm
-2

, 10
12

 and 18 MeV (Clark et al., 2000), and 3×10
20

 Wcm
-2

, 10
13

 , 

and 58 MeV (Snavely et al., 2000), respectively. This emission of multi-MeV ions 

from rear side of thin target is described under the framework of target normal sheath 

acceleration (TNSA) model (Wilks et al., 2001). According to this model, space 

charge generated field at rear surface of target by those highly energetic electrons 

which cross the target bulk and appear from rear surface into vacuum. 

There are many proposed applications of multi-MeV proton beam including 

fast ignition of inertial confinement fusion (ICF) targets, laser triggering and control 

of nuclear reactions, warm dense matter production, ion beam cancer therapy, 

injectors for ion accelerators, and ultrafast probing of plasmas (Macchi et al., 2013). 

Unlike electrons and photons, protons and light ions, have energy dependent path 

length and deposit most of their energy in the Bragg peak, at the end of their path. 

Owing to this property, light ions and protons are very much suitable for ion beam 

cancer therapy. In this way, the unwanted dose application to normal tissue can be 

reduced and the dose contour can be accustomed for better tumor conformability 

(Karsch et al., 2017).  

2.3.3  Laser Ion Source For Ion Implantation  

Material properties such as hardness, roughness, wear and corrosion 

resistance, coefficient of dry friction, chemical reactivity, electrical conduction, etc. 
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can be changed remarkably by surface modification of solids. Many techniques are in 

use for depositing thin films over surface of solids to modify the material properties. 

Among these techniques, ion implantation generates surface layers which normally 

become a part of the substrate and show much better adherence to surface as 

compared to others (Torrisi et al., 2003) 

Conventional ion sources like Metal-Vapour Vacuum Arcs, Electron 

Cyclotron Resonance Ion Source and Electron Beam Ion Source, produce moderate 

ion currents from gaseous materials and low ion currents from solid materials. In 

comparison, LIS has many advantages which are mentioned before. Furthermore, 

higher penetration depth, ability of ionizing any solid material and ease of biasing 

with positive high voltage in case of moving substrates makes LIS more attractive for 

ion implantation. The cost of ion implantation with conventional ion sources is quite 

high because of their limited ion current density, especially if ions from solid 

materials be used. Laser ion source had been proposed for ion implantation owing to 

advantage of higher current density and which can lower the cost of ion implantation 

for commercial applications (Boody et al., 1996). 

The proportions of emitted ions and neutrals from LPP, charge state, energy 

and angular distributions, current densities can be controlled in LIS as such properties 

are determined by the laser parameters and target material (Rosinski et al., 2005). The 

depth of implantation in the substrates depends on the ion energy, mass and charge 

state. The depth profile is normally obtained by Rutherford Backscattering 

Spectroscopy (RBS) and this depth profile also gives estimate of the energy of 

implanted ions.  
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Laser generated ions can be implanted in substrate by two ways (i) Direct ion 

implantation and (ii) By applying accelerating voltage to ions. Direct ion implantation 

requires very high power laser systems and not suitable on a large scale from the 

commercial point of view because of economic reasons and poor flexibility in terms 

of performance i.e. fixed ion energy spectrum. However, for direct ion implantation, 

high ion currents are normally required. The fact that laser produced ions are highly 

charged as well as have high kinetic energy, makes them suitable for direct ion 

implantation. Using high power iodine laser ( λ = 1315 nm, 3ω= 438 nm, pulse 

duration = 400 ps, EL ≈ 230 J ) (Torrisi et al., 2003; Rosinski et al., 2005) directly 

implanted Cu, Ag and Ta ions in Al, Ti and C targets respectively. Among these metal 

ions Tantalum (Ta) ions with energy of 5 Mev, achieved the maximum penetration 

depth of 1 µm in C substrate.  

 For direct ion implantation two configurations were proposed (i) the substrate and 

laser target surfaces oriented parallel to each other, which is a standard configuration 

as used in PLD (ii) the target surface perpendicular to the substrate. In first 

configuration, high negative potentials are applied to substrate. The LPP constituents 

are mainly emitted in direction normal to the target surface and a direct ballistic 

impact with the substrate take place. In this way ions are implanted whereas neutral 

atoms are deposited. The main disadvantage of this configuration is arcing which 

punch holes in target. In second configuration, arcing is reduced because of electron 

expulsion from the gap between substrate and target. In this configuration, 

comparatively pure ion implantation is achieved because ions are accelerated by 

negatively biased substrate and deposition of particulates and neutral atoms is 

negligibly small (Qi et al., 2003). 
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External electric field driven laser produced ion implantation driven is 

comparatively cheaper and easy-to-use and flexible technique. Using excimer laser, 

KrF ( λ = 248 nm,  pulse duration = 20 ns, I = 3.5×10
8
 W/cm

2
 )  Belloni et al., (2005)  

produced plasma and  accelerated the ions by external potential of  40 kV for 

implantation. In this experiment Al, Cu and Ge ions were implanted in Si substrate up 

to 80 nm deep. The disadvantages of this method of implantation are reduction of 

fluence and ion implantation depth and arcs formation during process of acceleration. 

To overcome these effects Belloni et al., (2005) developed an expanding chamber 

with a hole in its end. Ion implantation is found to be very useful in modification of 

properties of polymer such as hardness. Low-Density Polyethylene (LDPE) and Ultra 

High Molecular-Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE) was implanted by C ions produced 

by similar excimer laser at intensity of 10
8
 W/cm

2
 and post accelerated by 40 kV 

(Lorusso et al., 2008). Carbon ion implantation has enhanced hydrophilicity of both 

UHMWPE and LDPE and increased the micro hardness of UHMWPE. 

2.4  LASER PRODUCED PLASMA IN MAGNETIC FIELD 

Study of laser produced plasma (LPP) in magnetic field is drawing the 

attention of researchers because particles emitted from LPP interacts with magnetic 

field in such a way that overall plasma plume dynamics, trajectories of particles and 

interaction of particles within the plume undergoes a significant change, which has 

some beneficial effects on technological applications of LPP. 

Magnetic field application on LPP has played an important role in 

improvement of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique. Unwanted particulates in 

thin films has been filtered out by Jordan et al., (1997) by using magnetic filter and a 

particulate free copper film was deposited. In the same year,  Tsui et al., (1997)  
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presented a solution to problem of decrease in coating flux with distance from the 

plasma plume, by deflecting and guiding plasma to longer distances by employing 

solenoidal magnetic field. A new method of PLD called ―Aurora PLD‖ has been 

developed by (Kobayashi et al., 2002) by placing a permanent magnet behind the 

substrate and much better quality of thin films and enhanced deposition rate has been 

achieved in this way. Magnetic field induced growth of large carbon clusters has been 

reported by Kokai et al., (1996). They related this effect to confinement of electrons 

by magnetic field, which resulted in increased ionization and hence ion-neutral 

reaction has been increased. 

Externally applied magnetic field on laser plasma helps in mitigating energetic 

ions in extreme Ultraviolet lithographic light sources. Laser produced Tin ions were 

successfully mitigated by Harilal et al., (2007), on application of 0.64 T transverse 

magnetic field along with hydrogen pressure of 126 mTorr. 

Confinement of LPP in transverse magnetic field and consequent increase in 

optical emission and ionization has been observed and explained on the basis of 

magneto hydrodynamic (MHD) model, which is discussed in detail in chapter one 

(Boyd and Sanderson, 2003; Dirnberger et al., 1994; Harilal et al., 2004) . 

Enhancement in optical emission and ionization on application of transverse magnetic 

field has also been observed before by (Shen et al., 2006; Pagano et al., 2009). 

Recently, Wu et al., (2016) has applied 0.6 T magnetic field in transverse direction on 

W plasma and reported an enhancement in atomic spectral line emission and also 

observed longer emission time as compared to the case in absence of  B. 

The effect of axial magnetic field over LPP has also been investigated by 

some other researchers. (Wołowski et al., 2002) has employed electric and an axial 
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magnetic field together on Tungsten plasma and observed 2 to 3 times increase in 

current density of ions. In presence of an axial magnetic field (Pagano and Lunney, 

2010) found that deposition rate and ion yield was enhanced in the direction parallel 

to the magnetic field. Very recently, Creel et al., 2016) studied the heating and 

focusing of Cu plasma in pulsating magnetic field with the help of  optical imaging 

and emission spectroscopy and explained the phenomenon under resistive magneto-

hydrodynamic model. The application of 0.1 T axial magnetic field Torrisi et al., 

(2007)  has reported enhancement in energy and charge state of Al, Cu and Ta ions. 

They believe that magnetic field configuration has produced an electron trap along the 

direction of magnetic field and trapped electrons produced electric field which was 

responsible for increase in the energy and charge state of the ions. Plasma 

confinement has also been investigated by time resolved imaging photography in 

transverse, axial and curved magnetic field configurations by Tillack et al., (2005) 

and they concluded that LPP was mainly directed along the magnetic field lines. 

Recently Ikeda et al., (2017) have measured the temporal and spatial fluctuations of 

the externally applied axial magnetic field, caused by the diamagnetic current inside 

the plasma plume, using magnetic probe. They found that the transformation of plume 

can be correlated with temporal and spatial distribution of the estimated diamagnetic 

current. It is found by (Musaev et al., 2016) that laser ablation of Gold immersed in 

water in presence of an axially applied magnetic field of 0.2 T, resulted in shorter 

nanowires formation and higher fraction of spherical nanoparticles as compared to 

those without magnetic field.  
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Chapter 3 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experimental data presented in this thesis is mostly obtained during the 

experiments performed in Atomic Physics Laboratory of Pakistan Institute of Nuclear 

Science and Technology (PINSTECH) Islamabad Pakistan. One of the experiments 

(chapter 6) is also conducted in laser ablation laboratory at Trinity College Dublin 

(TCD) Ireland. This Chapter describes the details of experimental arrangements that I 

used during my PhD project.  

3.1  LASER PRODUCED HIGHLY CHARGED ION BEAM FACILITY AT 

PINSTECH 

This experimental facility at PINSTECH is capable to characterize highly 

charged ions generated through laser ablation of solid targets. Presently only  few 

groups around the world are working on such experimental facilities to characterize 

laser produced ions (Pfeifer et al., 2004; Laska et al., 2003; Krása et al., 2005; Torrisi 

and Picciotto, 2004; Burdt et al., 2010; Apinaniz et al., 2008). The schematic of 

experimental facility at PINSTECH is presented in Fig. 3.1. The main components of 

this experimental setup includes Nd:YAG laser with associated beam delivery optics, 

ablation chamber, ion collector/Langmuir probe, time-of-flight (TOF) ion energy 

analyzer (TOF-IEA), channel electron multiplier (CEM), and electronic system for 

data acquisition.  
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Figure 3.1:  Schematic of indigenously developed experimental facility: A. Nd:YAG 

laser, B. Reflecting mirror, C. Focusing lens, D. DC motor, E. Target,  F. Einzel lens, 

G. E/q filter, H. Slits, I. channel electron multiplier. 

The laser light from Nd:YAG laser having 1064 nm wavelength and 6 ns pulse 

duration, is focused onto the high purity solid target mounted inside vacuum chamber, 

with the help of focusing lens of 50 cm focal length. After entering through quartz 

window into vacuum chamber, laser beam strikes the target making an angle of 45º 

with respect to target surface normal. The details of the Nd:YAG laser system are 

given in subsequent section. A three dimensional model of laser ablation chamber is 

given in Fig. 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: Three dimensional model of the plasma generation chamber: A. DC 

motor, B. Target disc, C. Planar Langmuir probe, D. Probe handle for angular 

manipulation, E. Mechanical feedthrough, F. Ion extraction vacuum port, G. Laser 

entrance port, H. View port, I. Roughing port, J. Port for electrical connections  

To avoid target drilling, a DC motor was employed to rotate the target at about 

100 rpm so that each laser shot strikes the fresh surface. With the help of vacuum 

feed-through, target stage can be moved vertically in order to change spot position. 

We have measured the spot size on target surface with optical microscope and 

calculated the laser fluence by dividing laser pulse energy with area of the spot. The 

laser fluence was varied from 2 to 25 J/cm
2 

for various experiments conducted during 

this PhD work. 

In order to characterize the LPP and energetic ion emission two main 

techniques namely (i) electrostatic Langmuir probe and (ii) Time of Flight-Ion Energy 
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Analyzer (TOF-IEA), were used. The details of these techniques will be presented in 

subsequent sections of this chapter.  

 Electrostatic Langmuir probe used as an ion collector (IC), was placed at a 

distance of 6.5 cm from target surface normal, which is the preferred direction of the 

plasma flow as discussed in Chapter 1. It is biased with a suitable negative potential to 

repel the electrons coming from plasma plume so that time-resolved ion signals 

during plasma expansion can be measured. The ion signal was determined with the 

help of an electronic circuit usually known as Koopmans circuit and registered by a 

fast digital storage oscilloscope. IC can be rotated with the help of a feed-through 

from 0
o
 to 90

o
 with respect to the target surface normal. This feature helps to measure 

angular distribution of the ejected ions.  

The energetic ions emitted from LPP, travel a drift distance of 45 cm before 

entering the electric field of parallel plate IEA. This value of drift distance is 

according to the recommended values for the laser ion sources (Sharkov and Scrivens, 

2005). Only those ions can pass through IEA which have specific values of energy to 

charge state ratio (E/Z). In contrast to TOF-IC, this TOF-IEA has the capability of 

detecting individual ion charge state. The time resolved ion signals were detected by 

Channel Electron Multiplier (CEM) located at the end of flight distance, whose 

signals were acquired with the help of a fast digital storage oscilloscope (1GHz 

bandwidth). The total distance of flight from surface of target to CEM was 1.31 m. To 

trigger the oscilloscope at the time laser light hits the target surface, a photodiode was 

used. So, IEA permits to obtain energy resolved TOF mass spectra of multiply 

charged positive ions emitted from LPP. From these spectra several interesting 

parameters of LPP and emitted ions can be deduced e.g. plasma temperature, average 
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charge state, charge state of ions, energy distribution of ions, abundance and mass to 

charge ratios etc. To optimize the ion signals, the Einzel lenses were installed before 

and after the IEA. In order to minimize the charge exchange with ambient residual 

gas, experiments were performed in vacuum below 10
-6

 torr. Photograph of the 

experimental facility at PINSTECH is given in Fig. 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3: Photograph of the indigenously developed laser plasma production and 

characterization facility at PINSTECH. (A) Laser-plasma chamber, (B) spectrometer, 

(C) Langmuir probe, (D) ion extractor, (E) Einzel lens, (F) Energy/charge filter, (G) 

Channel electron multiplier (CEM) and (H) ion detection chamber. 

The list of major components used in experimental setup for this PhD project 

is given below: 

i.  Nd: YAG laser system (Brilliant B manufactured by Quantel lasers ) 
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ii. Triggering system 

iii. Reflection and focusing optics 

iv. Langmuir probe 

v. Ion Energy Analyser (IEA) 

vi. Einzel lens 

vii. Laser energy measurement device 

viii. DC power supplies 

ix. High speed digital storage oscilloscope (LecRoy) 

x. Electrical vacuum feed-throughs 

xi. Mechanical vacuum feed-throughs 

xii. Target Materials 

xiii. Vacuum System 

xiv. Channel electron multipliers (CEM) 

3.2  ND: YAG LASER SYSTEM  

The solid state laser, Neodymium-doped Yttrium Aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) 

laser is the most widely used laser around the world in laser ablation studies. Active 

medium, triply ionized neodymium (Nd
3+

), is optically pumped by a flash lamp or 

laser diode. The output of flash lamp or laser diode matches principle absorption 

bands in the red and near infrared range of electromagnetic spectrum. Excited 

electrons rapidly fall to the upper level of the lasing transition F3/2, which is a 

metastable state, where electrons stay for about 230 µs. Hence, this level would be 
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heavily populated. The stimulated transition to I11/2 state would result in emission of 

1064 nm wavelength radiation. As I11/2 is an unstable state and electron quickly return 

to ground state L9/2. Consequently, between the state F3/2 and I11/2, population 

inversion is created. Because of high emission cross section of this transition its lasing 

threshold is low. 

Some weaker transitions i.e. 1319, 1338 and 946 nm, take place from the same 

upper state due to energy level splitting but with lower gain and a higher threshold 

than 1064 nm transition. These factors as well as wavelength-selective optics bound 

the oscillation to 1064 nm. A laser comprises of just an active medium and resonator 

emits radiation each time flash lamp fires. Pulse duration of emitted radiation is of the 

order of flash lamp and peak power is low.  

A Q-switch is used to get a laser pulse of shorter pulse duration and high peak 

power.  It is an optical switch which is installed in the laser cavity and opens when 

maximum population inversion is achieved. Light wave runs through the laser cavity 

at maximum population inversion to depopulate the excited laser medium. Output 

powers of tens of megawatts and pulse durations of less than 10 nanoseconds are 

attained in Q-switching mode.              

Frequency conversion in non- linear crystals is possible due to high peak 

power of the Q-switched pulses. On interaction of fundamental harmonic of Nd:YAG 

laser at 1064 nm with the crystal a secondary wave with 532 nm wavelength is 

produced. This 532 nm wavelength wave can be further reduced to 266 nm by passing 

it through a second crystal. By mixing 532 nm wave and residual 1064 nm 

fundamental harmonic in crystal, 355 nm wave can also be produced. However, these 

conversions lead to decrease of available output laser energy. All these four waves of 
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wavelength 1064, 532, 355, 266 nm cover the electromagnetic spectrum from the near 

infrared to the ultraviolet, which is bright feature of Nd:YAG laser in terms of its 

usefulness.  

In this study we used a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Brilliant B) manufactured 

by Quantel lasers France. At the fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm, it has a 

Gaussian beam and pulse duration is 6 ns. The maximum pulse energy was 850 mJ, 

pulse repetition rate was 10 Hz and beam divergence was < 0.5 mrad.  We have used 

fundamental harmonic at 1064 nm throughout our study. 

3.3  LANGMUIR PROBE 

In 1923, Langmuir (Langmuir and Mott-Smith, 1923) introduced the use of 

electrostatic probe to measure the plasma properties. The use of this electrostatic 

probe in flowing plasma was further developed by Koopman. The electric probe 

consists of a conducting object biased to a suitable potential, placed into the plasma 

and is connected outside the chamber to an electronic circuit which is called 

Koopmans circuit. The electron or ion currents detected by probe are recorded with 

the help of data acquisition devices as a function of time. Measured values of current 

or voltage are used to investigate plasma parameters with the help of probe theory 

(Doggett and Lunney, 2009).  

Schematic of the typical Koopman bias circuit used for flowing plasma is 

shown in Figure 3.4. On negative biasing of the probe, positive ions are collected by 

probe and electrons are repelled. To record only positive ion current, negative biasing 

voltage should be high enough to repel all the emitted electrons from plasma. 

Normally, its value is greater than -20 V.  At this condition the measured ion current 
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(Ii) by the probe is given by following relation, which is valid for singly charged ions 

(Doggett and Lunney, 2009; Dogar et al., 2011): 

                 (3.1) 

Where e is electronic charge, v is flow velocity of plasma, A is the probe area and ni 

is  ion number density.  

 On the other hand a high voltage of the order of maximum ion energy would 

be required to repel all the ions and record only the electron current. Otherwise, 

resultant current would represent sum of the electron and ion currents. The recorded 

ion and electron signals, using Langmuir probe, for laser ablation of Cu target are 

shown in Fig.3.4 

Following points must be considered while deciding the components of Koopman 

circuit such as capacitor and resistor (Doggett, 2006): 

i- The total collected integrated ion charge in a  pulse must be much less than 

that stored in the  capacitor in Koopman circuit.  

ii- The voltage measured across the load resistor (RL) should be much less 

than the bias voltage applied to the probe at all times.  
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of electrical circuit for data acquisition from Langmuir probe 
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Figure 3.5: Langmuir probe measured (a) ion and (b) electron signal of laser produced 

Cu plasma.  
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The electrical circuit permits variation of the probe voltage, V, both in 

negative and positive directions, with respect to the plasma and a plot between V and 

collected ionic and electronic current I, can be drawn. This I-V plot is known as a 

Langmuir probe characteristic curve. Different significant regions of this curve are 

used to estimate various important plasma parameters like floating potential, plasma 

potential, electron and ion number density , electron temperature and ion and electron 

saturation currents. The details of Langmuir probe characteristic curve can be found 

in literature (Doggett and Lunney, 2009; Dogar et al., 2011; Toftmann and Schou, 

2000). 

3.4  EINZEL LENS 

Construction and working principle of Einzel lens is briefly described as 

follows. It comprises of three metallic cylinders a distance d apart from each other. 

Potential is varied positively or negatively across the central electrode to focus the 

charged particles. In the context of our research work, very important feature of the 

einzel lens is that it does not alter ion energy during focusing (Wollnik, 1999). In our 

experimental setup, used Einzel lens comprises of three aluminum cylinders working 

as electrode, each with 20 mm length and 25 mm inner diameter. Teflon spacers were 

used to electrically isolate these electrodes from each other. Inter-electrode space was 

6 mm. In order to connect different parts of Einzel lens, Teflon spacer have outer 

while electrodes have inner threads. Figure 3.6 shows the simplified illustration of the 

einzel lens with electrical circuit. 

Electrostatic Einzel lens was employed to focus the laser produced ions on to 

the entrance slit of the parallel plate ion energy analyzer (IEA). We have found 

experimentally that intensity of ions increases significantly by use of Einzel lens 
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before and after the IEA. Use of Einzel lens is helpful in improving the detection limit 

and efficiency of time-of-flight ion energy analyzer (TOF-IEA). 

 

 

Figure 3.6:  Schematic of the einzel lens: (A) Side View, (B) Top View (units are in 

mm). 

3.5  ION ENERGY ANALYZERS (IEA) 

Laser produced plasma (LPP) emits energetic ions of various charge states. The 

total energy of ions is a sum of adiabatic, thermal and Coulomb energy due to 

equivalent accelerating potential developed inside the plasma plume as discussed in 

Chapter 1. This equivalent potential accelerates ions proportional to their charge 

states. Ion signals recorded with the help of TOF ion collectors or probes does not 

give information about energy distribution of individual ions of different charge states 

explicitly. Time of flight ion energy analyzer (IEA) is the device which resolves the 

ion of each charge state separately on the basis of their energy to charge state ratio 

(E/Z). TOF-IEA of various kinds such as retarding field analyzer (Böhm et al., 2013), 
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radial cylindrical analyzers , Thomson Parabola (Woryna et al., 1996) and parallel 

plate analyzer (Hofer et al., 1999) have been reported.  We have used 45
o
 parallel 

plate electrostatic ion energy analyzer in this study. This device is simple in 

construction and requires only one power supply for its operation. Design of IEA is 

shown in Fig. 3.7. 

Figure 3.7: Model of a 45
o
 parallel plate ion energy analyser (IEA): (A) Front plate, 

(B) Back Plate, (C) ISO 100K mounting flange, (D) Teflon spacer. 

It consists of two parallel plates A and B separated by 35 mm distance. Front 

plate A is kept at zero potential (grounded) while a power supply is connected to back 

plate B. Positive voltage is applied to back plate and can be varied with the help of 

variable power supply. The energetic ions emitted from LPP enters the IEA through a 

vertical entrance slit of width w = 2 mm and height 10 mm in front plate. Before 

entering this slit, ions travel 45 cm drift distance, which is within recommended value 

for drift distances (Woryna et al., 1996). The drift distance is necessary to reduce 

plasma effects such as plasma shielding, arcing and ion recombination. The front plate 
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also has an identical exit slit and separation between two slits is 103 mm. Ions 

admitted through the entrance slit with some initial value of energy and charge state 

undergoes deceleration by the constant electric field -Va/d between the plates. Where 

Va is voltage applied to back plate B and d is separation between front and back 

plates. Only those ions leave IEA through exit slit which have particular values of 

energy and charge state. The IEA is therefore acts as energy per charge filter. The 

governing equations of the motion of charged particle in retarding field of IEA are 

presented below (Hofer et al., 1999): 

 
   

   
                     (3.2) 

 
   

    
  

 
         (3.3) 

The particle trajectory in spatial coordinates for any injection angle can be written as: 

        
      

      
      

      (3.4)  

Where mi and vi are the mass and velocity of ion. Other symbols are already defined 

above. According to principle of energy conservation: 

         
    

 

 
       (3.5) 

Hence for injection angle of 45
o
, equation for particle trajectory can be written as: 

    
 

  

  

(
  

  ⁄ )
         (3.6) 

On setting x= L, which is distance between two plates, the relation between 

applied voltage and ion voltage can be obtained for 45
o
 injection angle by simplifying 

Eq. (3.6): 
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           (3.7) 

  

  
                (3.8) 

This is defining equation for filtering criteria for an ion to pass through IEA. 

According to filtering criteria set by Eq. (3.8), only those ions can pass through IEA, 

which have energy to charge state value (
  

  
) equal to K45 times applied voltage (Va). 

Where K45 is called spectrometer constant or geometrical constant of the device: 

     
 

  
        (3.9) 

For our device L = 103 mm and d = 35 mm, hence value of     is 1.471. By varying 

the applied voltage to the back plate from low to higher values numerous filtering 

criteria can be set one by one and in this way whole spectrum of ion energies can be 

mapped. This is very powerful method to get energy distribution of ions of various 

charge states emitted from LPP. The resolution of 45
o
 parallel plate ion energy 

analyzer is given below (Pollard, 1995): 

  
 

  
              (3.10) 

  
√  

  
         (3.11) 

 This expression indicates that shorter slit width and longer inter-slit distance, results 

in better resolution. Practically, by decreasing the slit width w, the device admittance 

becomes small which results in decrease of ion current. While, plate Separation L is 

limited by the availability of space. The resolution of parallel plate IEA used in 

current study comes out to be 1.4 percent.  
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On solving the equations of trajectory for maximum height of the charge 

particle in the field region, for the case of 45
o
 IEA, we get following design condition, 

to avoid hitting of particles with back plate B:  

   
 

 
        (3.12) 

Design of our IEA is fulfilling this condition adequately. A three dimensional 

model of the indigenously developed parallel plate ion energy analyzer is presented in 

Fig. 3.7.  In table 3.1 the design parameters of IEA are tabulated. 

Table 3.1: Design parameters of 45
o
Parallel plate ion energy analyzer (IEA). 

(Dimensions are in mm) 

Inter-plate 

distance (d) 

Plate 

width 

Inter-slit 

distance 

(L) 

Slit 

width 

(w) 

Slit 

height 

Slit 

orientation 

( ) 

Device 

resolution 

(R) 

35   25        103       2      5          45
o
        1.4% 

After leaving IEA through exit slit, ions travel further 75.7 cm distance before 

finally getting collected by channel electron multiplier (CEM). A fast photo diode was 

placed at the back of the mirror was used for triggering. The TOF data was recorded 

with the help of 1 GHz bandwidth oscilloscope. From the surface of target to the 

CEM, total flight distance (D) of ions is 131 cm. IEA was calibrated with variable 

(0.5-5 keV) energy Ar
+
 ion beam extracted from the duoplasmatron ion source and 

focused by an Einzel lens on the entrance slit of IEA. Technical details of 

duoplasmatron and ion current measuring setup is given elsewhere (Qayyum and 

Ahmad, 1994).  
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On laser ablation ions of various charge states are emitted from LPP. These 

ions are identified by their respective time of flight (TOF), which can be calculated by 

following formula: 

 

 
  (

 

   
)
 

              (3.13) 

     √
  

        
        (3.14) 

Where Z denotes the respective ion charge state, all other symbols are already 

defined. In Fig. 3.8 TOF-IEA spectrum of Tungsten W ions for a E/Z ratio of 617 eV 

and a laser fluence of 15.67 J/cm
2
, is presented as an example. Different charge states 

of W ions are identified by matching the real TOFs of the observed ions with 

theoretically estimated TOFs using Eq. (3.14). 

A plot of TOFs of various ion charge states of species present in TOF-IEA 

spectra versus inverse of velocity of ions can be drawn, as shown in Fig. 3.9. Velocity 

of ions can be calculated directly from pass energy of IEA as given below: 

  (
 

 
)   √

    (
 

 
 )          

   
               (3.15) 

The linearity of this plot indicates the proper operation of the system. The 

slope of linear fit gives the real total length of flight (Aginako,  2012). In this case the 

flight length is 1.314 m within the expressed error, which is good agreement with 

measured value of 1.31 m 
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Figure 3.8: TOF-IEA spectrum of W ions. Filtering criteria for ions was fixed at 617    

ev/charge state   

        

    Figure 3.9:  Plot of TOF vs 1/v of ions of various charge states. 
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3.6  CHANNEL ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS (CEM) 

At the end of flight length, ions were detected by channel electron multiplier 

(CEM). In this work we have used CEM manufactured by Dr. Sjuts optotechnic 

GmbH Germany, the Model Number is KBL 15RS. It consists of three main parts: 

1. Supporting body of ceramic materials 

2. Conductive layer deposited onto both ends of the CEM 

3. Lead silicate glass tube with funnel 

Schematic of CEM is shown in Fig. 3.10 and characteristic are listed in Table 3.2. 

To maintain the lead glass under a compressive force, a ceramic supporting body 

of CEM is used.  This type of body prevents the appearance of fine cracks on lead 

glass, which can appear due to temperature fluctuations.  

   

 

       Figure 3.10: Schematic diagram of the channel electron multiplier. 
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Table 3.2: Characteristic of the channel electron multiplier (CEM). 

Parameter Units Value 

Typical gain at 2.3 kV applied voltage  1×10
8 

Pulse height distribution at 2.6 kV and 3.0 

cps 

% < 50 

Typical wall resistance Mohm 200 

Max. count rate Cps 5 Mio 

Dark count rate above a threshold of -5 mv Cps < 0.02 

Typical pulse width (FWHM) at2.3 kV ns 8 

Max. operating voltage kV             3.5 

            Max. operating and storage Temperature  
0
C             70 

Max. Bake temperature in vacuum 
0
C             250 

The transport tube of the CEM comprises of lead silicate glass. A high 

resistive material is used to coat inner surface of this tube to form a continuous 

dynode. A layer of silver is deposited for electrical connections on both ends of CEM. 

On striking of ions with inner surface of 15 mm diameter funnel, emission of 

secondary electron occurs. These secondary electrons are then accelerated down the 

CEM tube. Due to high potential applied across the tube, electron multiplication 

occurs.  

This multiplication process goes on and a current pulse is produced when an 

electron group of about 10
8
 electrons hits the anode. After passing through the 

electronic circuit, this electronic current signal is recorded by a fast digital storage 

oscilloscope. This recorded signal is negative because of these electrons. The intensity 

of this signal is proportional to intensity of ions striking the CEM.  
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3.7  VACUUM SYSTEM 

Vacuum system is one of the important parts of this experimental setup. For this 

research work, low pressure in the laser plasma production chamber and ion beam line 

is essential due to following reasons: (i) To minimize scattering of ions from residual 

gas particles. (ii) To avoid ion charge loss during target to detector flight. (iii) To 

minimize target surface contaminants.  

Vacuum system in our experimental setup, consists of two oil diffusion pumps 

backed by a rotary vacuum pump. Liquid nitrogen cryotraps and cold water baffles 

are fitted to he diffusion pumps to avoid diffusion of oil vapours into the system. To 

separate different parts of the system, gate valves are used. This helps in avoiding 

exposure of whole system to air, in case of maintenance or target replacements.  

Regarding vacuum, our vacuum system can be divided into two main regions: 

(i) laser target interaction region and (ii) ion detection region. One oil diffusion pump 

has been mainly used to evacuate the target holding chamber, in which laser interacts 

with target and plasma plume has been generated. This part also includes the TOF 

tube and IEA. Furthermore, to evacuate the detection chamber, a 400 l/s Varian ion-

pump has also been engaged. This avoids the damage to CEM, which is sensitive to 

high pressure. In this way we have achieved a typical base pressure of 10
-7 

mbar in the 

system, which rises to 10
-6

 mbar during the experiment. 

3.8  LASER ABLATION FACILITY AT TRINITY COLLEGE DUBLIN 

A schematic of experimental arrangement used in laser plasma laboratory at 

Trinity College Dublin (TCD), Ireland is shown in Fig. 3.11. A Lambda Physic 

excimer laser KrF (LPX 100, 248 nm, 26 ns pulse width) with associated beam 
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delivery optics was used for the ablation. It has a top-hat shaped beam. The average 

laser energy per pulse was measured inside the chamber using a Scientech thermopile 

joule-meter, which was calibrated against a known electrical power input. The work 

was conducted in a vacuum chamber made of stainless steel, with an obtainable base 

pressure of 5×10
-6

 mbar, using a Pfeiffer-Balzers TSH 050 turbo molecular system 

along with a roughing pump.   

Laser beam from KrF laser was focused with the help of focus lens of 30 cm 

focal length onto the surface of high purity target at an angle of 0
o
 with respect to 

target surface normal. A DC motor was used to rotate the target continuously to avoid 

target drilling and provide fresh surface for laser shot as mentioned earlier. A 

Langmuir probe having circular aperture of 6 mm and biased to -30 V, was positioned 

at 10 cm distance from the surface of the target, subtending an angle of 10
o
 with 

respect to target surface normal, to measure the ion signal from LPP. The ion signals 

were acquired by Oscilloscope (tektronix) with the help of Koopmans circuit (Fig. 

3.3). In this circuit resistor of 1 kΩ and capacitor of 430 nF was used. This probe was 

capable of rotating from initial position (10
o
) to 90

o
 with respect to target surface 

normal.  
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the laser ablation facility at TCD.  

3.8.1  INTENSIFIED CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE  

For fast digital photography of plasma plume which normally remain for the 

time of the order of microsecond, an intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) was 

used. The specific ICCD camera used in this work was an AndoriStar334T.  ICCD 

was placed at the side window outside the vacuum chamber at an angle of 90
o
 with 

respect to direction of plasma expansion. ICCD imaging not only provides useful 

information about plume intensity but about plume dynamics as well. 

Main difference between CCD system and an ICCD is the use of an intensifier 

tube. Which consists of an input window, photocathode, micro-channel plate, 

phosphor and output window. After entering from the input window image photons 

strike the photocathode producing photoelectrons. Due to potential difference across 

micro-channel plates these photoelectrons are then accelerated towards the phosphor. 

During back and forth motion through the plate, secondary electrons can be removed 
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from the plate walls. Increase in voltage across micro-channel plates, the number of 

secondary electrons can be increased, which is known as Gain of intensifier. Both 

photoelectrons and secondary electrons collide with a phosphor before exiting through 

an output window, coupled with the CCD through a fiber optic. Through the Voltage 

pulse across the photocathode gating on ICCD cameras also takes place in the 

intensifier tube. Gating limit can be reduced to 2-5 ns depending upon specific 

operating parameters and camera design. 
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 Chapter 4 

CHARACTERIZATION OF HIGHLY CHARGED TITANIUM 

IONS PRODUCED BY NANOSECOND PULSED LASER 

4.1  ABSTRACT 

In this work plasma is produced by irradiating a Ti target with 10 ns pulsed 

Nd:YAG (λ=1064 nm) laser. The laser fluence at the target was varied in the range of 

2.0-20.3 J/cm
2
. The ion signal from freely expanding Ti plasma in vacuum was 

characterized with the help of ion collector and time-of-flight electrostatic energy 

analyzer. The ion charge state was found to increase with the laser fluence and 

maximum available ion charge in this fluence range is Ti
4+

. A correlation between the 

intensities of various ion charge states was observed, which indicates that higher 

charge states are most probably produced through stepwise ionization mechanism. It 

is also observed that charge state distribution of plasma can be controlled by variation 

of the laser fluence. In addition, energy distribution of ion charge states Ti
n+

 (n=1-4) 

is measured by varying back plate voltage of the electrostatic energy analyzer for a 

fixed laser fluence of 20.3 J/cm
2
. Ions energy distributions were in the range of 0.36-

3.00 keV and the most probable ion energy was found to increase linearly with ion 

charge state. The estimated equivalent potential at the laser fluence of 20.3 J/cm
2
 is 

about 310 V. These results are in good agreement with the predictions of electrostatic 

model of ion acceleration in laser plasma. 

4.2  INTRODUCTION 

Laser produced plasma has found increasing amount of interest because of its 

wide range of applications in various applied and research fields, such as production 
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of highly charged ions for accelerators and ion implanters (Laska et al., 1996; Burdt et 

al., 2010), inertial confinement in fusion (Lindl, 1995), high intensity and high energy 

ion accelerators (Haseroth and Hora, 1996; Krasa et al., 2017; Collier et al., 1996), 

material growth and processing, synthesis of nano-particles and analysis of multi-

component materials (Braren et al., 1993). 

It has been reported that the ion and electron densities, plasma temperature, 

ion energy and charge state distribution depends strongly on the parameters of the 

incident laser photon such as its wavelength, pulse duration, spot size and laser 

fluence (Nassisi et al., 2002; Lunney 1995; Jordan et al,. 1997; Torrisi et al., 2003).  

But it appears that only a few studies on the effect of laser fluenec on the ion charge 

state, energy distribution of various charge states (Laska et al., 1996; Ilyas et al., 

2011) and estimation of electric field in laser produced plasma are available in 

literature (Caridi et al., 2010; Torrisi et al., 2008a). These data are also quite 

important for the community of scientists working on pulsed laser deposition of 

titanium and various other metal thin films because the flux, charge state and energy 

distribution of the ions arriving on the growing film has major influence on the 

properties of the film (Mostako and Khare, 2012). Thin films of titanium and its 

alloys are widely used in several industries, such as motor science, chemical 

engineering and aerospace engineering, sectors due to its very high specific strength 

and remarkable corrosion resistance (Itoh et al., 1999; Komotori et al., 2001; 

Kobayashi et al., 1998). Titanium is also been used as functional thin film layer, like 

diffusion barriers, buffer layers and interlayers etc. in semiconductor devices (Cho et 

al., 2006; Lee et al., 2005). 
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Here in this study ion collector and time-of-flight ion energy analyzer is used 

to investigate the fundamental properties of Ti ions produced by nanosecond pulsed 

laser ablation. In particular, we systematically investigated the effect of laser fleunce 

on the intensity and charge state of Ti ions. We also measured energy distribution of 

the various Ti ion charge states for a fixed value of the laser fluence and estimated 

equivalent accelerating potential in non-equilibrium laser plasma. 

4.3  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In this experiment Nd:YAG laser with wavelength of 1064 nm and pulse duration 

of 10 ns is used for ablation of Ti target with 99.99 percent purity. Time of flight ion 

collector (IC) and electrostatic ion energy analyzer (IEA) were used to characterize 

emitted ions from laser produced plasma of Ti. The area of laser spot on the target 

measured with optical microscope was 0.65 mm
2
. laser fluence was varied in the 

range of 2.0-20.3 J/cm
2
 by changing the values laser energy and keeping spot size 

fixed. Details of experimental setup are given in Chapter 3. Experiments were 

performed in vacuum below 10
-6

 torr pressure.  

This whole arrangement provides energy resolved time of flight (TOF) spectra of 

the laser ablated positively charged ions.  

4.4  ION COLLECTOR MEASUREMENTS 

A typical Ti ion pulse measured by ion collector (IC) for a laser shot of fluence 

7.4 J/cm
2
 is shown in Fig. 4.1. For this measurement IC was placed along the target 

surface normal at a distance of 6.5 cm from the target. It can be seen that ion current 

attains a maximum value and then decreases rather slowly as the plume continues to 

expand beyond the ion collector. In addition, ion current peak is fairly wide. These 
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trends are in line with the recently reported results for Cu target in the fluence range 

(1.24 to 8.52 kJ/cm
2
) (Yeates et al., 2010) and for Ag target in the fluence range (1.5 

to 7.5 J/cm
2
) (Mannion et al., 2005). Relatively steep leading edge of ion pulse is 

composed of fast ions, which are most probably highly charged. The trailing edge of 

the ion pulse is composed of singly charged ions, which are less energetic as 

compared to highly charge ions because electric field in non-equilibrium plasma 

(Demtroder and Jantz, 1970) accelerates ions proportional to their charge state. 

Therefore broadness of the ion pulse (see Fig. 4.1) is attributed to the presence of 

various charge states of Ti ions in the laser produced plasma. 
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Figure 4.1: TOF ion signal measured by Ion Collector (IC) placed at a distance of 6.5 

cm along the target surface normal. 
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4.5  TIME OF FLIGHT-ION ENERGY ANALYZER MEASUREMENTS 

Then energy resolved Time-of-Flight measurement were performed to 

determine Ti ions charge state distribution. In particular, we have systematically 

investigated the effect of laser fluence on the intensity and charge state distribution of 

Ti ions. Fig. 4.2 shows measured energy resolved TOF spectra for the range of laser 

fluence (5.0 to 20.3 J/cm
2
). The filtering criterion of electrostatic energy analyzer was 

fixed at        ⁄ eV/charge for this measurement. The initial intense peak in every 

spectrum is photo peak which is due to the ultraviolet radiation reflected from the 

back plate of EEA on to the detector. Ion signal below the laser fluence of 5 J/cm
2
 

was not observed. At the laser fluence of 5 J/cm
2
 only Ti

1+ 
is observed (see Fig. 4.2). 

Ti ions could not be detected below the laser fluence of 5 J/cm
2
. It is important to note 

that reported laser ablation threshold of Ti is 4.5 J/cm
2
 (Vlădoiu et al., 2008). The ion 

Ti
2+ 

appeared at 6 J/cm
2
 and became more intense as compared to Ti

1+
 at 7.4 J/cm

2
. 

As the laser energy is further increased Ti
3+

and then Ti
4+

 also appeared. It is noted 

that at the laser fluence of 9.3 J/cm
2
, some additional ions appeared whom time of 

flight does not match with the calculated flight time of Ti ions. These ions are most 

probably due to surface contaminants. The relative intensity of various ion charge 

states measured as a function of laser fluence is shown in Fig. 4.3. Following trends 

can be deduced from the Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. (i) Each charge state seems to have 

appearance threshold fluence, which indicates that exact appearance threshold fluence 

for every charge state can be found by fine tuning of the laser fluence. (ii) The 

maximum available ion charge state increases with the laser fluence, indicating that 

ion charge distribution of the laser plasma can be controlled by laser fluence. (iii) The 

intensity of the charge states Ti
n+

 (n=1,2,3) rises to a maximum value and then 
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decreases with the further increase of laser fluence. (iv) As the charge state Ti
n+

 

appears the intensity of charge state Ti
(n-1)+

 starts decreasing. A clear correlation 

between intensities of the charge states Ti
1+

 and Ti
2+

,  Ti
2+

 and Ti
3+

, Ti
3+

 and Ti
4+

can 

be seen in Fig. 4.3, which indicates that the formation of Ti
n+

 most probably occur 

through ionization of Ti
(n-1)+

 by the impact of the fast electrons or by multiphoton 

ionization rather than the direct processes. Similar correlation between various charge 

states of W and Cu ions produced by nanosecond pulsed laser ablation has already 

been reported by (Ilyas et al., 2011; Ilyas et al., 2012). 
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Figure 4.2: Time-of-flight electrostatic energy analyzer (TOF-EEA) spectra of Ti ions 

for various values of the laser fluence. For these measurements filtering criterion of 

the ion energy analyzer was fixed at E/q= 502 ev/charge state. 
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Figure 4.3: Intensity of various ion charge states as a function of laser fluence.  

4.6  ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 

In order to estimate  energy distribution of each charge state, large number of 

TOF-EEA spectra were recorded in a wide range of filtering criteria E/q = 72-1650 

eV/charge by varying back plate voltage of EEA. Laser fluence was kept fixed at 20.3 

J/cm
2 

during this experiment. These spectra permit to obtain a plot between amplitude 

of ion signal and ion energy for different charge states recognized in TOF-EEA 

spectra. This method is explained in detail elsewhere (Woryna et al., 1996). Ion 

intensity as a function of ion energy for four Ti charge states is given in Fig. 4.4. It 

can be seen that Ti ions have energies in the range of 0.36-3.0 keV. The energy range 

of Ti
1+

, Ti
2+

, Ti
3+

, Ti
4+

 is 0.36-1.72 keV, 0.68-2.65 keV, 1.13-2.77 keV, 1.45-2.98 
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keV respectively, which indicates that range of ion energy shifted to higher values 

with the increase of charge state.  
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Figure 4.4: Energy distribution of various Ti ion charge states measured for a fixed 

laser fluence of 20.3 J/cm
2
. 

4.7  ACCELERATING POTENTIAL 

Most probable ion energy (peak ion energy) of each charge state obtained by 

fitting the experimental data of Fig. 4.4 is plotted as function of charge state in Fig. 

4.5. It shows that ion energy is linearly proportional to the charge state, which is a 

clear evidence that an equivalent potential, Vo, exists inside the non-equilibrium 

plasma produced by laser ablation. A straight line        is fitted to the 

experimental data shown in Fig. 4.5, where slope       and parameter C gives 
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non-coulombian contribution of the ion energy. It is already reported non-coulombian 

ion energy is due to thermal and adiabatic processes (Kelly, 1992; Margarone et al., 

2007). The equivalent potential obtained from the slope of the straight line is 310 V. 

Previously, equivalent potential equal to 270 V (Torrisi et al., 2008b) and 333 V 

(Margaron, 2007) has been reported for the Ti plasma produced by the laser energy of 

270 mJ and Ni plasma produced by laser energy of 300 mJ respectively. The results 

reported in this paper are in good agreement with predictions of electrostatic model 

(Demtroder and Jantz, 1970), which explains the ion acceleration in laser produced 

plasma. According to this model, electrons are heated by absorbing energy from laser 

radiation through inverse bremsstrahlung process and they subsequently transfer this 

energy to ions. This transfer of energy takes place on the time scale of the electron ion 

thermalization time. In case of nanosecond laser ablation this time is much shorter 

than the laser pulse duration. So, ions and electrons get similar thermal energies but 

owing to large mass difference electrons move faster than the ions. Resultantly, 

positive and negative charges are separated and an electrostatic field is generated 

which accelerates the positive ions proportional to their charge state. 
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Figure 4.5: Peak ion energy as a function of the charge state for a fixed laser fluence 

of 20.3 J/cm
2
.  

4.8  CONCLUSION 

Ti plasma produced by 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser have been investigated using ion 

collector and time-of-flight electrostatic energy analyzer. Ti ions charge state 

distributions as a function of laser fluence has been obtained. It has been shown that 

maximum available charge state increases with the laser fluence and threshold fluence 

for appearance of a specific charge state can be measured. The observed correlation 

between relative abundance of various charge states points towards the stepwise 

ionization of highly charged ions. It is also noted that the laser fluence can be used to 

control the charge state distribution of the plasma. Indicating that in a practical laser-

based ion source, ion charge of interest can be maximized by the variation of laser 

fluence. The energy distribution of various Ti ion charge states and equivalent 
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potential inside the plasma has been obtained. We believe that these experimental 

results will provide valuable insight into laser produced metal plasmas. 
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Chapter 5 

ION CHARGE STATE AND ENERGY ENHANCEMENT BY 

AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD APPLIED DURING LASER 

PRODUCED PLASMA EXPANSION 

5.1  ABSTRACT 

The effects of axial magnetic field on the properties of the ions ejected from 

Nd:YAG laser (wavelength = 1064 nm, pulse duration = 6 ns) produced expanding 

Cu plasma were investigated. A plane Cu target, without and with 0.23 T axial 

magnetic field at its surface, was irradiated in the fluence range of 2-24 J/cm
2
. The 

ions emitted along the target surface normal were analyzed with the help of ion 

collector and time-of-flight electrostatic ion energy analyzer. The integrated ion yield, 

highest ion charge state, average ion energy and energy of individual ion charge states 

were found to increase by application of the magnetic field. The initial parameters of 

the non-equilibrium plasma such as average ion charge, equivalent potential, electron 

temperature, electron density, Debye length and transient electric field were estimated 

from the experimental results obtained without and with application of the magnetic 

field. The increase of ion yield and ion charge state by application of magnetic field 

are most probably due to the trapping of electrons in front of the target surface, which 

boosts up the electron impact ionization process. The ion energy increment due to the 

magnetic field is discussed in the frame work of electrostatic model for ion 

acceleration in laser plasma. 
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5.2  INTRODUCTION 

Pulsed laser irradiation of a solid target generates transient plasma of very 

short temporal existence with the characteristic parameters that depend on the 

irradiation conditions such as such as laser fluence, wavelength, pulse duration and 

ambient conditions. After production plasma expands at supersonic velocity and its 

parameters vary drastically with axial and radial distance from the target surface. 

Besides several applications in various research fields such as material growth and 

processing, synthesis of nano-particles, elemental analysis of multi-component 

materials (Braren et al., 1992), laser produced plasma is also a potential source of 

highly charged ions for accelerators and ion implanters (Sharkov and Scrivens, 2005). 

Several laser based ion sources have been designed and extensive experimental work 

has been reported to optimize their performance (Alekseev et al.,  2012; Kashiwagi et 

al., 2004; Yeates et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2016). Laser ion source has the capability to 

vaporize and ionize any solid material and can provide large peak ion current. But its 

major drawback is large ion energy spread (Burdt et al., 2010), which restrict the 

possibility of further ion acceleration by application of the electric field. The 

externally applied magnetic field may modify the characteristics of ions emitted from 

the laser plasma and help to establish better understanding of the ionization and 

acceleration mechanisms. In addition, the study of magnetic field interaction with 

expanding plasma is relevant to the pulsed laser deposition (Qingrun and Gao, 1997; 

Tsui et al., 2002), extreme ultraviolet lithography (Harilal et al., 2006; Roy et al., 

2014), laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (Shen et al., 2006), inertial fusion 

(Lindl, 1995) and astrophysical plasmas (Pant,  1994). 
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In recent years, numerous studies of laser plasma interaction with applied 

radial and axial magnetic field have been reported. Wolowski et al., (2004) reported 

that the current density of W ions close to the magnetic field axis significantly 

increases by application of 1.2 T axial magnetic field. Kondo et al., (2010) 

demonstrated that the total ion current and yield of highly charged Ag ions increases 

with the application of 0.42 T axial magnetic at the target surface. Ikeda et al., (2016) 

investigated the behavior of Fe plasma in solenoidal magnetic field and showed that 

total ion charge increases with the increase of magnetic field. The spectroscopic 

measurements revealed that the presence of 0.3 T transverse magnetic field at the 

surface of Cu target leads to the significant increase of the intensity of some neutral 

and ion emission line (Pagano et al., 2009). Harilal et al., (2004) observed changes in 

Al plume dynamics, electron temperature, electron density and enhancement in the 

ionization and spectral emission due to the presence of 0.64 T transverse magnetic 

field. Roy et al., (2015) applied 0.5 T axial magnetic field at the surface of Sn target 

and noticed plasma plume focusing, increase of electron temperature and decrease of 

electron density as a function of the distance from the target surface. Torrisi et al., 

(2007) passed expanding metallic (Al, Cu, Ta) plasmas through a cylindrical magnet 

and observed enhancement in the total ion yield, ion charge state and average ion 

energy. In this experimental arrangement a big cylindrical magnet (length=14 cm, 

inner dia=15 cm) was placed at a distance of 6.5 cm from the target surface. As a 

result the magnetic field at and closed to the target surface, where all activity 

(ionization, acceleration, recombination, etc) takes place, was quite weak. Moreover, 

ion energy analyzer measurement showing explicit evidence of ion charge state and 

ion energy enhancement of individual ion charge states were not reported.  
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In this work, we measured properties of Cu ions emitted from the laser 

produced plasma without and with axial magnetic field applied in the vicinity of the 

target surface. Experiments are conducted in wide range of laser fluence (2-24 J/cm
2
) 

and the integrated ion yield, average ion energy, ion charge state distribution and 

energy distribution of individual ion charge states are measured with the help of ion 

collector and time-of-flight ion energy analyzer. We observed significant effect of the 

magnetic field on these ion parameters. The initial plasma parameters estimated using 

experimentally measured ion properties are used to explain the effect of applied 

magnetic field on the ion charge and energy enhancement. 

5.3  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A block type NdFeB permanent magnet (1×1×0.5 cm
3
) was placed behind 2 

mm thick 99.99% pure Cu target. Magnetic field at the target surface was 0.23 T, 

which exponentially decreases along the surface normal and drops down to low values 

at distance of about 3 cm (see Figure 5.1). In this study Nd:YAG laser having 1064 

nm wavelength and pulse duration of 6 ns was used. The area of laser spot was 

7.85×10
-3

 cm
2
, which was

 
calculated with the help of optical microscope. By changing 

the laser energy, the laser fluence at the target surface was varied in the range of 2-24 

J/cm
2
. At a distance of 6.5 cm from the target, a removable cylindrical ion collector 

(IC) was placed in the direction of normal to the target surface. This IC has an 

aperture of 6 mm diameter. While another aperture of same diameter, which was 

grounded, placed before the IC (Ilyas et al., 2013).  Time of flight ion energy analyzer 

(TOF-IEA) was also employed to obtain time resolved spectra of Cu ions. The 

experiments were conducted in vacuum below 10
-6

 torr pressure. Details of 

experimental setup are given in Chapter 3.  
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Figure 5.1: Measured magnetic field profile along the target surface normal (a) and 

Schematic of the target-magnet arrangement (b). 

5.4  ION COLLECTOR MEASUREMENTS 

Typical time-of-flight Cu ion spectra measured by IC without and with 

application of the axial magnetic field are shown in Figure 5.2. For this measurement, 

Cu target was ablated with the laser fluence of 5.48 J/cm
2
 and each spectra is the 

average of IC signal measured for three consecutive laser shots. Two very clear 

effects of the magnetic field on the ion signal are: (1) the peak ion signal increases up 

to about 33% when magnetic field is applied and (2) the peak position and leading 

edge of the ion pulse is slightly shifted to earlier times when the magnetic field is 

applied. Similar ion spectra without and with application of magnetic field were 
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measured for the range of laser fluence from 2 J/cm
2
 to 24 J/cm

2
. The total ion charge 

per pulse Q for various values of laser fluence was evaluated by integrating the 

corresponding TOF ion spectra as 

 

R

dttV
Q

f

i

t

t
           (5.2) 

where V(t) are instantaneous voltage developed across the load resistance R, 

while ti and tf respectively are the time values corresponding to start and end of the 

ion signal. The total ion charge so obtained without and with application of magnetic 

field is plotted as a function of the laser fluence in Figure 5.3. The error bars indicate 

statistical error of total ion charge measured for three consecutive laser shots. The 

smooth curves are polynomial fit to the experimental data points. In agreement with 

the previous studies (Baraldi et al., 2011; Ilyas et al., 2011), initially there is a rather 

fast rise of ion charge with laser fluence up to ~ 7 J/cm
2
, afterwards the increase in ion 

charge with laser fluence is rather slow and seems to reach saturation at higher values 

of the laser fluence. The saturation of ion charge at high fluence values is presumably 

due to the reflection and/or absorption of laser radiation by the plasma itself. Plasma 

produced by leading edge of the laser pulse prevents laser radiation from reaching the 

target. Consequently, bulk of the energy in remaining part of the laser pulse will be 

reflected and/or absorbed by the ablated material plasma in front of the target surface. 

Therefore, the given amount of laser energy delivered at higher values of the laser 

fluence is less effective in causing vaporization as compared to the energy delivered 

at lower values of the laser fluence. However, the important result in present context 

is that the ion charge with magnetic field is constantly higher than the case when 

magnetic field is not applied.  
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Figure 5.2: TOF ion spectra measured by ion collector without and with application of 

magnetic field for the laser fluence of 5.48 J/cm
2
. 
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Figure 5.3: Integrated ion charge as a function of laser fluence without and with 

application of magnetic field. 
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The shifting of peak position and leading edge of the ion pulse to earlier time 

indicates that the energy of ions that constitute leading edge of the ion pulse is 

increased by application of the magnetic field (see Figure 5.2). The ion energies 

corresponding to signal onset, 50% of the rising edge and maxima of ion pulse were 

obtained from the time-of-flight for both cases. The ion energy increase of 146 eV, 71 

eV and 42 eV was found for the ion corresponding to the signal onset, 50% of the 

rising edge and maxima of the ion pulse respectively. Previously, the contribution of 

ion charge states to various sections of the ion pulse has been obtained by the 

deconvolution procedure using the Coulomb-Boltzmann-shifted function (Caridi et 

al., 2010; Caridi et al., 2013). These studies showed that the leading part of ion pulse 

is comprised of highly charged ion, whereas tail is mostly due to singly charged ions. 

Our results indicate that the Cu ions in leading part of the ion pulse, which are highly 

charged ions, have relatively higher energy rise as compared to the low charge state 

ions in trailing part of the ion pulse. The peak ion energy as a function of the laser 

fluence obtained from the ion pulses generated without and with application of the 

magnetic field are shown in Figure 5.4. The peak ion energy with magnetic field is 

constantly high throughout the laser fluence range investigated here.  
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 Figure 5.4: The peak ion energy as a function of laser fluence obtained from TOF ion 

collector spectra without and with application of magnetic field.  

5.5  TOF-IEA MEASUREMENTS 

The time-of-flight ion energy analyzer (TOF-IEA) measurements were performed to 

investigate the effect of axial magnetic field on the ion charge state distribution and 

charge state resolved ion energy distributions. Figure 5.5 shows typical TOF-IEA 

spectra recorded without and with magnetic field for five similar values of the laser 

fluence. The filtering criterion of the ion energy analyzer was fixed at   ⁄      

eV/charge. The individual peaks represent the arrival of Cu ions of various charge 

states at detector meeting the filtering criteria. 
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 Figure 5.5: Time-of-flight ion energy analyzer spectra obtained by irradiating a Cu 

target with various values of the laser fluence. The ion spectra shown in first and 

second column are generated without and with application of magnetic field 

respectivily. For these measurements filtering criterion of the ion energy analyzer was 

fixed at E/q = 502 eV/charge.  
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 Let us first consider TOF-IEA spectra recorded without magnetic field (see 

first column of Figure 5.5). The measurement was started from the laser fluence value 

of 2 J/cm
2
 but Cu

1+
 appeared at 2.68 J/cm

2
, which seem to be the appearance 

threshold of Cu
1+

 without magnetic field. As the laser fluence further increases highly 

charged Cu ions emerged and maximum attainable ion charge state gradually 

increases with the laser fluence. For the laser fluence of 2.68 J/cm
2
, 7.64 J/cm

2
, 11.46 

J/cm
2
, 19.36 J/cm

2
 and 23.69 J/cm

2
, the number of detected positive Cu ion charge 

state were 1, 3, 5, 6 and 7 respectively. These results clearly indicate that, firstly, the 

laser fluence threshold for appearance of a particular charged state can be obtained by 

fine tuning of the laser fluence, and secondly, the ion charge state distribution of laser 

plasma can be changed by variation of the laser fluence. These observations are in 

agreement with our previously reported work on Ti and W targets (Abbasi et al., 

2015; Ilyas et al.,  2012). 

The TOF-IEA spectra recorded with magnetic field are shown in the second 

column of Figure 5.5. By application of magnetic field the appearance threshold of 

Cu
1+

 decreases down to 2.21 J/cm
2
. At the laser fluence of 2.68 J/cm

2
, which is the 

appearance threshold of  Cu
1+

 without magnetic field, the intensity of Cu
1+

 with 

magnetic field is about 1.8 times higher than that of the case without magnetic field 

(see first row of Figure 5.5). For the measurement performed with magnetic field at 

the laser fluence of 7.64 J/cm
2
, 11.46 J/cm

2
, 19.36 J/cm

2
 and 23.69 J/cm

2
, the number 

of detected positive Cu ion charge state were 4, 6, 7 and 9 respectively, which indicate 

that the number of detected ion charge states was increased when magnetic field is 

applied. The average ion charge state   of Cu plasma was estimated from TOF-IEA 

spectra as (Burdt et al., 2010), 
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∑     

∑    
          (5.3) 

Where n is the charge state and In is the intensity of ions in respective charge state. 

For the laser fluence of 23.69 J/cm
2
,    found to increase from 2.9 to 3.4 with the 

application of magnetic field. This finding is in line with the IC measurements that 

total ion charge increases by application of the magnetic field (see Figure 5.3)  

5.6  ENERGY DISTRIBUTION WITHOUT AND WITH B 

The charge state resolved ion energy distributions of first four charge states of 

Cu ions were measured by using the procedure reported elsewhere (Woryna et al., 

1996). Plenty of TOF-IEA spectra were recorded in a wide range of filtering criteria 

E/q = 70-1850 eV/charge by varying the back plate voltage of IEA. Laser fluence was 

kept fixed at 23.69 J/cm
2 

during this experiment. These spectra permit to obtain a plot 

between intensity of ion signal and ion energy for different charge states recognized 

in TOF-IEA spectra. Figure 5.7 shows plots of the ion intensity as a function of ion 

energy for first four charge states of Cu ions measured without and with magnetic 

field. In both cases, there is a regular shift of ion energy distributions toward higher 

values as the charge state increases. In addition, the energy distributions of individual 

charge states became broader and peaks of ion distributions moved toward higher 

energy values with the application of magnetic field. 

In order to explain acceleration of ions in laser produced plasma electrostatic 

model (Demtroder and Jantz, 1970; Margarone et al., 2007) is used normally used. On 

interaction of high intensity laser with surface of solid targets a plume of high density 

ionized gas (plasma) is produced at super-heated target surface, in time interval 

shorter than the pulse duration of laser. After that, due to adiabatic and thermal 
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processes plasma plume expands in direction of target surface normal. Plasma 

remains inside the Knudsen layer of the target and satisfies the local thermodynamic 

equilibrium (LTE) condition, for the time slightly greater than the laser pulse 

duration. Under LTE condition, electrons and ions in plasma possess similar 

temperature hence energies but owing to large mass difference electrons move with 

much higher velocities than that of ions. Resultantly, oppositely charged plasma 

regions are generated inside the Knudsen layer. Due to this charge separation an 

equivalent potential, V0, is established, that is applied over a distance of the order of 

Debye length and accelerates ions in plasma expansion direction.  
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Figure 5.6: Energy distributions of Cu
1+

, Cu
2+ 

, Cu
3+

 and Cu
4+

 measured at the laser 

fluence of 23.69 J/cm
2
 without and with application of magnetic field. 

The peak ion energies, obtained by fitting of the data shown in Figure 5.6, are 

plotted versus charge state in Figure 5.7  The peak ion energy rise proportional to ion 

charge state is due to the existence of equivalent potential V0 inside the non-
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equilibrium plasma, which accelerate ions proportional to their charge state.  The 

equivalent potentials obtained from slopes of the straight lines, shown in Fig. 5.7, 

were 273 V and 341 V for the case without and with magnetic field respectively. 

Another important observation from Figure 8 is that the energy of singly charge Cu 

ions is much larger than the equivalent accelerating potential that exits inside the 

plasma, which indicates that ions possess energy in addition to that acquired during 

Coulomb acceleration. The additional ion energy gain is presumably due to thermal 

and adiabatic processes. It has been reported (Kelly, 1992; Margarone et al., 2007) 

that ion energy at a large distance from the target (or at a time much longer than laser 

pulse duration) is given as              , where EC, ET and EA is coulomb, 

thermal and adiabatic energy of the ions respectively. Our results indicate that the sum 

of thermal and adiabatic energies (ET + EA) of single charge ions is quite high as 

compared to their coulomb energy. But to the best of our knowledge, the quantitative 

information about ET and EA is not available for comparison. 
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Figure 5.7: Peak ion energies of first four charge states of Cu ions as a function of the 

charge state measured without and with application of magnetic field at the laser 

fluence of 23.69 J/cm
2
. 

5.7  QUANTITATIVE EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELD ON PLASMA 

PARAMETERS 

The Debye length λD can be calculated using the expression valid under local 

thermal equilibrium (LTE) condition as (Doggett and Lunney, 2009),  

   √
     

    
          (5.4) 

Where Te is the electron temperature, ne is the electron density of laser 

generated plasma, ε0 is the permittivity of free space and e is the elementary charge. 

According to hydrodynamic model of laser plasma interactions (Puell, 1970), Te can 

be estimated from the ion properties through the following expression derived for the 

similar parameter regime, 
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    ( ̅   )         (5.5) 

Where Ea is the average ion energy far from the laser plasma source and factor 

C depends on the nature of plasma expansion (for isothermal expansion C = 5). As 

discussed in recent literature (Burdt et al., 2010), Ea can be obtained by taking 

average of the peak ion energies of various charge states shown in Fig. 5.6. The 

electron temperatures estimated using Equation 5.4 were 115 eV and 118 eV for the 

plasma without and with magnetic field respectively. The plasma ion density at the 

position of IC can be estimated as (Pagano et al., 2009),  

  ( )  
 ( )

   
         (5.6) 

Where I is the ion current measured by IC, v is the ion velocity and A is the 

area of IC. Ion velocity was calculated by dividing the target-IC distance with time-

of-flight. At the laser fluence of 23.69 J/cm
2
, the measured ion velocities 

corresponding to the time of maximum ion flux were 6.66×10
6
 cm/s and 6.87×10

6
 

cm/s for the case without and with magnetic field respectively. Considering three-

dimensional self-similar expansion of the plasma and neglecting ion recombination, 

the plasma ion density at any distance dʹ along target surface normal is given as 

(Pagano et al., 2009), 

  
 (  )    ( ) (

 

  )
 

       (5.7) 

Where d is the distance of IC from target, which was 6.5 cm for this 

experiment. The calculated plasma ion densities at the distance of 1 mm from the 

target were 3.28×10
17

 cm
-3

 and 3.84×10
17

 cm
-3

 for the case without and with magnetic 

field respectively.  Plasma can be assumed in quasi-neutral state because spatial scale 
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length of the plasma is much larger than the characteristic length over which charges 

are electrostatically shielded. The condition of quasi-neutrality implies that ni ≈ ne. 

These values of electron densities are in good agreement with the literature for laser 

plasma produced under similar conditions (Harilal et al., 1997; Torrisi et al., 2008a). 

According to McWhirter’s criterion plasma will be in local thermal equilibrium (LTE) 

(McWhirter, 1965) if  

             

 

 (  )         (5.8) 

Where ne (cm
-3

) is electron density, Te (K) is electron temperature and 

   (  ) is the maximum energy difference between the atomic (ionic) states 

expected to be in LTE conditions. Here we verify that plasma is in LTE: for the case 

without magnetic field Te = 115 eV (estimated using Eq. 5.5) and taking ΔE = 4.89 eV 

for CuI transition at 353.67 nm, for these values of Te and ΔE equation 5.8 give the 

critical electron density of 2.16×10
17

 cm
-3

. While the calculated electron densities at 

the distance of 1 mm from the target are 3.28×10
17

 cm
-3

 and 3.84×10
17

 cm
-3

 for the 

case without and with magnetic field respectively (see Table 5.1). This shows that 

McWhirter’s criterion is satisfied for the plasma at and very closed to the target 

surface.  

The calculated values of plasma electron temperature, electron density, Debye 

shielding length and transient electric field along surface normal for both cases 

(without and with magnetic field) at the laser fluence of 23.69 J/cm
2
 are given in 

Table 5.1. The resultant electric fields inside the plasma without and with application 

of magnetic field were about 20 and 26 MV/cm respectively. These electric field 

values are only approximate because of the transient nature of the laser plasma. 
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Nevertheless, our results indicate that the electric field developed in the laser plasma 

increases with the application of magnetic field. Previously, electric field has been 

estimated for 1064 nm laser produced plasma of various materials in the comparable 

laser fluence range as: 16 MV/cm for Al plasma at 23 J/cm
2
 (Caridi et al., 2010), 32 

MV/cm for Si plasma at 30 J/cm
2
 (Torrisi et al., 2008a) and 25 MV/cm for Ni plasma 

at 20 J/cm
2
 (Torrisi et al., 2008b).  

Table 5.1: Plasma parameters without and with magnetic field at the laser fluence of   

     23.69 J/cm
2
. 

Parameter Without B With B 

Te (eV) 115 118 

ne (cm
-3

) 3.28×10
17

 3.84×10
17

 

λd (cm) 1.39×10
-5

 1.30×10
-5

 

Electric Field(MV/cm) 20 26 

 

5.8  EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELD ON COPPER PLASMA 

The influence of magnetic field on the ion trajectory can be estimated by 

comparing the cyclotron period of the ions with the time it spent to pass the magnetic 

field region. For instance the cyclotron period of Cu ions, at the magnetic field of 0.1 

T, is about 36 µs. The average ion velocity measured by IC at the laser fluence of 

23.69 J/cm
2
 is  6.87×10

6
 cm/s. It shows that the ions will pass the magnetic field 

region in just 0.3 µs. This means that magnetic field has hardly any effect on the ions 

trajectories. Therefore, the increase of ion yield with application of magnetic field 

cannot be due to the radial magnetic focusing of the ions. On the other hand due to 

very short electron cyclotron period, the electrons are trapped in magnetic field 

nearby the target surface. The electron path length and consequently number of 
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electron-ion interactions close to the target surface are significantly increased. The 

rise in number of electron-ion interactions boosts up the ionization processes, which is 

responsible for the observed increase in ion yields and ion charge states. As it is 

indicated above, the ion acceleration along target surface is due to the presence of 

self-generated electric field produced by the separation of electrons and ions clouds. 

The applied magnetic field most probably modifies the densities of electrons and ions 

clouds and their separation in such a way that self-generated electric field inside the 

plasma increases. This enhanced electric field is responsible for the increment of ion 

energy observed by application of the magnetic field. 

5.9  SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The ion flux emitted from Cu plasma produced by 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser, 

without and with axial magnetic at the target surface, have been investigated in wide 

range of the laser fluence. We have shown that the presence of magnetic field at the 

target surface has strong influence on the emitted ion flux. The major experimental 

results of this study can be summarized as: (1) the integrated ion yield increases with 

the application of magnetic field; (2) threshold laser fluence for the appearance of 

Cu
1+

 decreases from 2.68 J/cm
2
 to 2.21 J/cm

2
 by application of the magnetic field, (3) 

for a given laser fluence the number of detected ion charge states increases with the 

application magnetic field; (4) the average ion energy increases and energy 

distributions of individual ion charge states become broader and shift toward higher 

energy values. The plasma parameters estimated from the experimental results have 

been used to draw rather clear picture of the ion flux and ion energy enhancement 

mechanism by magnetic confinement of the plasma. These results are quite important 

for fundamental understanding of the laser produced plasmas and may help to 
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improve the characteristic of multiply charged laser based ion sources. In future, 

similar experiments will be performed with the application of variable magnetic field 

at the target surface. 
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 Chapter 6 

INFLUENCE OF MAGNETIC FIELD ON THE ANGULAR 

DISTRIBUTION OF LASER ABLATED CU IONS 

6.1  ABSTRACT 

This experiment was jointly conducted at PINSTECH Islamabad Pakistan and at 

Trinity College Dublin (TCD) Ireland. At PINSTECH, Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm/6 ns) 

and at TCD KrF excimer laser (248 nm/26 ns) has been used for ablation. Time 

resolved ion signals were recorded with the help of ion collector (IC). Effect of axial 

magnetic field over angular distribution of ions was investigated. In both laboratories, 

an increase in ion yield and energy has been observed with the application of B. In 

addition, narrowing down of angular distribution with B is noticed. It is found that 

with axial magnetic field, more energetic ions and electrons are collimated in narrow 

angle in front direction. We have also measured the ablation rate without and with B 

using surface weight balance and profilometer. Ablation rate was found to increase 

with B. Increase in ablation depth with B was also observed. At TCD, plasma plume 

images were acquired with the help of ICCD. These images verified the observed 

increase of ion yield and energy with magnetic field. 

6.2  INTRODUCTION 

Study of laser produced plasma (LPP) in magnetic field is drawing the 

attention of researchers because particles emitted from LPP interacts with magnetic 

field in such a way that overall plasma plume dynamics, trajectories of particles and 

interaction of particles within the plume undergoes a significant change, which has 

some beneficial effects on technological applications of LPP. 
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Magnetic field application on LPP has played an important role in 

improvement of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique. Unwanted particulates in 

thin films has been filtered out by (Jordan et al., 1997) by using magnetic filter and a 

particulate free copper film was deposited. In the same year,  (Tsui et al., 1997)  

presented a solution to problem of decrease in coating flux with distance from the 

plasma plume, by deflecting and guiding plasma to longer distances by employing 

solenoidal magnetic field. A new method of PLD called ―Aurora PLD‖ has been 

developed by (Kobayashi et al., 2002) by placing a permanent magnet behind the 

substrate and much better quality of thin films and enhanced deposition rate has been 

achieved in this way. On applying magnetic field parallel to the surface of target and 

substrate Qingrun and Gao, (1997) has found great improvement in uniformity of 

thickness and hardness of the film. 

Magnetic field induced growth of large carbon clusters has been reported by 

(Kokai, Koga and Heimann, 1996). They related this effect to confinement of 

electrons by magnetic field, which resulted in increased ionization and hence ion-

neutral reaction has been increased. 

In some applications like accelerators high charge state and high current is 

required from ion sources. Laser intensity puts a limit on charge state enhancement in 

laser produced plasmas, which is a drawback of using laser produced plasma as an ion 

source for accelerators. Kondo et al., (2010) has shown that this drawback can be 

removed and reported an increase of average charge from 1.9 to 2.2 and 2.3 by 

application of 2600 and 4000 Gauss axial magnetic field respectively, without 

increasing laser intensity. Wołowski et al., (2002) has applied both electric and 

magnetic field on Tungsten plasma and observed 2 to 3 times increase in ion current 
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density. Recently, Kanesue et al., (2014)  has succeeded in extending the pulse length 

of ion beam in LIS using solenoidal field.  

Externally applied magnetic field on laser plasma helps in mitigating energetic 

ions in extreme Ultraviolet lithographic light sources. By applying 0.64 T magnetic 

field in transverse direction along with hydrogen pressure of 126 mTorr, Harilal et al., 

(2007) has successfully mitigated laser produced tin ions. 

Recently, Musaev et al., (2016) ablated Gold immersed in water and engaged 

an axial magnetic field of 0.2 T which resulted in formation of shorter nanowires and 

higher fraction of spherical nanoparticles as compared to those without magnetic 

field. 

Confinement of LPP in transverse magnetic field and consequent increase in 

optical emission and ionization has been observed and explained on the basis of 

magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) model (Boyd and Sanderson, 2003; Dirnberger et al., 

1994; Harilal et al., 2004; Pagano et al., 2009 ) .The effect of axial magnetic field 

over LPP has also been investigated. In presence of an axial magnetic field Pagano 

and Lunney, (2010) found that ion yield and deposition rate was enhanced in the 

direction parallel to magnetic field. Very recently, Creel et al., 2016) studied the 

heating and focusing of Cu plasma in pulsating magnetic field with the help of  

optical imaging and emission spectroscopy and explained the phenomenon under 

resistive magneto-hydrodynamic model. On application of 0.1 T axial magnetic field 

Torrisi et al., (2007)  has reported enhancement in energy and charge state of Al, Cu 

and Ta ions. They believe that magnetic field configuration has produced an electron 

trap along the direction of magnetic field and subsequently, trapped electrons 

produced electric field which was responsible for increase in charge state and energy 
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of ions. Plasma confinement has also been investigated by time resolved imaging 

photography in three configurations of transverse, axial and curved magnetic field by 

Tillack et al., (2005) and they concluded that LPP was mainly directed along the 

magnetic field lines. 

Study of angular distribution of ions from LPP is very important in 

understanding the plume dynamics and in many technological applications of LPP. 

This aspect has been studied by many authors without presence of magnetic field 

(Toftmann and Schou, 2000; Torrisi et al., 2001; Dogar et al., 2011; Verhoff and 

Hassanein, 2012). However, influence of magnetic field over angular distribution of 

ions has been rarely reported (Wolowski et al., 2004). 

In current work, we have explored the effect of axially applied magnetic field 

over angular emission of ions at two different laboratories (PINSTECH and TCD). 

Two different wavelength lasers have been used. Ions were characterized with 

electrostatic ion collector (IC) and intensified charged couple device (ICCD). 

Analysis has revealed that ion energy and yield has increased and collimated along 

the direction of magnetic field. Reduction in angular spread has also been noticed. In 

addition, ablation rate and depth found to increase in presence of B. This study has 

importance in any fields particularly in PLD, laser micro machining and ion 

implantation. 

6.3  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

At PINSTECH, we have mounted a 6 mm thick ring shaped NdFeB 

permanent magnet having internal diameter of 18 mm and external diameter of 30 

mm. A 3 mm thick Cu target was placed within the ring magnet so that surface of the 
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target lies at the middle of ring magnet. Magnetic field of this magnet, along the 

direction of target surface normal, has been measured with the help of Gauss meter. 

This Magnetic field profile is shown in Fig. 6.1. The profile shows that at the centre 

of the ring shaped magnet which is also the surface of the Cu target magnetic field is 

about 1 mT. Value of B increases with distance along target surface normal direction 

and reaches a maximum value of about 5 mT at 5.5 mm. We have irradiated the Cu 

target using fundamental harmonic of Nd:YAG laser, making 45
o
 angle with respect 

to surface normal. Laser fluence and intensity at the target surface was 10 J/cm
2
 and 

1.7×10
9
 W/cm

2
. A DC motor was used to continuously rotate the target during 

ablation to avoid target drilling. Ion signals were obtained with the help of IC of 6 

mm in diameter and signals were recorded with help of an electronic circuit (Chapter 

3). Ion collector was rotated from 0
o
 to 100

o
 and ion signals were recorded at various 

angles without and with application of B. Ion signal was averaged for 10 laser shots. 

Details of experimental setup are already given in Chapter 2. 

At TCD, we have used a disc shaped NdFeB permanent magnet with 4 mm 

thickness and 20 mm diameter. Magnet was placed just behind the 1 mm thick Cu 

target. Magnetic field was measured along the direction of target surface normal, 

which is the preferred direction of plasma plume propagation. Magnetic field profile 

along the axis of plasma plume is shown in Fig.6.2. The maximum value of magnetic 

field is 0.21 T at the surface of target and drops down to lower values with increase in 

distance. This magnetic field is much stronger than used at PINSTECH and resembles 

with one used in previous experiment (Chapter 5). Target was irradiated with laser 

radiation from KrF excimer laser with pulse duration of 26 ns and 248 nm 

wavelength. Laser fluence and intensity at the target surface was 1.5 J/cm
2
 and 
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0.6×10
8
 W/cm

2
. Angular distribution of Cu ions both without and with magnetic field 

was measured with similar IC used at PINSTECH with circular surface of 6 mm 

diameter. Laser hitting angle was 0
o
 i.e. perpendicular to the target surface. A DC 

motor was used to continuously rotate the target during ablation to avoid target 

drilling.  Initially, IC was placed at 10
o
 with respect to target surface normal to avoid 

interception of laser radiation. Ion collector was rotated from 0
o
 to 90

o
 and ion signals 

were recorded at various angles for both cases of without and with B. Recorded ion 

signal was averaged for 10 laser shots. In addition, ICCD camera was employed for 

fast imaging of plasma plume at other window of the vacuum chamber that was 

perpendicular to the direction of propagation of plume. Details of experimental setup 

and schematic are given in Chapter 3.  
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Figure. 6.1: Magnetic field profile of ring shaped permanent magnet used at 

PINSTECH. 
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Figure 6.2: Magnetic field profile of disc shaped permanent magnet used at TCD. 

6.4  TIME OF FLIGHT-ION COLLECTOR SPECTRA 

 At PINSTECH, we have registered the Cu ion signals by positioning 

ion collector (IC) at different angles from 0
o
 – 100

0
 for both in absence and presence 

of magnetic field. The recorded TOF-IC signals are presented in Fig. 6.3. For the 

purpose of clarity in comparison, we have separately plotted ion signals at same 

angles for without and with B (See Fig.6.4). Horizontal and vertical scales were kept 

constant for the purpose of comparison. Following points have been noticed from 

inspection of Fig. 6.3, 6.4: 

i- Intensity of ions was increased with application of B throughout from 0
o
 – 

80
0
. The ratio of peak intensities of ion signals with B and without B cases 

is 2.5 which is maximum at 0
o 
and reduces gradually to almost 1 at 80

0
.  
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ii- No ion signal was detected after 80
o
. 

iii- Time of flight corresponding to peak of ion signal with B is shorter up to 

30
o
 and afterwards larger in comparison with corresponding peak time of 

ion signal without B. 

iv- Time duration of ion signal seems to increase slightly in the direction of 

target surface normal i.e. 0
o
. At other angles no significant difference has 

been noticed.  

Similarly, we have registered ion signals by irradiating Cu target with KrF 

excimer laser and registered the ion signals at various angles by rotating the IC. 

Recorded TOF-IC spectra are shown in Fig. 6.5. Here also, for clarity in comparison, 

we have separately plotted ion signals at same angles for without and with B (See Fig. 

6.6). Horizontal and vertical scales were kept constant from 10 to 30
o
 and because of 

low intensity of other signals scales were not kept same for good visibility of low 

intensity signals. Following points were noticed from inspection of TOF-IC spectra: 

i. Intensity of ions has been increased with application of B throughout from 

0
o
 – 80

0
. The ratio of peak intensities of ion signals with B and without B 

cases is 2.6 which is maximum at 0
o 

and reduces gradually to almost 0.5 at 

80
0
.  

ii. For the case of with B, no ion signal has been detected after 80
o
 but for 

without B case a weak signal has been recorded even at 90
o
.  

iii. Time of flight corresponding to peak of ion signal with B is consistently 

shorter throughout from 0 – 80
o
 than corresponding peak time of signals 

without B. 
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iv. Time duration of ion signal between onset and end seems to increase with 

the application of B 

v. Another interesting feature of these TOF-IC spectra in presence of B is the 

appearance of low intensity ion peak at the times earlier than the main ion 

peak. This low intensity peak clearly appears at 40
o 

and has maximum 

intensity at 50
o
 and decreases afterwards. This double peak structure has 

been reported before and some authors attributed this to presence of 

contaminations on target surface (Ilyas et al., 2012; Donnelly et al., 

2010;Wolowski et al., 2004;Wołowski et al., 2002). Recently, some 

researchers has observed this double peak structure during laser ablation of 

High Z materials like W  (Farid et al. 2014) and medium Z material like 

Mo (Elsied et al., 2016). They also found that angular distribution of this 

peak is different from main ions group. Maximum intensity was recorded 

at 30
o 

for W by (Farid et al., 2014) and at 40
o
 for Mo by (Elsied et al., 

2016). These authors claim that this peak is due to more energetic fast 

ions. We have also noticed this double peak structure in laser ablation of 

W that found to increase with the application of magnetic field (Abbasi et 

al., 2017). This finding will be discussed in detail in chapter 7.  

We did not observe any peak at shorter times without and with B from 0
o
 to 30

o
. If 

this peak would be due to light contamination on target surface then it should appear 

in both cases. On basis of this observation we conclude that this peak is most probably 

due to the group of fast ions created within plasma on the application of B.  
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Figure 6.3: TOF-IC spectra of Cu ions at various angles (a) without and (b) with 

application of magnetic field produced by ring shaped  
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of time resolved ion signals without and with B produced by  

ring shaped magnet, at various angles from 0 to 80
o
. 
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Figure 6.5: TOF-IC spectra of Cu ions at various angles recorded without and with 

magnetic field produced by disc shaped magnet 
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of time resolved ion signals without and with without and 

with magnetic field produced by disc shaped magnet, at various angles from 0 to 80
o
.  

6.4.1  ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF ION CHARGE 

We have integrated the ion signals to get total emitted charge using following 

expression: 

           (6.1) 

 

R

dttV
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where V(t) is the  instantaneous voltage developed across the load resistance R, while 

ti and tf  are the values of time corresponding to onset and termination of the ion signal 

respectively.  

The total ion charge so obtained without and with magnetic field at 

PINSTECH and TCD is plotted as a function of angle in Fig. 6.7. In both experiments 

the ion charge in absence and presence of B is maximum at 0
0
 and decreases to a 

minimum value at 80
o
.  
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Figure 6.7: Total ion charge as a function of the angle without and with B measured at 

(a) PINSTECH (b) TCD 
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For the experiment performed at PINSTECH, the ion charge with B is 

constantly higher than that of without B. At 0
o
 ion charge is 1.6 times higher than 

without B and this ratio reduces to 1.3 at 80
o
. Whereas for the experiment conducted 

at TCD, this ratio is 2.6 at 0
o
 and it also reduces to a value of 1.3 at 80

o
. This high 

charge ratio as observed in TCD can be due to stronger magnetic field than as used at 

PINSTECH. However, the values of ion charge are quiet high for PINSTECH data 

because about two order of magnitude higher laser intensity was used, which is due to 

high intensity of the order of 10
9
 W/cm

2
 as compared to 10

7
 W/cm

2
 at TCD. The total 

ion charge of fast ion component is plotted as function angle in Fig. 6.8. This shows 

that intensity of fast ions is about four orders of magnitude less than the main ion 

component. It looks that its intensity is maximum at 50
o
.            
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Figure 6.8: Total charge of the fast ion group with B as a function of the angle.  
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6.4.2  ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF PEAK ENERGY 

Most probable or peak energies of ion signals obtained at various angles was 

calculated and plotted as a function of the angle in Fig. 6.9. For experiment performed 

at PINSTECH, it was noticed that in the presence of magnetic field peak energy is 

higher than that of without B from 0 to 20
o
 and there is a crossover at 30

o
 where 

energies in both cases are the same. After this crossover peak energy with B becomes 

lower as compared to peak energy without B. At angle of 0
o
 the peak ion energy with 

B was 450 eV and without B was 350 eV. Whereas at 80
o
 it is almost 75 ev with B 

and 150 eV without B. This implies that ratio of peak energies with and without B has 

decreased from 1.3 to 0.5 for 0
o
 to 80

0
. This finding shows that magnetic field has 

enhanced the energy of ions.  

For experiment at performed at TCD, peak ion energy with B is higher than 

without B throughout from 0 to 80
0
. At angle of 0

o
 the peak ion energy with B and 

without B was about 30 and 20 ev respectively. Whereas at 80
o
 it is 5 and 150 ev for 

with and without B respectively. This corresponds to a ratio of 1.5 and 1 at 0 and 80
o
. 

We have also measured the peak energy of the fast ion component which is shown in 

Fig. 6.10. There are two peaks at 50
o
 and 70

0
 with energy 270 and 287 Ev 

respectively.  

Increase in ion energy on application of axial magnetic field has been reported 

by Torrisi et al., (2007) and Abbasi et al., (2016). This effect could be caused by 

electron trapping in front of the target surface which enhances the accelerating electric 

field within plasma.  
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Figure 6.9: Ion peak energy as a function of angle without and with B measured at (a) 

PINSTECH (b) TCD 
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   Figure 6.10: Peak energy of fast ions as a function of Angle. 

6.5  COSINE FITTING 

Angular distribution of ions can be expressed empirically with the help of 

following expression (Thestrup et al. 2002, Toftmann et al. 2003): 

  
 ( )

 ( )
     ( )       ( )   (6.2) 

Where F( ) is number of ions per unit area at different angles and F(o) is ion 

flux at 0
o
 with respect to normal to the target surface. On right hand side p is an 

exponent depending on aspect ratio of plasma cloud (Amoruso et al., 1999) and    is 

constant which accounts for broad background. Large value of p shows a narrower 

angular distribution. For   =0 relation reduces to 

 
 ( )

 ( )
     ( )     (6.3)  
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Experimental data was fitted by using equation (6.3) and presented in Fig. 

6.11. Values of p obtained as a fitting parameter for PINSTECH data are 1.9 and 3.3 

for without and with B case respectively and for TCD data these values 3.4 and 4.3 

respectively. Increase in values of p for both experiments at different laboratories 

indicates that in general angular distribution of ions is narrowed down on application 

of B.  
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Figure 6.11: Angular distribution of Cu ions without and with B at (a) PINSTECH (b) 

TCD. Solids lines are Cosine fit. 

6.6  ANISIMOV MODEL 

 According to Anisimov model (Anisimov et al., 1993; Anisimov et al., 

1996) the normalized angular distribution F( ) /F(o) of ions in laser plasma plume in 

XZ plane in the expansion time of the order of microsecond is given by: 
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Where the ratio Zinf/Xinf = k, represents the ratio of longitudinal to transverse 

axes of the semi-ellipsoidal shaped plume in the ZX plane.  It is the measure of 

forward peaking of laser produced plasma plume (Dogar et al. 2011). The full width 

at half maximum (FWHM) of this angular distribution can be expressed as: 

         √    ⁄   

      ⁄      (6.5) 

Fitting of experimental data taken at PINSTECH (Fig. 6.3) and TCD (Fig. 6.4) 

with Eq. (6.4) is shown in Fig. 6.12. From this fitting we have obtained k value of 1.6 

and 1.8 for PINSTECH data and 1.9 and 2.0 for TCD data for without and with B 

respectively. By using this value in eq. (6.5), we have obtained values of width of the 

angular distribution as 76
o
 and 62

o
 for PINSTECH data and 57

o
 and 53

o
 for TCD data. 

Values attained from cosine and Anisimov model fitting are listed in table. 6.1. 

High value of k indicates strong forward peaking and narrower angular 

distribution with low value of FWHM (Toftmann et al., 2003). The Increase in value 

of k and decrease in value of FWHM shows that magnetic field collimates the plasma 

plume axially. This means that Z coordinate of plasma plume which is along the axis 

of plume increased with magnetic field and this effect narrowed down the angular 

distribution. Previously, this effect has been observed In some experiments with 

uniform axial magnetic field has shown a collimation along the direction of magnetic 

field (Tillack et al., 2005; Harilal et al., 2004; Pagano et al., 2009) 
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Value of k can vary for same target material depending on laser fluence values 

as well. It is found in literature that value of k increases with fluence for nanosecond 

laser ablation (Toftmann and Schou, 2013). For fs laser the findings are same up to 

fluence value of 10 J/cm
2
 but above than this value opposite trend has been observed 

(Ni et al., 2014; Anoop et al., 2015). Our results indicate the possibility of decreasing 

angular distribution by applying magnetic field, without increasing the laser fluence.  
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Figure 6.12: Angular distribution of Cu ions without and with B at (a) PINSTECH (b) 

TCD. Solids lines are Anisimov model fit. 
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Table 6.1: List of parameters acquired form fitting of experimental data taken at 

PINSTECH   and TCD with Cosine and Anisimov function. 

Laboratory 

Laser      

Fluence 

(J/cm
2
) 

Intensity 

(W/cm
2
) 

K P 
FWHM 

(Degree) 

Without 

B 

With 

B 

Without 

B 

With 

B 

Without 

B 

With 

B 

PINSTECH 10 1.7 1.6 1.8 1.9 3.3 76 62 

TCD 1.5 0.6 1.9 2.0 3.4 4.3 57
 

52 

 

6.7  ICCD IMAGING 

The laser plasma expansion in presence as well as absence of the magnetic field 

was investigated at TCD with the help of an intensified charge coupled device 

(ICCD). For this purpose ICCD was placed perpendicular to the axis of the plasma 

expansion. Images were taken at different delay times from 100 ns to 1200 ns after the 

onset of plasma. Gate width was kept low for earlier times and higher for later times. 

Gain was kept constant for all images. Background was acquired and corrected for 

each image. Recorded images are presented in Fig. 6.13 (a,b,c).  It can be seen that in 

terms of shape there is no significant difference in both cases and it is almost 

hemispherical. However, in case of B plasma plume looks much bigger and brighter. 

This increased volume of plume indicates increase in ablation yield which we have 

noticed in IC measurements. In both cases of without and with B plasma plumes are 

expanding axially and with increase in delay time plumes were dispersed. We did not 

notice plume images after 1200 ns. It can also be noticed that, with B at given delay 
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time plasma plume front position R is ahead of plume front position in case of without 

B.  

We have taken a calibration image and with the help of that pixel number was 

converted into mm. The plume front positions for all the recorded delay times for both 

without and with B cases was measured with the help of the camera control and 

analysis software Andor SOLIS. Plot between measured front position R and delay 

times t has been plotted in Fig. 6.14. This R-t graph suggests R   t relationship which 

is consistent with previous reports for plume expansion in vacuum (Harilal et al., 

2004; Tillack et al., 2005). Experimental data was fitted with straight line, which 

shows that distance covered by plume front in presence of B is consistently higher 

than without B. Expansion velocity of the plume without and with B is deduced from 

slope of these straight lines.  Values so measured are 6.8×10
3
 m/s and 7.4×10

3 
m/s for 

without B and with B cases respectively. These values correspond to 15 and 18 ev 

respectively for presence and absence of B. Peak energy measured by IC at 10
o
 angle 

was 21 and 28 ev, which is in reasonable agreement with values measured by ICCD. 

We have also compared the initial energy and peak energy of ions as measured by IC 

at 10
o
 with energy of plume expansion corresponding to delay of 100 ns and 1200 ns. 

These values are listed in table 6.2 and seem to be generally in good agreement. 
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Figure 6.13a: Time resolved ICCD images of the laser produced Cu plasma plume 

expansion without and with magnetic field within delay of 100-400 ns and the gate 

width of 100 ns. The images were captured with the same gain. 
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Figure 6.13b: Time resolved ICCD images of the laser produced Cu plasma plume 

expansion without and with magnetic field within delay of 500-800 ns and various 

gate widths as indicated in left column. The images were captured with the same gain. 
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Figure 6.13c: Time resolved ICCD images of the laser produced Cu plasma plume 

expansion without and with magnetic field within delay of 900-1200 ns and gate 

width of 600 ns. The images were captured with the same gain. 
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Figure 6.14:  Plume front position R as a function of delay time t. 

Table 6.2: Comparison of energy values measured with IC and ICCD. 

 

Initial 

Energy (ev) 

measured by 

IC at 10
o 

Energy (eV) 

measured by 

ICCD for time 

delay = 100 ns 

Peak Energy 

(eV) measured 

by IC at 10
o 

Energy (eV) 

measured by 

ICCD for time 

delay = 100 ns 

Without B 67 50 19 21 

With B 134 188 29 28 

 

6.7 MAGNETO HYDRODYNAMIC THEORY  

Magnetic field can cause two effects in plasma namely (i) Joule heating and (ii) 

adiabatic compression. In response, these two effects cause increase in electron 

temperature. Magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) model describes the expansion of 

ionized plume in a magnetic field as Ohm’s law can be written as (Harilal et al., 2004; 

Boyed and Sanderson, 2003): 
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 E + V×B = J/σo + (J×B)/nee     (6.6) 

Where E is electric field, B is magnetic field, J is electron conduction current, 

σo is conductivity, ne is electron number density, and e is electronic charge. It is 

observed in many experiments (Harilal et al., 2004; Pagano et al., 2009) that plasma 

plume is confined in transverse direction to magnetic field. In Equation (6.6), force 

term (J×B) keep pushing the plasma until magnetic pressure becomes equal to ram 

pressure which results in plasma confinement (not completely but up to an extent). In 

this way, magnetic field stimulates electron collisional ionization, which enhances the 

ion fraction. 

  In current experiment it can be assumed that due to axial B plasma 

plume will be compressed in direction transverse to magnetic field and plasma would 

be focused along the direction of magnetic field. This kind of collimation along the 

axis of uniform B has been seen by (Tillack et al., 2005; Roy et al., 2015) by using ns 

pulsed Nd:YAG laser having 1064 nm wavelength. This plasma compression by 

magnetic field induces Joule heating of electrons and in-turn electron collisional 

ionization increases. Results of our experiments indicate the plasma focusing along 

the magnetic field.  

6.8  ABLATION RATE 

To analyze the effect of magnetic field over ablation rate, first we have measured 

the weight of Cu target before and after irradiation. The difference in weight has been 

divided with number of laser shots on the target during irradiation. This process was 

repeated for laser irradiation of Cu target in presence of B. For both measurements 

1000 laser shots were fired at the target surface. Ablation rate so obtained without B 
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and with B was 0.092 and 0.16 µg/laser shot, respectively. This result shows a 1.7 

times higher ablation yield in presence of B. 

Ablation rate has also been measured with the help of surface profilometer. For 

this purpose again 1000 laser shots were fired at the Cu target surface without and 

with B. Depth profile of the surface crater at the target surface as measured by surface 

profilometer is shown in Fig. (6.15 a, b) . Depth profile shows that both horizontal 

diameter and vertical depth of the crater has been increased in presence of B. By 

measuring the volume of this conical depth profile (Fig. (6.15 a, b), we have inferred 

the ablation rate without and with B. Value of 0.017 and 0.028 µg/laser shot, has been 

estimated for without B and with B cases respectively by this method. These values 

are lower in comparison with measured with the help of balance, however ratio of 

ablation rate without and with B measured in this method is 1.6 which is almost 

similar to that measured with the help of balance. Values of measured ablation rates 

are tabulated in Table 6.3.  

Previously, the phenomenon of increase in ablation depth on employing magnetic 

field over target surface did not get much attention of researchers. In this decade few 

studies were appeared, revealing the usefulness of externally applied magnetic field in 

laser drilling and micromachining (Chang et al., 2012; Ye et al.,  2013; Singh and 

Kumar, 2016). Manifold increase in depth of drilling and reduction in hole diameter 

has been noticed on application of magnetic field by (Chang et al., 2012), using 

Nd:YAG laser with 532 nm wavelength and 6ns pulse width. The same phenomenon 

has been reported by (Ye et al., 2013) for laser ablation of Cu and Si immersed in 

water. They employed Nd:YAG laser with fundamental harmonic (1064 nm) and 10 
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ns pulse width for ablation and transverse magnetic field applied on plasma plume 

was 0.7 T. Increase in ablation depth of Cu and Al on application of transverse 

magnetic field has been reported by Singh and Kumar, (2016) by using similar laser 

radiation. On application of axial magnetic field in the range of 0.05–0.4 T, (Farrokhi 

et al., 2016) has reported an increase of ablation depth in Si by a factor of 1.3 to 69 

depending on magnitude of the magnetic field and laser parameters. They have used 

laser with 355 nm wavelength and 20 ns pulse duration. Our finding is in line with 

mentioned research work, though value of increase in ablation depth is not high. Less 

increase in ablation depth in our work along with other factors is mainly because of 

low laser intensity used.  

There are many theoretical explanations of increase in ablation rate in presence of 

magnetic field. In presence of B Lorentz force plays role and increases the cyclotron 

frequency of charged particles. Being lighter, cyclotron frequency of electrons is 

much higher in comparison with ions and this in turn increases the collision rate and 

temperature in plasma (Abbasi et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2012). Consequently, more 

heat would be transferred from magnetically confined hot plasma to the surface of the 

target (Ye et al., 2013). Another theory suggests that in presence of B vapor pressure 

increases which results in increase in melt ejection. Other than increase in vapor 

pressure an increase in shock pressure also leads to increase in ablation rate (Singh 

and Kumar, 2016). It is also suggested by (Farrokhi et al., 2016) that change in optical 

properties of material in presence of B can increase the magneto-absorption effect 

which results in increased ablation depth 

Table. 6.3: Values of ablation rate and depth profile as measured with the help of 

weight balance and surface profilometer.  
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Ablation 

Rate
*
(µg/laser shot) 

Ablation 

Rate
**

(µg/laser shot) 

Ablation 

Depth (µm) 

Crater 

Diameter 

(µm) 

Without 

B 
0.092 0.017 4.6 1200 

With B 0.16 0.028 5.5 1300 

*Measured by weight balance 

**Measured by Surface profilometer 
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Figure 6.15: Depth profile of surface craters on Cu target for 1000 laser shots as 

measured by surface profilometer (a) without B (b) with B 
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6.9  CONCLUSION 

The influence of magnetic field on the laser plasma expansion has been 

studied at PINSTECH and TCD. In both experiments effect of axial magnetic field 

produced by magnets with different field strength over angular distribution of Cu ions 

has been investigated. At PINSTECH, Nd:YAG laser 1064 nm wavelength and at 

TCD, KrF laser with 248 nm wavelength have been used. In both experiments 

increase in ion yield and peak energy with the application of magnetic field was 

noticed. Increase in ion pulse duration with B was also been noticed. Extracted 

parameters from Anisimov model and cosine fitting of experimental model indicated 

a narrowing down of angular distribution in direction of applied magnetic field. 

Interestingly, a low intensity peak at shorter times has been observed in presence of 

magnetic field, which has different angular distribution than the main ion peak. The 

observed low intensity ion structures are currently under debate whether it is due to 

light contamination or fast ions.  

Further, ablation rate in presence and absence of magnetic field has been 

measured with weight balance and surface profilometer. Increase in ablation rate with 

B was verified with both techniques. An increase in ablation depth and crater diameter 

has also been observed. These findings were found in conformity with recent 

literature.  

In addition, at TCD, with the help of ICCD plume images at various delay 

times from onset of plasma have verified the increase in energy and yield of ions in 

presence of the magnetic field. The experimental results reported in chapter are very 
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useful for several applications like laser ion source (LIS), PLD, nanoparticle 

formation, laser micromachining, ion implantation, etc.  
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 Chapter 7 

HIGHLY CHARGED TUNGSTEN IONS GENERATED BY 

NANOSECOND PULSED LASER AND INFLUENCE OF 

MAGNETIC FIELD ON ION CHARGE STATE 

7.1  ABSTRACT 

Ions emitted from the laser generated tungsten plume were investigated with the 

help of ion collector (IC) and electrostatic ion energy analyzer (IEA) operating in 

time-of-flight configuration. Plume was generated by irradiating a plane W target with 

6 ns pulsed Nd:YAG (λ=1064 nm) laser. Laser fluence at the target was varied in the 

range of 3.0-19.4 J/cm
2
. IC measurements showed that the amplitude of tungsten ions 

pulse increases with the laser fluence. IEA spectra indicate that the number of 

available W
n+

 ions charge states increases from 1 to 6 when laser fluence at the target 

was varied in the range of 3.0-19.4 J/cm
2
. With the application of 0.23 T axial 

magnetic field at the target surface, the number of available W
n+

 ions charge states 

increases from 1 to 10 in the similar range of the laser fluence. In addition, molecular 

oxygen ions O2
n+

 were also observed when magnetic field is applied at higher values 

of the laser fluence. The ion charge state enhancement is presumably due to the 

magnetic trapping of electrons in front of the target surface, which intensifies electron 

impact ionization process. 

7.2  INTRODUCTION  

Laser beam interaction with material is a simple and effective method for 

producing wide variety of highly charged ions. In this method a high power laser 

pulse focused on the target surface creates a plasma plume of the evaporated material. 
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The ions extracted from the expanding plasma plume are then collimated into a beam. 

Laser ion source (LIS) has the capability to generate highly charged ions (HCI) from 

any solid material regardless of its chemical and physical characteristics, and can 

provide higher current densities of HCI as compared to the electron cyclotron 

resonance (ECR) ion sources (Sharkov and Scrivens, 2005; Laska et al., 1996). But its 

major drawbacks are high ions energy spread (Comet et al., 2016; Burdt et al., 2010) 

and high beam emittance (Bigelow et al., 2002; Kashiwagi et al., 2004) as compared 

to the discharge ion sources. Therefore, LIS needs an additional low-energy beam 

transport line to obtain the ion energy and ion emittance required by the downstream 

accelerators (Fournier et al., 2000).  

Recently, several laser based ion sources have been designed and extensive 

experimental work has been reported to optimize their performance for generation of 

the HCI. For instance, the production of HCI of C, Li, Ca, Al, Ti, Ni, Cu, Ag, Pb, Ta 

and W has been reported (Fournier et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 2016; Burdt et al., 2010; 

Ilyas et al., 2011; Kubkowska et al., 2009; Okamura et al., 2016). It has been pointed 

out that the charge state distribution and energy of the ions depends on the fluence 

(Ilyas et al., 2011; Ilyas et al., 2012) and wavelength (Burdt et al., 2010;Torrisi et al., 

2003) of the incident laser. But the systematic study on the effect of laser fluence and 

applied axial magnetic field on the charge state distribution of highly charge tungsten 

ion is not available. The investigation on ion emission from tungsten under intense 

electromagnetic radiation flux is quite important because tungsten is being considered 

as an alternate construction material for high temperature plasma research facilities 

and fusion reactors like JET and ITER projects (Rapp et al., 2010;Mertens et al., 

2009; Hirai et al., 2007). In this study, we investigated the effects of laser fluence and 
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applied axial magnetic field on the charge state distribution of highly charged 

tungsten ions emitted from a planar tungsten target irradiated with 1064 nm pulsed 

Nd:YAG laser. The laser fluence was in the range of 3.0-19.4 J/cm
2
. The emitted ion 

flux was characterized with the help of ion collector and electrostatic ion energy 

analyzer. 

7.3  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In this experiment same block type NdFeB permanent magnet (1×1×0.5 cm
3
) 

was placed behind 2 mm thick tungsten target as used in previous experiments 

(Chapter 5, 6). The magnetic field profile is given in Fig. 5.1. The experimental 

arrangement includes Nd:YAG laser with 1064 nm wavelength and pulse duration of 

6 ns, ion collector (IC), time-of-flight ion energy analyzer (TOF-IEA), ion detection 

and data acquisition system. High purity (99.99 Percent) Tungsten target was 

mounted in ablation chamber. The area of laser spot on the surface of target was 

measured with the help of optical microscope which comes out to be 7.85×10
-3

 cm
2
. 

The shape of laser spot was slightly elliptical. Emitted ions from laser produced 

Tungsten plasma were characterize using ion collector (IC) and ion energy analyzer 

(IEA) working in time of flight configuration. To minimize the exchange of charge 

with ambient residual gas, the experiments were performed in vacuum below 10
-6

 torr 

pressure. Details of experimental setup is given in Chapter 3. 

7.4  ION COLLECTOR MEASUREMENTS 

The ion collector (IC) spectra measured in time-of-flight configuration at seven 

different values of the laser fluence without and with application of magnetic field are 

shown in Fig. (7.1 a & b) respectively. For these measurements, laser was incident at 
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an angle of 45
o
 with respect to the target surface normal and IC was placed along the 

target surface normal at a distance of 6.5 cm from the tungsten target. It can be seen 

that the ion pulses are fairly broad.  The broadness of ion pulses is attributed to the 

various charge states of ions arriving at the IC: leading edge of each ion pulse 

contains highly charged ions whereas tail is due to low charge state ions (Comet et al., 

2016; Zhao et al., 2015; Baraldi et al., 2011). The amplitude of ion pulse increases 

and peak of the ion pulse moves to earlier times with the increase of laser fluence. In 

addition to the main tungsten ion pulse in Fig. 7.1a, a weak structure due to slightly 

faster ions at about 0.8 µs is also visible. When an axial magnetic field of 0.23 T was 

applied at the target surface, about an order of magnitude increase in intensity of the 

structure due to the faster ions was observed (see Figure 7.1b). 
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Figure 7.1: TOF ion collector spectra recorded at 6.5 cm from the target for various 

values of the laser fluence, (a) without and (b) with application of magnetic field 

7.5  ION ENERGY ANALYZER MEASUREMENTS 

Time-of-flight ion energy analyzer (TOF-IEA) measurements were performed to 

investigate the effects of laser fluence and applied magnetic field on the charge state 

distribution of the ions emitted from the laser plume. Let us first consider TOF-IEA 
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spectra of the plume generate without magnetic field (see first column of of Fig. 7.2). 

Peaks correspond to the arrival of W ions of various charge states at the detector 

meeting the filtering criterion of IEA (E/q = 617 eV/charge state). Laser generated 

plume is also an intense source of UV radiation. In each spectrum the narrow photo-

peak at the time t = 0 is due to the reflection of UV radiation from back plate of the 

electrostatic energy analyzer to the detector. The measurement was started from the 

laser fluence of 3 J/cm
2
 but W

1+
 appeared at 4.07 J/cm

2
, which seem to be the 

appearance threshold of W
1+

 in laser generated tungsten plume. In can be seen in 

Figure (7.2a) that the charge state of tungsten ions, emitted from the plume, gradually 

increases with the laser fluence. For instance at the laser fluence of 4.07 J/cm
2
, 7.64 

J/cm
2
, 9.04 J/cm

2
, 11.46 J/cm

2
, 15.67 J/cm

2
 and 19.36 J/cm

2
, the number of detected 

positive W ion charge state were 1, 2, 3, 5, 5 and 6 respectively. Figure (7.2b) shows 

TOF-IEA measurements performed with 0.23 T magnetic field at the target surface. 

For similar values of the laser fluence i.e. 4.07 J/cm
2
, 7.64 J/cm

2
, 9.04 J/cm

2
, 11.46 

J/cm
2
, 15.67 J/cm

2
 and 19.36 J/cm

2
, the number of detected positive W ion charge 

state were 1, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 10 respectively. The number of ion charge states detected 

without and with application of magnetic field is plotted as a function of the laser 

fluence in Fig. 7.3. It can be seen that above the laser fluence of about 5.5 J/cm
2
, the 

number of ion charge states was increased when magnetic field is applied. These 

observations are in agreement with our recently reported work on the highly charged 

ions emission from the Cu plume (Abbasi et al., 2016). 
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Figure 7.2: TOF-IEA spectra recorded at 1.31 m from the target for various values of 

the laser fluence, (a) without and (b) with application of magnetic field. (W = 

Tungsten, O = Oxygen) 
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Figure 7.3: Tungsten ion charge states as a function of the laser fluence without and 

with magnetic field. 

Surprisingly molecular oxygen ions   
   were also detected when magnetic field 

is applied at higher values of the laser fluence. As it can be seen in Fig. 7.2b, at the 

laser fluence of 11.46 J/cm
2
, 15.67 J/cm

2
 and 19.36 J/cm

2
, the number of detected 

  
   charge state were 2, 5 and 6 respectively. Also see in Fig. 7.1b, the tremendous 

increase of the fast ions component in IC measurements when magnetic field was 

applied. Similar to the increase of   
   in TOF-IEA measurements, the rise of fast ion 

component in IC measurements is more pronounced at the laser fluence of 15.67 

J/cm
2
 and 19.36 J/cm

2
. These results indicate, firstly, the fast ion component of Fig. 

7.1b is due to   
   ions, secondly, IC and TOF-IEA measurements are consistent.  

7.6  DISCUSSION 

Spectroscopic and Langmuir probe investigations have revealed that the 

electron density of the laser plume in vicinity of the target surface is in the range of 
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10
16

-10
17

 cm
-3

 (Kubkowska et al., 2009; Pagano et al., 2009; Harilal et al., 1997). As 

the magnetic field is applied, due to short electron cyclotron period the electrons are 

trapped in magnetic field nearby the target surface. The electron path length and 

consequently number of electron-atom interactions close to the target surface are 

significantly increased. The rise in number of electron-ion interactions boosts up the 

ionization processes, which is most probably responsible for the observed increase in 

ion charge states when magnetic field is applied. 

7.7  SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Tungsten plume has been produced by 1064 nm wavelength pulsed Nd:YAG 

laser. Ions emitted from the plume have been monitored by ion collector and 

electrostatic ion energy analyzer. The results of this study can be summarized as: (1) 

the maximum available charge state of W
n+

 ions increased from 1 to 6 when laser 

fluence was varied 4.07 to 19.36 J/cm
2
, (2) the charge state distribution of ions 

emitted from the laser plume can be controlled by variation of the laser fluence, (3) 

the appearance threshold of a particular ion charged state can be obtained by fine 

tuning of the laser fluence, (4) at a given laser fluence the number of available 

tungsten ions charge states were increased by application of axial magnetic field at the 

target surface, (5) The molecular oxygen ions O2
n+

 were also observed when magnetic 

field is applied at higher values of the laser fluence. Further studies are in progress to 

measure the energy distribution of various tungsten ions charge states and to 

investigate the peculiar effect of magnetic field on the production of molecular 

oxygen ions. 
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 Chapter 8 

ESTIMATION OF ION ACCELERATING POTENTIAL INSIDE 

THE NANOSECOND PULSED LASER PRODUCED TUNGSTEN 

PLASMA 

8.1  ABSTRACT 

Plasma plume generated by Nd:YAG laser (wavelength = 1064 nm, pulse duration 

= 6 ns) focused onto a planar tungsten target is investigated with the help of ion 

collector (IC) and electrostatic ion energy analyzer (IEA) operating in time-of-flight 

configuration. Laser fluence was in the range of 7-20 J/cm
2
. The IEA spectra showed 

that the charge state of tungsten ions emitted from the plume increases with the laser 

fluence and W
6+

 was the highest ion charge state detected in the investigated range of 

the laser fluence. Coulomb-Boltzmann-shifted time function was used to determine 

ion intensities and peak energies of the various ion charge states from the measured 

IC spectra. Depending on the charge state, the energies of various ion charge states 

were in the range of 0.6-2.7 keV. The experimental data were exploited to estimate 

the equivalent accelerating potential developed inside the plume. The equivalent 

accelerating potential was found to increase linearly with the increase of laser fluence. 

The comparison with literature data revealed that the equivalent accelerating potential 

also increases with the atomic number of the target material. These results are in good 

agreement with the predictions of the electrostatic model for ion acceleration in laser 

plasma. 
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8.2  INTRODUCTION 

Laser Produced Plasma (LPP) is transient in nature with the characteristic 

parameters (like electron density, temperature and densities of atoms and ions) that 

depend on the expansion time, expansion length, type of plasma species and ambient 

gas pressure. In addition, plasma parameters are also highly sensitive to the incident 

laser parameters such as the fluence, wavelength and pulse duration. Besides the 

extensive spectroscopic studies, streams of ion emitted from LPP have been analyzed 

with the help of ion collectors, electrostatic energy analyzers and mass spectrometers 

to infer the core plasma parameters. For example, temporal evolution of plasma 

temperature and density (Doggett and Lunney, 2009; Lunney et al., 2007), angular 

distribution of plasma particles (Verhoff et al., 2012; Dogar et al., 2011), and the 

effect of incident laser wavelength (Burdt et al., 2010) and fluence (Ilyas et al., 2011; 

Margarone et al., 2008) on the parameters of the plasma and ejected ions have been 

deduced from the experimental ion data. Ions having energies in the range of few tens 

of eV to few keV have been produced with laser intensity in the range of 10
8
-10

10
 

W/cm
2
 (Amoruso et al., 1998; Bleiner et al., 2007; Yeates et al., 2011). And the ions 

with several tens of keV to few hundred of MeV energy were detected with laser 

intensity in the range of 10
13

-10
16

 W/cm
2
 (Comet et al., 2016; Laska et al., 1996; 

Laska et al., 2009). Despite the large differences of laser parameters (intensity, 

wavelength, pulse duration), ion types and charge states there is consensus on the 

following three points regarding energy of the ions emitted from the LPP. First, 

emitted ion energies greatly exceed the initial thermal electron temperature (Comet et 

al., 2016; Torrisi et al. 2008a; Kubkowska et al., 2009). Second, ion energies are 

higher than that of neutral atoms emitted from the LPP (Torrisi et al., 2006;Torrisi et 
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al., 2008). And third, ion energies are proportional to ion charge states (Torrisi et al., 

2008b;Burdt et al., 2010; Abbasi et al., 2015; Comet et al., 2016 ). These results 

provide clear manifestation of the ion acceleration due to existence of electrostatic 

potential inside the plasma. But it appears to have little effort devoted to relate this 

electrostatic potential to the incident laser or target material parameters. Despite the 

fact that the process of electrostatic potential generation inside the plasma is of prime 

fundamental importance and some sort of control over it will pave the way for the 

development of small size and high current ion accelerator. 

Tungsten and its alloys are being considered as an alternate construction material, 

instead of carbon, for high temperature plasma research facilities and fusion reactors 

like JET and ITER projects ( Hirai et al., 2007; ;Mertens et al., 2009; Rapp et al., 

2010) Therefore, study on the emission of charged particles from tungsten under 

intense electromagnetic radiation flux is also quite important for the fusion scientist 

and engineers.  

In this study, we systematically investigated the effects of laser fluence on the 

charge state and energy of the tungsten ions emitted from a planar tungsten target 

irradiated with 1064 nm pulsed Nd:YAG laser. The laser fluence was in the range of 

7-20 J/cm
2
. The experimental data is exploited to estimate the equivalent accelerating 

potential inside the plume as a function of the laser fluence. 

8.3  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Experimental setup is given in detail in Chapter 3. Briefly, In this 

experimental Nd:YAG laser with 1064 nm wavelength and pulse duration of 6 ns was 

used for ablation. To characterize the emitted ions from laser produced W plasma ion 
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collector (IC) and time-of-flight ion energy analyzer (TOF-IEA) were employed. 

Tungsten target with 99.99 percent  purity was mounted in ablation chamber and laser 

hit the target making an angle of 45º with normal to the target surface. The laser 

fluence at the target surface was varied from 7 to 20 J/cm
2
 by changing laser energy. 

Laser spot area was similar as in previous experiment (Chapter 7) i.e. 7.85×10
-3

 cm
2
. 

Experiments were performed in vacuum below 10
-6

 torr pressure.  

8.4  ION COLLECTOR MEASUREMENTS 

Time-of-flight ion collector spectra recorded at five different values of the 

laser fluence are shown in Fig. 8.1. For these measurements, laser was incident at an 

angle of 45
o
 with respect to the target surface normal and IC was placed along the 

target surface normal at a distance of 6.5 cm from the tungsten target. Following 

trends can be seen in Figure 8.1: (1) the amplitude of ion pulses sharply rise to a 

maximum value and then decrease rather slowly, (2) the ion pulses are fairly broad, 

(3) the amplitude of ion pulse increases with the increase of laser fluence and (4) full 

width at half maximum of the ion pulse decreases with the increase of laser fluence. 
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 Figure 8.1: TOF ion collector spectra recorded at 6.5 cm from the target for various 

values of the laser fluence. 

8.5  TIME OF FLIGHT ION ENERGY ANALYZER MEASUREMENTS 

Next, time-of-flight ion energy analyzer (TOF-IEA) measurements were 

performed to investigate the effect of laser fluence on the charge state distribution of 

W ions. Figure 8.2a shows TOF-IEA spectra recorded for five similar values of the 

laser fluence at which IC spectra, shown in Figure 8.1, were recorded. The filtering 

criterion of the ion energy analyzer was fixed at E/q= 617 eV/charge state. The 

individual peaks correspond to arrival of W ions of various charge states at the 

detector meeting the filtering criterion of IEA. At the laser fluence of 7.64 J/cm
2
 only 

first two charge states W
1+

 and W
2+

 were detected. As the laser fluence increases W 

ions of higher charged states emerge and maximum attainable ion charge state 
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gradually increases with the laser fluence. The number of detected positive W ion 

charge state were 2, 3, 5, 5 and 6 at the laser fluence of 7.64 J/cm
2
, 9.04 J/cm

2
, 11.46 

J/cm
2
, 15.67 J/cm

2
 and 19.36 J/cm

2
 respectively. These results clearly indicate that, 

firstly, the laser fluence threshold for appearance of a particular charged state can be 

obtained by fine tuning of the laser fluence, and secondly, the ion charge state 

distribution of laser plasma can be changed by variation of the laser fluence. These 

observations are in agreement with our previously reported work on Cu and W targets 

(Ilyas et al., 2011; Abbasi et al., 2015; Abbasi et al., 2017). 

8.6  DECONVOLUTION 

It is well reported that broadness of the IC spectra is attributed to the presence 

of various charge states of ions in the laser produced plasma (Comet et al., 2016; 

Baraldi et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2016). The contributions of different ion charge 

states to the IC spectra can be obtained by the procedure outlined in the references 

(Caridi et al., 2010; Caridi et al., 2013). The IC spectra of Figure 8.2b follow the 

Coulomb-Boltzmann-shifted time function, 
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    (8.1)  

Where m is the ion mass, kT the equivalent plasma ion temperature, L the 

target to IC distance, γ the adiabatic co-efficient, ze the ion charge, A the constant of 

normalization and V0 the equivalent acceleration voltage which is developed in the 

non-equilibrium laser produced plasma. Figure 8.2b shows contribution of the various 

charge states of W ions to the IC spectra obtained by fit of Eq. (8.1) to the 

experimental data of Figure 8.1. 
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Figure 8.2: (a) Time of Flight Ion Energy Analyzer spectra recorded at 1.31 m from 

the target for various values of the laser fluence. The filtering criterion of IEA was 

fixed at E/q= 617 eV/charge state. (b) The contribution of different W ion charge 

states to Time of Flight Ion Collector spectra obtained by using equation (8.1) and 

sum of the individual ion peaks. 
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For all five values of the laser fluence, there is a regular shift of individual ion 

peaks to the shorter time as the charge state increases. The peak ion energies of the 

various charge states obtained from Figure 8.2b are plotted as a function of the laser 

fluence in Figure 8.3.  
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Figure 8.3: Peak ion energy of various W ion charge states as a function of the laser 

fluence. 

At a given laser fluence, the peak ion energy increases with the charge state 

and energy increment between two charge states is almost constant. For instance, at 

the laser fluence of 11.46  J/cm
2
 the peak energy of the W

1+
, W

2+
, W

3+
, W

4+
 and  W

5+
 

is 767 eV, 1035 eV, 1280 eV, 1508 eV and 1756 eV respectively, thus average energy 

shift of the ion distributions is 247 eV. This indicates that the mean value of 

accelerating potential, V0, developed in the plasma is 247 V for the laser fluence of 
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11.46  J/cm
2
. Similarly, V0 is equal to 209 V, 215 V, 293 V and 358 V for the laser 

fluence of 7.64 J/cm
2
, 9.04 J/cm

2
, 15.67 J/cm

2
 and 19.36 J/cm

2
 respectively. The 

accelerating potential is plotted as a function of the laser fluence in Figure 8.4. This 

shows almost linear increase of the accelerating potential with the laser fluence. The 

slope of fitted line is approximately  
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Figure 8.4: Equivalent accelerating potential as a function of the laser fluence. 

Previously, V0 has been estimated for Si, Ti, Cu and Ge plasmas produced by 

1064 nm wavelength laser at the fluence of 15 J/cm
2
 (Caridi et al., 2013). In Figure 

8.5, V0 is plotted as a function of the atomic number of the target atom: the data of Si, 

Ti, Cu and Ge is taken from the reference (Caridi et al., 2013). Figure 8.5 clearly 

shows the increase of V0 with atomic number of the target atom.  
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Figure 8.5: Equivalent accelerating potential inside the plume as a function of target 

atom’s atomic number. The data of Si, Ti, Cu and Ge are taken from the reference 

[30]. 

The electrostatic model (Margaron, 2007; Demtroder and Jantz 1970; 

Bykovskii et al., 1970) is commonly used to account for the Coulomb ion acceleration 

inside the laser plasma, which is described in previous chapters. The observed 

increase of accelerating potential with the laser fluence (Figure 8.4) and atomic 

number of the target material (Figure 8.5) can be explained in the framework of this 

electrostatic model. As it has been reported previously (Harilal et al., 1997; Shukla 

and Khare, 2009; Harilal et al., 1998), the electron and ion densities of the ablated 

plasma plume increase with the laser fluence in the range of laser fluence investigated 

here. Thus the charge gradient between fast electrons and slow ions clouds increases 
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due to the increment in electron and ion densities of the plasma. Consequently, the 

equivalent accelerating potential increases owing to the rise of charge gradient. The 

increase of V0 with atomic number of the target atom (Figure 8.5) is most probably 

due to the reason that the target material of high electron density allows to inject more 

electrons into the plasma, as a result the electron density of plasma and hence V0 

increases because it depends on the densities of separated electrons and ions clouds. 

8.7  CONCLUSION 

Tungsten plume has been generated by first harmonic of the nanosecond pulsed 

Nd:YAG laser. Ion emission from the plume has been monitored by ion collector and 

electrostatic ion energy analyzer. The initial plasma parameters were estimated from 

ion collector spectra by using Coulomb-Boltzmann-shifted time function. The number 

of ion charge states, energy of emitted ions and equivalent accelerating potential all 

increase with the incident laser fluence. The equivalent accelerating potential found to 

have a linear relation with laser fluence. In addition, we have drawn attention to the 

dependence of equivalent accelerating potential on the atomic number of the target 

atom. In this regard, a systematic study is in progress to investigate the effect of target 

atom’s atomic number on the equivalent accelerating potential and transient electric 

field produced inside the laser plume. 
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SUMMARY 

Titanium plasma produced by nanosecond pulsed Nd:YAG laser with 1064 nm 

wavelength have been investigated using ion collector and time-of-flight electrostatic 

ion  energy analyzer. Charge state distributions of Ti ions as a function of laser 

fluence has been obtained. It has been found that with increase in laser fluence 

maximum observed ion charge state increases and threshold fluence for appearance of 

a specific ion charge state can be estimated. The observed correlation between relative 

abundance of various ion charge states indicates the stepwise ionization of highly 

charged ions. It is also noted that the laser fluence can be used to control the charge 

state distribution of the plasma. Indicating that in a practical laser-based ion source, 

ion charge of interest can be maximized by the variation of laser fluence. The energy 

distribution of various Ti ion charge states and equivalent potential inside the plasma 

has been obtained. We believe that these experimental results will provide valuable 

insight into laser produced metal plasmas. 

The ion flux emitted from Cu plasma produced by similar laser, without and 

with axialy applied magnetic field at the target surface, have been investigated in wide 

range of the laser fluence. We have shown that the presence of magnetic field at the 

target surface has strong influence on the emitted ion flux. The major experimental 

results of this study can be summarized as: (1) the integrated ion yield increases with 

the application of magnetic field; (2) threshold laser fluence for the appearance of 

Cu
1+

 decreases from 2.68 J/cm
2
 to 2.21 J/cm

2
 by application of the magnetic field, (3) 

for a given laser fluence the number of detected ion charge states increases with the 

application magnetic field; (4) the average ion energy increases and energy 

distributions of individual ion charge states become broader and shift toward higher 
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energy values. The plasma parameters estimated from the experimental results have 

been used to draw rather clear picture of the ion flux and ion energy enhancement 

mechanism by magnetic confinement of the plasma. These results are quite important 

for fundamental understanding of the laser produced plasmas and may help to 

improve the characteristic of multiply charged laser based ion sources. In future, 

similar experiments will be performed with the application of variable magnetic field 

at the target surface. 

The influence of magnetic field on the laser plasma expansion has been 

studied at PINSTECH and TCD. In both experiments effect of axial magnetic field 

produced by magnets with different field strength over angular distribution of Cu ions 

has been investigated. At PINSTECH, Nd:YAG laser 1064 nm wavelength and at 

TCD KrF laser 248 nm wavelength have been used. In both experiments increase in 

ion yield and peak energy with the application of magnetic field was noticed. Increase 

in ion pulse duration with B was also been noticed. Extracted parameters from 

Anisimov model and cosine fitting of experimental model indicated a narrowing 

down of angular distribution in direction of applied magnetic field. Interestingly, a 

low intensity peak at shorter times has been observed in presence of magnetic field, 

which has different angular distribution than the main ion peak. The observed low 

intensity ion structures are currently under debate whether it is due to light 

contamination or fast target material ions.  

Further, ablation rate in presence and absence of magnetic field has been 

measured with weight balance and surface profilometer. Increase in ablation rate with 

B was verified with both techniques. An increase in ablation depth and crater diameter 
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has also been observed. These findings were found in conformity with recent 

literature.  

In addition, at TCD, with the help of ICCD plume images at various delay 

times from onset of plasma have verified the increase in energy and yield of ions in 

presence of the magnetic field. The reported experimental results are very useful for 

several applications like laser ion source (LIS), PLD, nanoparticle formation, laser 

micromachining, ion implantation, etc.  

Tungsten plume has been produced by 1064 nm wavelength pulsed Nd:YAG 

laser. Ions emitted from the plume have been monitored by ion collector and 

electrostatic ion energy analyzer. The results of this study can be summarized as: (1) 

the maximum available charge state of W
n+

 ions increased from 1 to 6 when laser 

fluence was varied from 4.07 to 19.36 J/cm
2
, (2) the charge state distribution of 

emitted ions from the laser plasma can be controlled, by variation of the laser fluence 

(3) the threshold fluence for appearance  of a particular ion charged state can be 

obtained by fine tuning of the laser fluence, (4) at a given laser fluence the number of 

available tungsten ions charge states were increased by application of axial magnetic 

field at the target surface, (5) The molecular oxygen ions O2
n+

 were also observed 

when magnetic field is applied at higher values of the laser fluence. Further studies 

are required to measure the energy distribution of various tungsten ions charge states 

and to investigate the peculiar effect of magnetic field on the production of molecular 

oxygen ions. 

Tungsten plume has been generated by first harmonic of the nanosecond pulsed 

Nd:YAG laser. Ion emission from the plume has been monitored by ion collector and 
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electrostatic ion energy analyzer. The initial plasma parameters were estimated from 

ion collector spectra by using Coulomb-Boltzmann-shifted time function. The number 

of ion charge states, energy of emitted ions and equivalent accelerating potential all 

increase with the incident laser fluence. The equivalent accelerating potential found to 

have a linear relation with laser fluence. Furthermore, we have drawn attention to the 

dependence of equivalent accelerating potential inside plasma on the atomic number 

of the target element.  
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RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK 

The investigation on the following aspects of the nanosecond laser produced 

plasma is recommended: 

1. The dependence of ion yield on the melting/boiling temperature of the 

target material. 

2. Devise some techniques to reduce the energy and angular spared of the 

laser produced ions. 

3. Investigation on the origin of the fast ions and electron groups. 

4. The influence of surface contamination on the characteristics of the ions. 

5. The dependence of equivalent accelerating potential on the atomic number 

of the target. 

6. The effect of various magnetic field profiles on the characteristics of the 

laser plasma. 
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